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ABSTRACT
The origin of the alteration and copper mineralization
in the Keweenawan lavas of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan
is one of the well known controversial topics in Economic
Geology#

The literature on this problem is most extensive and

an attempt was made in this thesis to first review as many
aspeots of the discussion as appeared to he necessary#

This

portion is necessarily extensive, and it is hoped that some
new light has been thrown here on some patterns of approaoh
or thought whioh, today, can hardly be called scientific*
Next, the observations made in the field, on hand specimens
and on thin sections are given In this sequence#
Then, the principal tool used for this study is developed
and described.

This is the congruency between geometric and

compositional properties of the lavas.
described and figures reproduced#

Many examples pre

The features of congruency

are numerous and an adequate coverage of the major ones would
require an even more extensive treatment than offered here#
Finally, the following conclusions are drawn on the
genesis of the alteration and the mineralization:

The small

and large scale congruency between the mineral distributions
and the following primary features exclude a later introduction
of alteration and mineralization fluids, and supports a
deuteric age and nature of both, the oopper and the associated
minerals, as well as that of many rock forming minerals;

1 ) different breccia fragments,

2 ) breccia fragments and

matrix,

3) various interpenetrating generations of lava

4) flow features,
"steam-pipes*, eto*

5) top-bottom features,

6 ) amygdales

INTRODUCTION
A*

Purpose and Scope
The problem of alteration in the Michigan copper lavas

and their genetic interpretation has been a subject of con
troversy for some time.

It was first discussed at length

by SUTLER and BURBANK (1929). who considered the alteration
of the minerals of the lavas as having been brought about
through a chemical and mineralogloal change by copper depos
iting solutions which moved up permeable pathways long after
the formation of these rooks*

This view held sway until it

was modified considerably by CORNWALL (1951 b), who consid
ered the alteration to be a result of a change brought about
by the final fractionation products of differentiating lavas*
M O O L I (1952) and AHSTUTZ (1959) also support the contempor
aneous idea.

Later, WHITE (1956) and STOIBEB and DAVIDSON

(1959) reverted back to a theory similar to that of BUTLER
and BURBANK (1929), with the additional view that there was
a regional hydrothermal rearrangement and alteration of the
material of the lavas.
In this thesis a study of the alteration was made,
taking into consideration the previous literature on the
subject, and introducing into the scheme of study a relatively
heretofore unconsidered aspect, that of the geometry and the
patterns of the alteration.

A relationship is established
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between the geometric patterns observed and the compositional
features, also observed, but about which considerable litera
ture already exists.
As a prerequisite to the discussion a review is made
of the existing literature on the subject and a detailed
account Is given of the stratigraphy, lithology, and proces
ses of differentiation.

Chemical, modal, mineralogical and

petrological studies are also given.

A sequential treatment

of the scope of this thesis is hereunder given.
Field studies were carried out In the Calumet area,
Michigan, during the summer of i 960 .

Studies were made of

exposures and photographs were taken.

Certain lodes were

examined in the Osceola Mine and the dumps around the mine
were visited and photographs were taken.

Representative s a m 

ples of these areas were collected, and a few structural and
other features were noted.

It was decided to concentrate on

small scale mlneralogic and fabric features since detailed
mapping of the are a had bee n completed by previous workers.
A megascopic study of over 100 samples collected from
different parts of the Michigan copper district was made.
This was supplemented by a detailed petrographic study of
35 thin sections of typical specimens from those collected.
For comparison, some 75 thin sections of the M. S. thesis
of PARKER

(i960 ) on the Greenstone flow were obtained from

the Michigan State College of Mining and Technology.
A study of the mineral content of each rock type was
made and the alteration was observed by microscopic

3.
examination.

In these studies particular attention was given

to the arnygdules, particularly their size, spatial distribu
tion, orientation, and their mineralogloal and chemioal char
acter.

X-ray analyses of a few minerals were carried out to

confirm their chemioal composition and the appropriateness
of their mode of occurrence bot h in the arnygdules a n d the
rook types concerned.
The object, as explained earlier, of this study was to
establish a correlation between all the above features to
see if a possible sequential character could be attributed
to the formation of these rocks and the deposits.
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C.

Geographic Location, Climate, and Physiography
1.

Location

The copper bearing lavas of the so-called copper district
of Michigan occur in the northern part of the Michigan
Peninsula in Keweenaw, Houghton, and Ontanogon counties.
They belong to the Keweenawan Series of rocks and occupy a
large part of this series.

According to IRVING (1883, p. 27 )

the extent of this series in the Michigan area is abcxit 1 7 ^
square miles.
tude 87°

This series lies approximately between longi
¥ - 93° W and latitude ^5° N to ^9° N.
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The area treated In this thesis is somewhat smaller and
lies approximately between longitude 8?° Jj-O* - 89° 1 5 * and
latitude ^ 6 ° $0* to ^7° ^0*.

This region is bounded on the

north, west and east by Lake Superior, and on the south by
the mainland of the state of Michigan.
Topographically the area occupied by the copper bearing
lavas consists of three ranges trending approximately N 60°
E - S 60° W with minor deviations and separated by flat plains
of Silurian strata.

The main or central range is the most

prominent topographic feature In the copper country and its
northern portion projects into Lake Superior as Keweenaw
Point.
This ridge is flat-topped, falling off to a lowland to
the north and in the south down to lake level at Portage
Lake.

It is cut still deeper to the west by Fire Steel,

Flint Steel and Ontanogon rivers.

This ridge averages a

height of 500* to 6 O O *0 attaining a maximum of 33^* at Mount
Houghton at Keweenaw Point.

On the north it is flanked by

the Porcupine Mountain range, which forms a prominent feature,
and on the south by the South Copper range.
The pattern of drainage is simple, being outward from
the central ridge.

The Ontanogon Elver, which rises south

of the main ridge and flows northward through the Ontanogon
Gap, affords the largest drainage outlet from the ridge.
As most of the streams have small basins, they are subject
to marked variations in flow.

The rise and fall in the flow

6.

is dependent upon the climate.

They are low, or small, during

dry summers and continuous winters, and abundant during spring
when snow melts.
The climate of the copper country is of a severe type,
although somewhat moderated by the waters of Lake Superior.
Killing frost is common in late autumn, though spring opens
quite late.

However, the area is free from extreme conditions

of weather.

The average high and low temperatures for the

last twenty years are 93° and 12°, respectively.

The tempera

ture data for the year 1959 is as follows:
Average temperature - 37*8 - 57.o (daily average).
Highest temperature - 93°» June 9.
Lowest temperature

- -12°, January 23 .

According to KIMBLE (1955) the coldest period in Upper
Michigan is between January 22 to 28.
Rainfall occurs mostly during the months of June to
October.

During 1959 there was a total rainfall of 3^.16"

in the area, the greatest rainfall in
on October 2b, 1959.

hours being

Snowfall is confined to the months of

January to March, the total snowfall for 1959 being 1 2 0 .b" ,
and the greatest in 2b hours being 11.9 on March 5 and 6.
The snowfall is usually dry, and has not been an impediment
to the industry owing to the adaptability developed through
experience.

The Michigan Peninsula is the area of heaviest

snowfall in the United States.

This fact has led to the
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establishment of a base of the U. S. Army Snow Research Group
north of Hancock.
The summers are fairly long and quite sunny and pleasant.
2.

Industries, Transportation, and Power.

E ven to this day, copper raining is the chief Industry,
with lumbering, agriculture and farming, though of relatively
subordinate importance, on an expanding trend.
The area is bordered b y Lake Superior and by Portage and
Torch lakes and, by virtue of this, has the advantage of lake
transportation and lake freights.

The period of transporta

tion is between Hay and December.

The remaining time muoh of

the water is frozen.

The district Is connected with outside

points by the following railways:

Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul Railway, and the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic R a i l 
road.

It Is also served by the Mineral Range Railroad and the

Copper Range Railroad.

The area is also linked to other parts

of the state by United States Interstate Highway No. ^6 and
State Provincial Highway No. 23, along with regular bus ser
vices existing in the area.

In addition,

several of the mines

are connected with the mills and smelters by privately owned
railroads.

United States Highway ^6 runs through the middle

of the Keweenaw Peninsula in a northeasterly direction right
u p to Keweenaw Point.

State Highway 23 joins it at Hancock,

coming from the southeast.

These two highways connect praoti-

cally all parts of the district through intersecting roads.
All these roads are open to traffic throughout the year.

3

Power for a long time was mainly generated by coal shipped
in by boat.

Now hydro-eleotrio plants on such rivers as the

Ontanogon and Sturgeon generate a fair amount of electric
power.

3.

Physiography

BUTLER and BURBANK <1929) give a summary of the physiog
raphy and state that much of the information has been gathered
from the works of HARVINE(1911), LEVSRETT (1911) and LANE
(1911).
Aooording to them, the Copper Range represents a mature
erosion surface studded with raonadnocks between valleys.

An

elevation of this surface took place followed by the erosion
of the softer rocks on each side of the present range to form
the present lowlands, while the igneous core of the ridge was
less affected.
This was followed by a period of glaciation, which,
according to BUTLER and BURBANK (1929) had little to do in
forming the major physiographic features, while it affected the
minor features profoundly.

A scouring of the soil and the

weathered outcrops took pl&oe, smoothening out the outlines and
widening the valleys.

Thus the major preglacial features

were not materially changed during glaciation and locally some
features of early weathering are preserved.

Many physiographic

features mentioned above are mostly glaoial and stream deposits
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of Importance to farming and the mining industry.

The glacial

deposits consist of four important types:
1.

The general till sheet, or ground moraine,

2,

Moraines formed around the margins of ice tongues,

3*

Deposits formed in glacial lakes, and
Deposits laid down by streams flowing from the ice.

The most extensive of the deposits are the ground moraines
which cover practically all the range except a few steep
ridges where it could not accumulate, or where it was eroded
after the ice age.

It generally forms a rather shallow mantle

filling in minor depressions and covering outcrops of weaker
rocks such as the amygdaloids.
The marginal moraines are less extensive.

The most promi

nent of all is the one which outlines the ice lobe that moved
down Keweenaw Bay, touching the Copper Range at Wheat Kake
Mountain near South Range and following it southwestward to
a point beyond Winona, where it turns southward around Keweenaw
Bay.

This moraine buries the rock deeply and is a serious im

pediment to prospecting,
The lake deposits were formed in the lakes along the south
margin of the ice.

Originally these lakes drained into the

basin of the Mississippi River, but later they drained into
lower levels toward the Atlantic coast.
The most extensive of these glacial lakes in the Copper
Range was Lake Duluth, which covered most of the area.

At

Calumet its highest shoreline surrounds Centennial Heights,

10

00feet above the level of Lake Superior.

about 7

In the

south end of the district only the higher summits project out
as islands.

This highest stage was followed by successively

lower stages whose positions are marked by old beach lines.
Since these were formed the land lias been tilted so that there
is a slight rise in altitude of each beach line from south to
north, the amount of which has not be determined for the
Copper Range.
These glacial lakes contained deposits of clay mixed
with boulders and have proved to be a handicap to prospecting.

D.

Previous Work
The occurrence and use of copper was known to the Indians

living In the Lake Superior region.
their tools made out of copper.

This is evidenced from

The copper bearing lavas of

Michigan had been receivig the attention of travelers and
geologists since 1632 , according to the first published account
on the copper which was written by LA GARDE in Paris in the
year 1636 .

In Relations (1632 -1672 ), which are reports pub

lished by missionaries, mention has been made about the occur
rence of copper in this area.

A traveler by the name of CLAUDE

ALLOUEZ (1666) has also Inspected the area and referred to
the occurrence of copper.

The first map of the Michigan area

was published in Paris in l6?2.

The occurrence of copper was

mentioned by BARON LA HOUTAN in 1639, P. DE CHARLEVOIS in 1721,
and CAPTAIN JONATHAN CARVER in 1772 in their publications.

It

was only In 1819 that a regular geological exploration was
conducted by H. B. SCHOOLCRAFT,

followed In 1823 by a

government expedition led by MAJOR LONG,

But the first sys-

tejiiatic a n d scientific exploration was conducted by Dr.
DOUGLAS HOUGHTON, the first State Geologist of Michigan, who
published his ovm results

in 1841 wherein he commented upon

the abundance of copper in the south shore of Lake Superior.
Many have contributed to the literature on Michigan geology
since then and the following could be mentioned as a few of
the important workers:
BIGSBY, JOHN J.

(1824, 1852)} HOUGHTON, DOUGLAS (1840,

1841, 1842, 1844), JACKSON, CHARLES T. (1845-1369), LOGAN,
PUMPELLY, R.

(1871).

Of the later workers active in the

Michigan Copper Belt, mention can be made of the well known
geologists

F. F. GROUT (1910-1913), W. LINDGEEN (1911). and

C. PALACHE

(1898-1925).

The views of a few of the above mentioned geologists and
those of the later workers are summarized in the following
pages.

A major part of the summary is restricted mostly to

their views on first,

the alteration that has taken place in

the Michigan lavas, and seoond, the origin,

source and meoh-

anism of concentration of the copper deposits.
PUMPELLY,

(1876, 1878), discusses the paragenesls of the

minerals associated with copper, and concludes that the alter
ation of the minerals in the Michigan lavas and the conglom
erate and sandstone was accomplished by descending solutions
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containing carbonic acid by a process of replacement.

Copper

he considers as having been deposited by these solutions in
the conglomerate, amygdaloids and associated rocks, this
deposition having taken place subsequently to the deposition
and removal of a portion of the rocks and subsequently to the
deposition of lauraontlte, epldote, prehnite, and quartz where
these accompany it.

He states that iron rich pebbles were

partly replaced by copper, the ferric oxide being removed in
part and in part reduced and recombined into chlorite which
he considers as a conspicuous alteration product of these
pebbles.
Regarding the source of copper, PUMPELLY (1373) believes
that copper was in the overlying sandstones and could have
been leached out of them, with which view IRVING (I883)
also agreed.
LANE (1911) applied the idea of concentration of copper
by diffusion of solutions saturated in the rock containing
dissolved copper which was disseminated through the flows.
SI-IYTH (1396) suggested that copper containing solutions
came from a deep seated source and were introduced along
with calcium and sodium minerals In the amygdaloids where
Gopjjer precipitated by a process of reduction.
VAN rII3E (1900) believed that the Michigan copper ores
were examples of deposits formed by meteoric waters that had
first descended, then moved laterally, dissolving copper as
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they went and finally ascended and precipitated the copper.
He, together with LEITH (1913). and STEIDTHAHN (1911), modi
fied this view and concluded that the ores were formed by
hot solutions of juvenile origin, both the water and the
heat having probably been contributed by the flows.

WOODS

(19 19 ) emphasised the possibility that the felsite and
quartz porphyry and intrusive masses may have been the sources
of copper, and that the copper nay have been first deposited
by ascending magmatic solutions and then enriched by downward
moving waters, comparable to the porphyry deposits of the
west.
SPUBE, J. E. (1920) suggested a magmatic origin for the
Michigan copper deposits and questioned if the interor-ystalllzation of copper with chalcooite did not indicate a
deficiency of sulphur in the solutions.

This theory did

not find much support at that time.
WELLS (1925) suggested that the hot solutions carrying
cuprous sulphate deposited metallic copper on cooling.

He

suggested that five agencies which might have effected deposi
tion of copper from ascending solutions could be considered
(1 ) cooling, (2 ) relief of pressure, (3 ) oxidation,
lution, and (5) reduction of acidity.

di

He thought that the

first, third, and fourth agencies seem to have worked
effectively in the Lake Superior district and caused the
deposition of copper.
BUTLER and BURBANK (1929) consider that alteration in
the lavas (traps) was caused by epigenetic ore-depositing

solutions from unknown depth, particularly in those lavas
which provided permeable pathways, the denser portions having
escaped moat of the chemical and mineralogical changes.

The

principal alterations according to them occurred in the
olivine and magnetite which have been replaced pseudomorphously by serpentine and hematite.
They also feel that the alteration of these two minerals,
so far as has been ascertained, was almost magmatic, i.e, it
took place very shortly after the rock had solidified, unless
Indeed these early iron-bearing minerals were already altered
by the time the pyroxene and the feldspar had crystallized
around them.

The dominant tendency they state in the altera

tion of these minerals was the conversion of ferrous to ferric
iron.

They consider that the alteration of the tops of the

lava flows is of two types produced at different times and by different causes:

(1) The development of considerable

hematite, and (2 ) filling in of the vesicles and other open
ings, together with more or less replacement of the rook by
lode minerals.

They state that the formation of hematite

caused or accompanied, in some of the tops, an increase in
iron content, notably above that in the deeper parts of the
flow.

Whether this Increase is an alteration or an original

magmatic effect is not altogether clear.
They state that the cavities or vesicles of the lava
tops remained empty for a long time, though some chlorite
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and per haps feldspar was deposited In them d u r i n g the cooling
of the lavas.

To them there seemed no r e a s o n to beli e v e that

the vesicles of o n e flow were filled before the next flow
appeared,

nor that during the general period of lav a ex

trusion there were successive periods of vesicle filling.
The vesicles appear to have been filled a f ter all the flows
had been spread,
deposited,

the o v erlying thick sedimentary formations

and the rocks filled to their present attitude.

P r a c t i c a l l y all the fractures, large and small,

that were

p roduced by deformation of the rocks carry the sane minerals
as those w h i c h formed the arnygdules.
arnygdules and of the fractures are,

The minerals of the
in fact,

identical w i t h

the gangue minerals a c c o m p a n y i n g the copper.
As regards the origin of copper deposits, B U T L E B and
B U R B A N K (1929) are of the firm opinion that the copper was
later than the roc k in w h i c h it occurs and was therefore
introduced into them.
elements

They consider that the important

of genesis of such deposits are the outside source

of the copper,

the epi g e n e t i c method of t r ansportatio n and

the epigenetic cause of precipitation.

These authors c o n 

sider o nly two c o n t r a s t i n g views which they designate as
one of d e s c e n d i n g origin an d the other of a s c e n d i n g origin.
Contemporaneous and endogenous possibilities are hardly
touched upon.
They advocate a theory that copper was dep o s i t e d by
asc e n d i ng rath e r than d e s c e n d i n g solutions and was p r e c i p i 
tated b y oxidation of the ore solutions rather than by

16.
reduction.

They believe that copper occurring disseminated

in the lavas would be sufficient for being concentrated and
consider it reasonable to suppose that solutions would dis
solve out a constituent present in minute quantity of con
centrate and to the amount of 50 t© 100 times without having
a notable effect in dissolving the minerals that are present
In much larger quantity.

They also state that the Duluth

gabbro has also been suggested as a possible source of
copper.
In explaining the method of transportation they suggest
that the solutions given off by the Duluth gabbro were
mediums of transportation of the copper.

These they consider

as liquids or heated gases, very mobile and under high pres
sure which entered the lodes either by direct connection of
the downward extension of lodes with an Igneous mass, or which
were led into the lodes through faults or fissures that ex
tended to the Igneous mass, and acted as ehannelways for
the transportation of the copper.
These solutions they say underwent chemical changes
before depositing the copper, involving reduction of ferric
iron and oxidation of sulphur and formation of copper, the
lodes rich in ferric iron being the places most favorable
for precipitation of copper.
BRODERICK (1929) discusses the alteration of minerals
in the Michigan copper lavas in his papers, "Distribution
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of Arsenic in the Michigan Native Copper Deposits” (1929)
and "Zoning in the Michigan Copper Deposits and its Signif
icance” (1929).

In his first paper he distinguishes the

copper deposits as (1 ) those occurring in tilted conglom
erates and amygdaloidal tops referred to as lodes
(2) fissure deposits of minor importance.

and

He considers that

mineralization, which he thinks as of the replacement type,
is more in the amygdaloids and conglomerates than in the
fissures.
Arsenic, BEODERICK states, occurs as a solid solution
in copper and Observes that arsenic occurs in all known
deposits in the area and that its ratio to copper increases
with depth, thus being higher in the lode which is lower in
the stratigraphic series with the exception of the Baltic
lode.

He further concludes that if an arsenic ratio-depth

curve be construed, with interpolations such a curve would
indicate that the known deposits of native copper would
extend over a range of more than 20,000 feet, measured up
the dip along the lodes.

A variation of this sort, he says,

if it be a function of the source of mineralizing solutions
will constitute what is commonly called zoning.
While discussing zoning, BRODERICK (1929. P* 312) states
that the mineralogical peculiarities noted in the different
mines and lodes were those of the zones in whioh the lodes
occurred and suggests that if the arsenic curve is oorrect
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and if the lodes are placed approximately in their proper
relation to one smother, the lodes having similar mineralogical assoeiations and types of rock alteration could be
grouped together with those features indicating higher
temperature characterizing deep zones facilitating a division
of the following zones pictured in Figure la. from

323)i(a) A deep zone, (b) an int

BBODERICK (1929, p.

mediate zone, and (o) a shallow zone, each with a distinct
mineral assemblage alteration, etc.

Thus, according to him,

the deep zone is characterized by serlolte, ankerite with
chaleoclte and arsenides at places, alteration and bleaching
and reduction of ferric iron which enters pumpellylte and
chlorite.

The Intermediate zone shows a decrease of serl-

clte, ankerite, sulphides and arsenides.

The shallow zone

(as represented by the Pewablc and Osceola araygdaloids) has
practically no sericite, ankerite, sulphides and arsenide,
but has orthoclase and adularia.

He also discusses zoning

in the fissures and the relation of zoning to the general
structure.

As regards the origin of copper, he thinks that

the deposits have the general characteristics of the class of
hypogene deposits of shallow and intermediate depths, i.e.,
the epithermal and mesothermal classes.
BRODERICK and HOHL (1933) in their paper, "The Michigan
Copper District", discuss the geology, the geomorphology,
genesis and related aspects.

Regarding the origin of the

ore deposits they refer to those at the Calumet area occurring
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with adularia, epidote, quartz, and calcite and consider them
to have been deposited by upsurging solutions by a process of
replacement of finer material between the pebbles
glomerate,

in the c o n 

the deposition being due to the solutions not

being able to penetrate the sandy or shaly margins that close
in on the conglomerate lenses and the existanoe of a perme
able medi um in the fragmental rock.

They state that several

deposits differ in gangue minerals and the character of rock
a l t eration and that these differences have been re g a r d e d as
peculiarities of the individual lodes.

They suggest various

conditions for the formation of an ore deposit and discuss
the e xisting views on the genesis of the Michigan ore.

The

views are similar to those listed above, but somewhat more
differentiated and therefore summarized anew:
They state that cold condensing w a t e r d e s cending from
the surface for m a n y thousands of feet b y gravity or atmos
pheric pressure f i rst percolating through hot traps gathering
u p disseminated copper, then carrying it l a terally and d o w n 
ward

into amygdalolds and c o n g l o m e r a t e s , where the solutions

leached wi t h the ferrous silicates, forming native copper
and ferric compounds.

According to this theory,

traps are

essential sources of eopper and chloride waters as carriers
and the deposits should be found on the u p p e r sides of im
permeable b a r r i e r s •
They state that the theory of Calumet and H e ela geolo
gists is that the underl ying intrusives gave off solutions
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rich in copper, arsenic and sulphur; these solutions expelled
under enormous pressures, followed permeable amygdaloid and
conglomerate channels upward, cooling and entering regions
of lower pressure as they ascended.

When they reacted with

the highly oxidizing wall rock, their arsenic and sulphur
were oxidized by the ferric iron of the lodes and their
copper was deposited as native metal.

According to this

theory the traps are not essential to the formation of the
lodes.

The chloride waters now found in the Michigan mines

are not regarded as being necessary to explain the native
copper.

The copper deposits should be found underlying

impermeable barriers.
CORNWALL (1951 a) In his paper on the differentiation
in lavas of the Keweenawan series and the origin of the
copper deposits of Michigan, suggests two entirely different
hypotheses for the origin of the copper deposit.

He

attributes the origin of the oopper to the endogenous process
of differentiation in the lava flows.

The two different

mechanisms of differentiation considered are, first a
mechanism based on the assumption that a convective over
turn was important and the second on the assumption that it
was not.

He discusses at length all the facts related to

these differentiation processes.
As regards alteration and mineral concentration he con
siders deuterlc alteration, particularly of the plagioolase,
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to be much more intense in the pegmatite facies than in the
ophitic basalt.

He refers to the mineralization of the

Greenstone flow with ohalcoclte and specular hematite and
thinks that this represented the culmination of an Increase
in sulphur and ferric iron toward the top of the flow, and
offers this observation as evidence for a contemporaneous
formation.
As regards the origin of the copper deposits, he men
tions three hypotheses, an epigenetic, and epi-syngenetlc
and a purely syngenetie, that are open for consideration.
He prefers the theory mentioned by LIMDDREN (1933) that the
native character of copper was due to the faot that it
crystallized from a solution or liquid that was deficient
in sulphur.
In his paper, "Ilmenlte, Magnetite, Hematite and Copper
in Lavas of the Keweenawan Series," CORNWALL (1951 b) notes
that native copper is predominant in the thinner flows and
sulphides in the thicker flows.

He distinguishes two groups

of opaque minerals and their alteration products, the later
group or second generation minerals having been formed by
the action of volatiles escaping from the lavas.

He men

tions that the ratio of titanium to total iron correlates
with the degree of differentiation of the lavas while that
of ferric to ferrous iron does not.
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He considers hematite to have been formed by exsolution
from ilmenite during cooling.
Magnetite, according to him, formed ten percent of the
total opaque constituents and Is conspicuously absent in the
amygdaloidal flow tops.
He says that- copper sulphides closely associated with
ilmenite and magnetite and attributes this to the late forma
tion of these metallic constituents and to their Interstitial
character.
Native copper in all flows and chalcoeite in the Green
stone flow, he considers as being primary, having been
formed as a result of a deficiency in sulphur during crys
tallization.

Native copper is not closely associated in

position with Ilmenite or magnetite, but tend to be associ
ated with prehnite, quartz, epldote, pumpellyite, and
chlorite.
VfHITE (1956) gives a description of the Michigan lavas
and conglomerates, their structure and paleogeography, and
discusses briefly the possible existence of channelways for
the transport of ore bearing solutions.

He considers that

the amygdaloids were filled with secondary minerals through
out the basin and concludes that mineralizing solutions have
apparently moved upward and outward in all directions from
the deeper parts of the basin.

He states that the Michigan

district seems to be unique only in that it may have captured
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more mineralizing water from the deepest parts of the basin
than other areas, enough to make the deposits commercial,
and suggests two possible causes, (1) the favorable system
of channelways, and (2) that the flows may have contained
more copper because of having come from the deepest part
of the basin where the highest pressures and temperatures
existed.
He feels that copper is definitely epigenetic where it
is present in sufficient abundance to make ore deposits.
His paper is a reversal of CORNWALL*s study and does not
consider CORNWALL’S criteria in detail.
CORNWALL and ROSE (1957) discuss the occurrence of minor
elements in the Keweenaw lavas in their paper, "Minor ele

”Their work sho

ments in the Lavas of Michigan.

while the distribution of the minor elements is related to
differentiation, yet this distribution does not appear to
support any major epigenetic rearrangement of elements,
neither minor nor major.
A similar geochemical paper has been written on the
Swiss spilitlc rocks by AHSTUTZ (1953)* combined with micro
scopic observations, and he has reached a similar con
clusion, i.e., the composition of these rooks must be
primary.
STOIBER and DAVIDSON (1959) consider that the amygdule
minerals are of epigenetic magmatla hydrothermal origin,
and that their formation was regional in extent.

This

metamorphism affected both the lavas in extent, and the con
glomerates.

The authors infer that the deposition of

copper is a consequence of the processes and conditions
involved in the regional epigenetic magmatic hydrothermal
metamorphism referred to above.

The whole process, they say,

may have been triggered by introduction of hot carbon
dioxide waters from depth which first produced pumpellyitization, and the chemicals freed from this pumpellyitization
Induced albitization of the normal basalt of the flow tops
and contributed material for amygdule filling, albitization
again providing material for further pumpellyitization.
The copper, they say, could have been freed from the basalts
that were altered to pumpellyite, carried up dip by solu
tions, and deposited on beyond the limits of the pumpellyItized rook.
As a whole their paper is not new as far as the attempts
to interpret the genesis goes.

The data are new insofar as

they offer the first extensive mineral distribution study.
However, the zones drawn by them are not convincing because
the point representing different mineralogioal compositions
can be connected in many other ways.

In addition, the data

and even the zones drawn by them can also be interpreted in
many different ways, i.e*, the time factor in the genesis
is not conclusive from their study.
AKSTUTZ (1957) in his unpublished paper on the "Genesis
of the Lake Superior Copper Deposits", discusses the various
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theories relating to this aspect, and "bases the following
conclusions on his investigations.

He states that the Lake

Superior deposits may "be explained "by a uniform single
origin.

The field evidence, the microscopic, the paragene-

tic, statistical, trace element, and X-ray analyses lead
to the conclusion that the copper is a normal co-magmatlc
syngenetic constituent accumulated in a hydromagmatic
phase of the' Lake Superior basalt magma.
In his paper on "Spilltic Rocks and Mineral Deposits,”

(1958 b), he classifies the mineral deposits as oxy-spllitio,
sulpho-spilltic, and deposits of native metals and con
siders the Michigan copper deposits as one of them.

He

states that a portion of the volatile fractions of spilltic
magmas escapes into adjacent rocks and produces replace
ment deposits, and hints at an origin of a similar nature
to the Michigan copper deposits.

He considers spilltic

rocks and minerals deposits to be basically syngenetic and
Implies this origin to the Michigan copper deposits.
Again in his paper on "Syngenetic Zoning in Ore De
posits" (1959), while suggesting a syngenetic origin for the
traoe of zoning in the Michigan copper deposits, he states
that essentially congruent and hence most probably syngenetie deposits in extrusive rocks are common and many have
been interpreted at one time or another in a wholly or partly
syngenetic or eo-magmatic way.
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GEOLOGIC SEATING

A.

Stratigraphy (BUTLER & BURBANK, 1929. WHITE, 1956,
IRVING, 1383, LANE, 1911, PUMPELLY, 18?3)

1•

Extent

The Michigan lavas belong to the Keweenawan Series of
rooks which occupies the southern part of the PreCambrian
shield of North America and forms part of the Lake Superior
basin.

This series of rocks extends from Keweenaw Point

southwestward through northern Wisconsin into Minnesota
(Pig. 1).

It borders the northern shore of Lake Superior

in Minnesota up to the Canadian border, crops out on Isle
Royale, appears in the Black Bay and Thunder Bay districts
and extends still northward around Lake Nipigon.

To the

east In an almost continuous area it occurs scattered as
outorops along the shore and on Islands of Lake Superior.

2 , Age relationship
The Keweenawan rooks consist of coarse clastic sediments
and intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks, the lower and
upper parts of the series consisting of sedimentary units.
After sediments were deposited up to a thickness of 500
meters, igneous activity became dominant, giving rise to
successive flows of basaltic material, and rarely acidic
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material, interrupted occasionally by short, quiet periods
during which sedimentation took place.

The eruptions were

of the fissure type, numbering a few hundred.

With the

waning of igneous activity, the periods of sedimentation
became more frequent and longer, contributing to the thick
bed of conglomerate and overlying sandstone which fora the
upper part of the series.
A probable Keweenawan age is advocated for the intrusions
on the following basis.

On the northern shore of the lake

the Great Duluth gabbro laccolith occurs essentially along
the unconformity at the base of the Keweenawan.

To the

south of the lake in Wisconsin, similar rocks occur and
are considered to be an extension of the same great body
from one side of the Lake Superior synclinal basin to the
other.

Smaller intrusive bodies occur toward the base of

the Ke\*eenawan at intervals along Keweenawan Point.

The

petrographic character of the rock and its position in the
series suggest that it is contemporaneous with and derived
from the same magma as the Duluth gabbro.

The dikes in the

Gogebic iron country and the Logan sills in Minnesota and
Ontario are of the same age•
An attempt has also been made to correlate the various
beds of the series by BUTLER and BURBANK (1929) to arrive

at a proper grouping of the rookst
a.

The rocks at Keweenaw Point are of Keweenawan
and Cambrian age.
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b.

.

The Keweenawan reeks rest unoonformably over the
upper Huronian on the Gogebic Range, Keweenawan
dikes cutting across earlier rooks.

Over the

Keweenawan, a sandstone of probable Upper Carabrian age rests without an apparent unconfomaity,
a feature not observable at Keweenaw Point where
the Freda sandstone is separated from the Jacobsvilla (Upper Cambrian) sandstone by a great overthrust fault.
©.

Fossiliferous Upper Cambrian sandstone lies u n 
conf ormably on middle Keweenawan beds in the
valley of st. Croix Elver in western Wisconsin.

d.

Faulting has obscured evidence of the possibility
of the Jacobsville sandstone being unconfor mable
over the Keweenawan and doubt whether the Jacobs
ville sandstone is equivalent to the Upper Cambrian
sandstone of St. Croix valley further complicates
the issue.

However, this indicates that the Lake

Superior basin was formed during Keweenawan times
and that the unconfonaable nature of the younger
formation over the earlier ones was due to tilting
and did not constitute a break in the stratigraphic
sequence.

Further evidence of continuous deposition

without interruption by diastrophlc movement is
seen in northern Wisconsin where the Freda sandst o n e
is o v erlain confo r m a b l y by other sandstones

K e X'jee n a wan age .

of
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Although, according to BUTLER and BURBANK (1929), the
United States Geological Surrey groups the Keweenawan Series
under the Proca^brlsn, tbs occurrence of the ma^or uncon
formity a t the base of the Keweenawan Series has led sc
geologists, such

as LAKE

(1911), to the

separation between the Preoanbrlan

and

therefore they

3.

classify

view

that the major

and the Cambrian

was here,

Keweenawan Series as Cambrian,

the

Classification and Description of the Formations

The Keweenawan Series Is divided into upper, middle, and
lower divisions, each consisting of a number of groups as
shown in Table 1 below, with their classifications *

Tabic 1
I?am©

Classification

Thickness
in meters

■■■»• — — —

IRVING

VAN HISS

Upper

Freda sandstone

300 (?)

Honesuoh shale

vin^on

Upper

Upper

Ai

Keweenawan

Keweenawan

Outer conglomerate

320-1160

Lake shore trap

130-600

Great conglomerate

110-730

Eagle River group

470-760

Lower
Keweenawan

Middle
Keweenawan

Ash bed group

Keweenawan

485-800

Central nine group 1270-8000
Bohemian range group(?) 3160

LAKE and

Lower
Keweenawan

Lower
Keweenawan
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Description of the Formations,
The descriptions of the formations given "below were
compiled from detailed accounts published by IRVING (1883),
LANE ( i m )
1*

and BUTLER and BURBANK (1929)*

The Bohemian range group.
The Bohemian range group includes a group of rooks with

a lower portion consisting of numrous flows of (1 ) a labra
dor ite porphyrltie type of rock, (2 ) diabase amygdaloid,
and (3 ) conglomerate* and an upper portion containing
(1) quartz porphyry and (2) felsltew

These rooks are in

truded by vertical diabase dikes, felsltes and gabbros, and
an affiliated fine grained, red colored gabbroid type of
splits.

North of Bessemer the thickness, with the inclu

sion of the Igneous sills is 3150 meters, with not more
than 160 meters of sediment.

2 . Central (Nine) group.
This group includes the "Greenstone group,* the
Phoenix Mine group," and a part of "Portage Lake Series,"
(Pumpelly, 18?6).

This group may be defined according to

LANE (1908) as extending fro® Bohemia conglomerate through
Marvins*s conglomerate to "St. Mary’s epidote," a sediment
(volcanic ash) just above the "Greenstone" which is above
'Marvine’s conglomerate.

This formation is characterized

by heavy flows of ophite such as the "Greenstone," which
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is fairly coarse grained and occurs at the top of the series,
extending "beneath Lake Superior from one side to the other.
The thickness of the flows alone at Black Elver is
8200 meters, vrhlle at Portage Lake it is 1970 meters.
3.

Ash Bed group.
This group gets its name from the Ash Bed Mine, and

consists of a "base of diabase and diabase amygdaloid®,
including about 12 meters of conglomerate followed by a
repetition of similar rocks, including several sandstone
belts.

Frequent flows of relatively felspathie glomeropor-

phyrites, fine grained types with less lime than ophites
and volcanic agglomerates of the aa* type characterizes
this group.
"Eagle River group".
This group consists of sandstones and conglomerates
with interbeddad flows.

It ha 3

86c

feet of sediment.

At

Tamarack the group attains a thickness of 5600 meters.
5,

The Great conglomerate or Copper Harbor conglomerate.
HOUGHTON (1873) grouped the Great conglomerate and the

Outer conglomerates together before it was realized that
the flows were interbedded.

Although HUBBARD (1893) has

*Lava consisting of irregular blocks with spines.

DO
>
<• «

shown that there were three heavy conglomerates, taking
into consideration the facts that
1.

There are no sharp lines separating them,

2.

They cover the whole period of decadent volcan-

130 , and
3.

The likelihood of the flows occurring irregularly
in the conglomerate series exists,

LANE (1908) considers it fit to use a local term, "Copper
Harbor conglomerates," to Indicate the whole assemblage,
and to treat the intrusive lake shore traps as lentils In
the same.
The "Great Copper Harbor conglomerate" consists of
a variety of pebbles of Keweenawan rocks, the formation
attaining a thickness of 110 meters at Black Elver and a
thickness of ?30 meters at Eagle River.

6 . The Lake Shore traps.
These are intruslves which contain at least one con
glomeratic bed intercalated with them, attaining thicknesses
of 600 meters at Copper Harbor, 260 meters at Calumet, and
130 meters at Black River.

The detrital material is of a

varied kind.
7.

The Outer conglomerate.
This group consists of conglomerates containing pebbles

of all the Keweenawan rocks, including intruslves, arnygdules,
and agates, and also Huronian jaspllites.

The thickness

.
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ranges from 330

meters

at Keweenaw Point to 1000 meters

in the Porcupines.

8.

The nonesuch formation.
This consists of dcrk colored shales and sandstones,

indicating accumulations of sediment derived presumably
from a heavy erosion of the Keweenawan traps occurring at
some distance.

The dark color of these sediments Is a t t r i b 

uted to the baslo material they contain.

This formation

seems to be a very persistant horizon in lithological chara
cter In spite o f its moderate thickness ranging from 110 to
130 meters at Montreal through 160 meters at B l a c k Biver to
200 meters on the Porcupines.
$.

The Freda sandstone.
Also known as "Western sandstone5' (BQHIKGES, 1892),

the Freda sandstone derives its name txm a stamp mill town
on the shores of Lake Superior, where it is exposed for
well over a thickness of 320 meters, consisting mostly of
sandstones and shales.

Both lithologically and structur

ally it Is very much like the "Lake Superior sandstone",
though it is loss quartzose and folsitio than the latter
sandstone,

Basic debris and streaks of red clay are more

common in tide formation than in the Lake Superior sand
stone,

The one mantles a granite boss, from which the

other was separated, as the nonesuch shale shows by exten
sive exposures of Lower Keweenawan.

Lithology
The rooks consist of acidic and basic intrusive and ex
trusive rocks, shales, sandstones and conglomerates, ash
and tuff*
Sediments•
These consist of red colored, poorly sorted felspathic
sediments, constituting the entire thickness of the series
in the upper groups above the Eagle Biver formation.

They

are shallow water deposits and show ripple marks, current
bedding and mud cracks.
Conglomerates *
SUTLER and BURBANK (1929) recognized two types of con
glomerates, (1) a felsltio variety and (2) an amygdaloldal
variety, both distinct in chemical composition and source
and regarded as separate units, though from a stratigraphic
point of view they may be considered as one.
The felsitic type of conglomerate ranges in thickness
from a few inches to 1160 meters, having a line or extent
of 75 kilometers.

MABVINE <18?3) refers to twenty-two beds

recognized in the area*

The beds are lenticular in habit,

the thinner portions being finer in grain, showing orosB
bedding and ripple marks.

They predominate in the upper

part of the series, the fragmental content, though variable,
consisting mostly of felsite and quartz porphyry with a few
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rounded pebbles of trap occurring near the Calumet area*
They overlie soft i^ed or brownish basic sandstone locally
ripple marked and contaminated with amygdaloids.
The manner of deposition of these conglomerates attrac
ted attention and two views exist, one view suggesting
moraine accumulation in an alternately advancing and retreat
ing body of water; the other suggesting an intermittent
terrestial accumulation on a plain being flooded with lava.
The latter hypothesis gained support from such evidence
as ripple marks, mud cracks, etc., indicative of shallow
water deposition.
The Amygdaloldal conglomerate (LAKE, 1911)•
This formation, also known as "scoraceous conglomerate,"
rests directly on the amygdaloldal portion of the basalt and
forms a layer consisting partly of basic sand and partly of
pebbles or boulders of conglomerate.

At the Calumet and

Heola lode it is devoid of copper.
Although it has been suggested as mentioned by BUTLEB
and BUBBAHK (1929) that this conglomerate is an accumulation
of explosive volcanic material such as volcanic bombs and
ash, yet it is aocepted that this conglomerate is of sedi
mentary origin, having been formed repeatedly at horizons
where both erosion and sedimentation have taken place and
that it is a product of erosion rather than of explosive
eruption.
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Sandstones and shale.
The Nonesuch shale and the Freda sandstone occur at the
top of the Keweenawan Series.

The shales of the Nonesuch

formation consist of a black and red variety interstratlfled
with layers of sandstone.

The Freda sandstone forms the

uppermost formation of the Keweenawan Series in Michigan.
Ash and tuff.
Small quantities of finely granulated material inter
mingled with coarser material occur in many flows with
brecciated tops which may be called "ash".
be of the same origin.

They may both

Acidic "ash" is also observed in

siliceous layers and ascribed to periods of rhyolitic
eruption (LAKE, 1909).

E.

Igneous Rocks

A major part of the igneous rocks outcropping at the
Keweenaw Point are basic lava flows, constituting the middle
portion of the Keweenawan Series.

This outcrop forms the

higher portion or backbone of Keweenaw Point.

The intrusive

rocks are gabbros and “red rook“ types similar to the Duluth
gabbro.

The "red rook" and felslte and quarts porphyry

intruslves occur higher in the series in the Porcupine
Mountains.

It is possible that some of the felslte bodies

are surface flows.

.
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Extrusive rooks.
The flows mainly occur as two belts, one occupying the
central portion of this stratigraphic series (Pig. 2) with
an extent of two to five kilometers wide, and the other,
known as the South Trap Eange, occurring In the south near
the Mlchigan-Wisconsin border and extending eastward toward
Keweenaw Bay.

There are numerous flows, the smaller ones,

such as the Lake Shore trap, occurring in the upper part
of the series.

The extent of the individual flows is

variable•
The thicknesses of the individual flows are varied,
but the apparent visible cumulative thickness up to the
Keweenaw Point is 5000 meters between the Great coi3|£l.oiaei,~
ate and Keweenaw fault, 3^00 meters at Calumet, 3&Q0 meters
near South Range, and not more than 2600 meters at Victoria.
The true total thickness of the flows is not known.

The

correlation of the different flows at various places where
they occur has been successfully done only for a few flows.
This variation In the total thickness of the flows
is due to the enormous thickening of certain flows at dif
ferent places.

In general, the more extensive flows are

thick, as for instance the Greenstone flow, which has a
maximum thickness of ^30 meters in Keweenaw County; the
Big Trap exceeds 130 meters, and the Kearsage flow is over

65 meters.

Another feature is the variation due to irregu-
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larltles on the surface of the flows which have also affec
ted the thickness of the flows.
The flows of the Keweenawan are generally basaltic,
grading through andesite to a rhyolite.

The basic flows

are typically olivine basalts composed mainly of feldspar,
pyroxene, olivine and magnetite, the last two largely
altered to other minerals.
more pyroxene.

The andesitic varieties contain

Biotite-contalning felspathic flows have

been found to occur north of Lake Gogebic.

The occurrence

of rhyolite porphyry north of Lake Superior has been observed
by ALDRICH (1923).

BUTLER and BURBANK (1929) consider the

flows to be of the plateau type.

The detailed petrology of

the rocks is discussed under Chapters II-C and III.

5.

The Source and Paleogeography of the Keweenawan Series

The source of the Keweenawan Series has been a subject
of controversy and inasmuch as this thesis deals with the
genesis of copper occurring in this series, a short discus
sion is attempted here, based purely on existing literature
and on discussions with various geologists who worked in the
area.
HOTCHKISS (1923) states that the Keweenawan rocks were
formed "by a slow rise of a great batholith centered in the
axis of the Lake Superior basin".

A tilting of the Archean

base level surface to the southeast during Huronian times

.
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resulted in the formation of the highland near the present
basin of Lake Superiorj then during Lower Keweenawan time,
igneous activity took plaoe and lavas broke through the
surface.

The lower Keweenawan quartz feldspar sands, as

mentioned earlier, are believed to be the erosional products
of an earlier acidic phase (HOTCHKISS, 1923).
The Irregular thiekness of the lavas and the occurrence
of interbedded sandy conglomerates are due to the periods of
explosive activity being interspersed with periods of quiet.
The conglomerates sure supposed to have been derived from
viscous acid flows as a result of weathering.
The trapping of the vast quantity of lava which extruded
on the surface with a southeasterly slope is supposed to have
caused the subsidence.

HOTCHKISS (1923) thinks that the ex

trusion was due to sinking of the land,

Cn page 671 he gives

the following as evidence for location of the source of the
Middle Keweenawan Seriest
"In a quarry in the base of the flow north of Ironwood
the second flow advanced over a thick mud deposit and squeezed
it up before it in such a manner as to Indicate that the flow
advanced from a northerly direction.
is the fanning of the dips.

A second line of evidence

The flows in the scv.th are

steeper than those in the north in practically every known
section.

This can be explained as the normal decrease in dip

of the beds towards the middle of the normal compression

^0.

syncline*

It can equally well "be taken as an Indication of

flows thickening away from the source to fill a sinking
syncllne, but this implies a source outside the syncline for
which good evidence is lacking.

It is believed that the

flow thinned away from the source in a normal fashion and
that this thinning up of the present dip Indicates a source
now concealed down the dip."
The presence of pipe arnygdules is also quoted as
another evidence of down-dip source by HOTCHKISS (1923)s
“These pipe arnygdules are bent up the dip, indicating that
Just before solidifying the lava was flowing upward in
relation to the present dip, i.e., the slope on which it
was flowing was southeast.*

He cites the cross bedding in

the sandstones and says that it showed that depositing water
current at that point was flowing in the same general direc
tion, i.e., southeast downward.
BEODEBICK (19^6) concurs with HOTCHKISS in that the
fissures in the Lake Superior basin are assumed to have
served as volcanic vents.

He also states that the source

of sediments are down dip and states that SAHDBEBG (1938)
is also of the same opinion.
WHITE (1956) discusses the source of Keweenawan rocks
and states that "the copper district probably lies closer to
the center of the present basin than any part of the Lake
Superior region in which lavas of Kiddle Keweenawan age are

now exposed, but so far as is known, It contains no dikes
that niight have served as feeders.

In oontrast, dikes and

sills are fairly common in the Keweenawan Series of Minne
sota, farther from the ©enter, and many metamorphosed
basaltic dikes that may well be Keweenawan in age out the
Huronlan rocks that surround the Keweenawan basin (VAN HISE
and LEITH, 1911).

Lava extruded anywhere within, or even

on the rim of a physiographic basin, would flow to the low
est point and then spread out from there.

Outward spreading

of the lavas from the ©enter of the basin therefore does
not necessarily indicate that the feeders were in the
oenter, and the distribution of dikes suggests that many
of the vents at least may have been at or outside the
margins of the basin.
Some conglomerate beds seem to have been deposited by
streams flowing Inward from the margins of the basin.

This

is shown by fore set beds and in direction of pebbles in the
Houghton conglomerate (WHII3S, 1952) and by foreset beds
in the Baltic (No. 3) conglomerate at the Champion Mine.

It can also be considered that feeders were located
to the northwest or west of the present Keweenaw Peninsula
and these may be either central or marginal.

B.

Structure

1*

Description of Structural Features
VAN RISE and LEITH (1911) enumerate the structural

features as consisting of eleven major folds, a few minor
folds, the Keweenaw fault, and numerous minor faults and
fissures.
Folds.
Among the major folds the prominent one is the Lake
Superior syncllne.

WHITE (1956) states that "tangible”

evidence for the configuration of the Keweenawan basin is
fragmentary ,•* and indicates that the extrapolation of atti
tude of beds would help to determine the shape of the basin.
According to VAN HISE and LEITH (1911) and BUTLEB and
BUBBANK (1929), the structure can be constructed on the
basis of the following*
1.

A general flattening of the dips of the beds of
the Keweenawan series from the top to the bottom on
both sides of the lake.

2.

The thickness of the Keweenawan rocks in the
copper district is about 1200 meters, 650 meters
of lava and 500 meters of sediments, while in the
middle of the basin the depth of the lavas is
12,000 to 1 9 1000 meters (Fig. 2).
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The outline of the basin coincides with that of
Lake Superior with a southwesterly extension
into Minnesota,
To the west of Keweenaw Point, the strike of the
fold is M 30° E and on the east it is E of S,
extending to the eastern end of Lake Superior,
The southern limb of the syncline is at Keweenaw
Point while the northern limb is exposed on the
north shore of Lake Superior and Isle Boyale.
The outcropping of presumably similar beds at
Keweenaw Point and at Isle Boyale, with a gap of
fifty miles, lends considerable support to the
other evidences listed regarding the existence
of a synclinal basin.

The syncllne is essentially

assymetrical, the beds of the southern limb
having steeper dips.
Among the other folds are a series of transverse anti
clines and synclines which pitoh towards the trough of the
basin, corrugating the southern limb of the Lake Superior
syncllne.
At Keweenaw-

Point, a northward pitching anticline,

the Keweenaw anticline, occurs, which effects a change in
strike of the major synclinal axis and merges in the south
west with the Ontanagon syncllne.

To the west of this and

at a distance of 110 miles from the Keweenaw anticline is

the Bessemer anticline.

The other subordinate anticlines

ana synclines are (1) the Allouez anticline, (2) the Isle
Royale (mine) syncline, (3 ) the Baltic anticline, (*»■) the
Winona anticline, (5) the FIresteel River syncllne, and
(6 ) the Mass anticline.

They are 7»5 to 15 kilometers

across, some bending sharply as the Baltic and Mass anti
clines, and some uniformly, as the Allouez anticline and the
Isle Royale syncllne.
The Porcupine Mountain uplift on the southern lirab of
the Lake Superior syncllne has a similar trend and numer
ous faults.

It is 12 to 15 miles long and

to 6 miles

broad.
An Interesting point which needs mention at this
juncture is the fact that in an overall picture of the
structure of the Lake Superior basin one could visualize
two systems of folds, one whose axis trends roughly N 30° E
and S 30° W (Lake Superior syncline), and the other whose
axis trends roughly N 30° w and S 30° E.

From the corruga

tions on the southern limit and the lack of similar corru
gations on the northern limit— at least no mention has
been made of it in the literature— it would seem obvious
that two periods of structural activity must have existed
of which the one responsible for the traverse folds could
have been earlier.

It also becomes equally obvious that

any relationship established between one diastrophic move
ment and the alteration and occurrence of copper could well
be applied to the other.

Faults
The faults occurring In the Keweenawan Series, partic
ularly those in the copper district, consist of
1.

A major fault, the Keweenaw fault, and its
related fissures.

2.

A few reverse faults such as the Hancock, Isle
Eoyale, and the reverse fault around the Porcu
pine Mountain dome, and

3.

Transverse faults near anticlines and related
fissures.

A brief description of the Individual faults is given
below*
The Keweenaw Fault:

The Keweenaw fault has a north

easterly strike which parallels Lake Superior.

Variations

in strike occur which are attributed to the northwardly
pitching anticlines and synclines which occur in the southern
limb of the Lake Superior syncllne.

This major fault ex

tends from Belegrls Bay to Lake Gogebic, a distance of
about 100 miles, and also on the east under Lake Superior
and on the west into Wisconsin, and is supposed to have cut
a once continuous series.

The fault is a reverse, or over

thrust fault, which has thrust the Keweenawan rooks over
Jacobsvllle sandstone, causing a repetition of the two rock
series.

The magnitude of dip of the fault ranges between

20-? 0°, the direction being mostly northwest, and the etiange

in dip being influenced by that of the lavas (BUTLER and
BURBANK, 1929).
The variations in dip of the fault and a few of its
characteristic features are summarized below:
1.

At Betegris - Little

is known about the attitude*

2.

Southeast of Cliff - Two faults are noted here one mile
apart with a block of horizontal flows in between.

3.

Mayflower, Old Colony Mine - Branch 1/2 mile in extent.

4.

At wall ravine - The

dip is 20° E. The sandstone below

and adjacent to the fault is upturned.
5*

St. Louis diamond drill section - The dip is about

38° (11 parallel to the normal dip of trap beds),
little disturbance.

6 . Douglas Houghton Falls - The dip is 32° - 38°.

The dip

of the beds is between 15 ° to 20°.
7.

Torch Lake, diamond drill location - The-dip of the
fault is about 17° with the beds flattening out near
it with possible overturning.

8.

Oneco - The average dip here is between 17° - 22°.
(Flattening of the beds is observed here again with a

possible overturning and this fact is mentioned for the fault
zone near the Baltic horizon.)
9.

Ravine south of Isle Royale - The dip is 50° and paral
lel to the beds above it.

10.

Atlantic prospect - the dip is 50°.
than above.

The beds are flatter

**7
11.

Indiana Mine - The beds contain intrusive rock and are
considerably broken.

12.

The Lake and South Lake mines - Here in the region
between the fault zone amd where the beds assume their
normal dip, the fault causes a folding of the beds into
anticlinal and synclinal structures.

13*

Victoria Mine - The dip is 70° and considerably steeper
than the beds*
Associated with the Keweenaw fault are many fissures

(discussed later in the chapter), dipping parallel to and
occasionally steeper than the beds, along which very meager
movement has taken place.

Under the reverse faults, that

cut, mostly transversely, aoroas these beds in this area
can be included such high angle faults as the Hancock and
Iale Boyale faults with horizontal apparent displacements
of 200 and 39 meters, respectively (actual displacement
mack more).

The Braneh fissure of the Minnesota Mine is

also Included under this class.

The large reverse fault

occurring along the southern margin of the Porcupine Moun
tain (WEIGHT, 1909• and LAKE, 1911) and the one in the
workings in the White Pine Mine can be included under this
category.
The other group of features oomlng under this heading
are the faults or slips that parallel beds where movement
is evidenced only by the heavy conglomerate gouge that

occurs on the hanging wall side.

This type of faulting is

emphasized hy HUBBARD (1898).
Fissures occur near the crests of anticlines due to
bending as in the case of the Keweenaw anticline which ex
tends from North American Mine to Copper Harbor, the fissures
cutting the Greenstone ridge.
A related feature is the mineralization of these fis
sures at Cliff, Phoenix, Copper Falls and other places.
The gaps in the Greenstone flows are also attributed to
these fissures.
Finally tension breaks and in some cases joints occur
ring with very little movement, ranging between 3-3° meters,
are reported, predominating mostly in the Baltic, Allouez
and Mass anticlines.
Relation to Stratigraphy
A discussion on the relationship of structural features
described in the sub-chapter to the stratigraphy of the area
becomes necessary to explain the present attitude of the
strata which in turn warrants a discussion of the theories
relating to the period and, to a certain extent, the order
of events that brought about the structural configuration.
In a study of the works of several eminent geologists
in the field one point stood out consplouously, and that was
that the Igneous activity that took plaoe in this region
was closely related to the structural deformation that has

also taken place here, but the crucial point which eluded
their search was the sequence in which these two activities
took place, so as to definitely establish whether igneous
activity was earlier or whether diastrophlsm was earlier.
If this were known a clearer picture could be given of the
mechanism responsible for the present attitude of the beds.
However, theories exist based on the two conceptions, one
considering igneous activity as the cause for diastrophlsm
and the other considering diastrophlsm as the cause for
igneous activity.
Taking the formation of the folds, particularly the
Lake Superior synoline, LANE (1911) considers that the syn
cline was formed by a slumping or sinking of the strata in
the region into an evacuated receptacle from where the rock
material comprising the lava flows are presumed to have
come,

GBOtTT (1918) thinks that the roof of the Duluth

gabbro laccolith or lopolith subsided, resulting in the
formation of the synoline, while HOTCHKISS (1923)* on the
other hand, visualizes two major phases, an initial phase
of Igneous uplift of pre-Keweenawan age, followed by an
intermediate period of erosion and marginal deposition and
consequent leveling of the uplifted area, and ending in a
final phase of extrusion of magma and resultant settling
of the crust, giving rise to the Lake Superior synoline.
These views contribute to the conception that diastrophlsm
was later and as a result of Igneous activity.
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Considering the second conception that the diastrophism
was the cause rather than the result of igneous aotivlty,
the views of VAN HISE and LEITH (1911) that the dominant
trend of the folds of the Preoambrian shield was established
before Keweenawan times and that a thrust from the south
against a continental area to the north was effective in
the folding of the Lake Superior syncllne eannot be ignored,
and in fact should be considered in consonance with the
(author’s) views expressed on page

regarding the trans

verse folding in the southern limb of the Lake Superior
synoline.
Notwithstanding the diversity of views regarding the
formation of the Lake Superior synoline, L A N E ’s (1911)
correlation of strata on both sides of Lake Superior and the
assumption that erosion and deposition kept pace with the
folding establishes the existance of the syncllne and Its
formation during Keweenawan times.

The obvious offset of

a lacoolithlc Intrusion In the domical character of the
Porcupine uplift, and the proximity of an intrusive body to
anticlines such as the Keweenaw, the Bessemer, Ironwood, and
Alloues anticlines, all point to a definite relationship
between the igneous activity and these structural features*
According to BUTLER and BURBANK (1929) the age and
development of the Keweenaw fault can also be brought under
the purview of the two conceptions, as a definite age and
cause cannot be given to the fault due to limited data*
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Here also a diversity of opinions exists, for instance VAN
HISE and LEITH (1911) regard the faulting as post-Cambrian,
possibly post-Cretaceous, while LANE (1911) thinks that it
only started during Keweenawan times*

BUTLER and BURBANK

(1929) suggest two possible theories as explained below.
In the first theory, based on the reverse character of
the fault and attitude of beds, they visualize a recumbent
fold snapping beyond its elastic limit, resulting in a
fault parallel to the Lake Superior syncline which involved
an upward and outward thrusting of the block to the north
near the center of a syncllne relative to the block to the
south.

They also suggest that if the Keweenawan Series

were laid before the formation of the Lake Superior synolinet
a displacement of about three miles would be required to
bring Cambrian Jacobsville sandstone against the middle
Keweenawan beds and their present attitude could be explained
by combined folding and faulting (Pig. 3).
If, on the other hand, the formation of the Lake
Superior basin was contemporaneous with the deposition of
the beds during Keweenawan times and the folding was prior
to the faultingt then the Jacobsville sandstone was laid
down unoonformably over the upturned edges of earlier
Keweenawan beds* involving a displacement of the Jacobsville
sandstone by a few thousand feet to produce the attitude of
beds adjacent to the fault as shown in Figure U r.
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Tracing the sequence of events under this theory,
BUTLER and BURBANK (1929) further state that this diastrophic
activity which began during Keweenawan times continued for
a long time, even after the Jacobsville sandstone was laid
down*

The relationship between the igneous activity, folding
and faulting is explained in this ways

It is first assumed

that a thrust from the interior of the Lake Superior basin
was the cause for the faulting, on the lines mentioned
above, and this was closely related to the formation of the
Lake Superior syncllne and the intrusion of the laocolith.
The folding and faulting is explained by a successive up
ward thrusting (BUTLEB and BURBANK, 1929) with an alternate
outpouring of lava during the igneous aotivity and settling
down of the strata.
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Petrology

In Chapter II-A on lithology the rocks of the Keweenawan
Series have been divided into two groups, the sedimentaries
and the intruslves and extrusives.
PUMPELLY (IB7 3 ) in his chapter on lithology of the
copper bearing rocks of the Portage Lake lava district has
described the rocks, but not offered a classification.
The following classification can be made on the basis of
his descriptions
1•

Melaphyres

1.
2.
3.

Coarse grained.
Pine grained.
Melaphyre porphyry

2•

Amygdaloids

1.
2.
3.

Amygdaloids.
Amygdaloldal melaphyre*
Amygdaloid proper.

3•

C ongloperates

1.

Derived from the melaphyre*

IRVING (1883) considers the Keweenaw Series to consist
of eruptive flows and beds of detrltal rooks interstratified
with one another, the eruptive rooks occurring also sub
o r d i n a t e ^ in dike form*
According to him the eruptive rooks include baslo,
intermediate and mold varieties similar to the many floes
of Tertiary age, shoeing only tvo marked deviations In that
they are totally devoid of ash and are fissure eruptions*

5^

The detrital rocks of the series are, according to him,
composed of water driven fragments derived mostly from the
acid rocks of the series itself.

The size and shape of the

conglomerates and sandstones and their accumulation in
different horizons he attributes to their mode of formation
during the diastrophlsm in the Lake Superior region as
described on page
According to him the rocks are classified as follows:
Basic Original Hocks
a.

Coarse grained.
1.

Orthoclase free (a.
(b.

Gabbro and diabase;
Olivine gabbro and olivine
diabase.

2•

Orthoclase-bearing gabbro

3•

Hornblende gabbro
Anorthite rock

b.

Fine grained.
5.

Diabase of the ordinary type

6.

Olivinitio fine-grained diabase and melaphyre

7.

"Ash-bed" diabase and diabase porphyrite

8.

Amygdaloids (vesicular diabase and melaphyre)
Acid Original Books

1.

Quartzless porphyry

2.

Quartziferous porphyry and felsite

3.

Augite-syenitet and granitell or granite porphyry

b.

Granite
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Detrital Rocks
1•

Conglomerates

2 . Sandstones
BUTUSR and BURBANK (1929) classified the rooks occur
ring in this area as shown below:
Sediments
1.

Conglomerate
a.

Pelsitic

b.

Amygdaloldal

2.

Sandstone and shale

3*

Ash and tuff
Igneous Hocks

1.

Intruslves
a.

Gabbro and red rook type

b.

Felslte

c . Quartz porphyry
2.

Extruslves

Large
a.

Amygdaloid

b.

Trap

Textural

1•
2#
3.
k.
5.

Ophite
Porphyrites
Glomeroporphyrites
Melaphyre
Dolerite

A two-fold classification based on texture and miner
alogy was adopted for the extrusive rooks alone by CORNWALL
(1951 a) In his paper, "Differentiation in Lavas of the

.
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the Keweenawan Series and the Origin of the Copper Deposits
of Michigan.”

The tabular classification is shown below.

Textural classification

Mineralogical classification

Ophite

basalt*
andesite

Gloneroporphyrite

basalt
andesite*
dacite

Porphyrite

basalt
andes ite*
dacite

ISelaphyre

basalt
andesite*
dacite
rhyodacite

Felsite

rhyolite

Aplite differentiate of
doleritic ophite

granodiorite

Dolerite (pegmatite
facies of basalt)

albite diabase

^Predominant rock type of textural type.
ophites are predominantly basalts.

For example,

(From CORNWALL, 1951 a)

From a study of the classification of the various
workers it can be seen that a large number of rock types
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stand out prominently and the petrological descriptions of
these rock types are given below.

It is proposed to utilize

one of the classifications, that of IRVING (1883) outlined
earlier to describe the rocks.
Igneous rocks.
Before proceeding to describe the igneous rock types
mentioned in the classification, a brief explanation of the
various textural terms used in the classifications is £iven
(LANE, 1909, BUTLER and BURBANK, 1929, BRODERICK, 1935,
and CORNWALL, 1951 a)
The megascopic textural classification given by CORN
WALL (1951 a) for the lavas, which gives a fair indication
of the variation in chemical composition, is explained
below.
Ophite.

Crystals of pyroxene Inclosing unorlented,

euhedral plagloclase laths produce a mottled effect distin
guishable on freshly broken surfaces and accentuated by
weathering.

This texture is developed in more mafic flows.

Porphyrites.

When phenocrysts of plagloclase occur in

a ground mass of a similar composition.
Glomeroporphyrites.

This term is used when these

phenocrysts have a tendency to clot together.
Helaphyres.

They are flows which are fine grained

throughout and have no distinctive texture.
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Felslte.

These are reddish,fine grained equigranular

or porphyritic rhyolitic rocks.
Aplite.

A fine textured rock with "panidiomorphic”

to granulitlc texture which is somewhat more acid than the
associated granite.
Dolerite.
pyroxenic rock.

Forms large intrusive bodies of hypabyssal
They are hoiocrystalline and typically non-

porphyritlc with augite and feldspar their chief constituent.
They occur as large dikes, sills, and in lacoolithic and
other masses.

1.

Description of rock types

Gabbro and diabase; olivine gabbro and olivine diabase;
all free from orthoclase.

The gabbros are the non-fels-

pathic varieties of the Minnesota gabbro of BAYLEY (1389).
These four rooks are considered as a group by IBVI1IG (1C 3).
They occur as massive exposures with a columnar structure
without an amygdular portion.

They occur on the Minnesota

coast and around Lake Superior, particularly in the out
crops immediately over "The Greenstone" in the Eagle River
section of Keweenaw Point.
IRVUJG (1883) describes them as being grey colored,
phanerocrystall ine coarse grained rocks with predominating
plagloclase and subordinate augite and olivine, both with

.
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sometimes a coating of iron.

Olivine, the earliest formed

mineral, occurs as black glassy particles with a scaly struc
ture due to commencing decomposition and, from its high
iron content, as a variety close to hyalosiderite.

It is ir

regular in outline, rounded and altered to serpentine, with
associated magnetite,

Plagloclase is next in order of

abundance, occurring in elongated crystals of li m.ra. to
5 or 7 c.m., particularly in the coarsest kinds.

They are

linear in outline, sometimes occurring in needles and rarely
rounded,

PUMPELLY (1873) has identified them as being

nearer the basic end, l.e,, labradorite, by the symmetrical
extinction method and also by a study of the cleavage
emphasized by inclusions.

The plagioclases are fresh but

where altered slightly cloudy.

They are usually the major

ingredients while augite predominates in darker varieties.
IRVIUG (1303) considers the iron oxide ingredient to
be titaniferoua magnetite occurring in irregularly outlined
anhedral forms ranging from dust to particles of 6 m.m,
across•
Augite ranges from augite to highly fibrous diallage
and occurs as a lustrous black colored mineral, often in
cluding olivine grains, its outline being determined by
those of the previously formed plagioclases.

Diallage occurs

as coarse grained detaohed particles with a brilliant brassy
metallic lustre, sometimes including, when fairly large,
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plagloclase crystals.

Jnder the microscope augite shows the

characteristic prismatic cleavage with craoks, Is usually
fresh, altering generally to a feebly dlchrolc chlorltic
matter, containing particles of magnetite, indicating its
secondary origin.
Apatite occurs rarely as minute crystals as also do
a few scales of biotite.

Serpentine, chlorite, viridite,

brown and red oxides are considered by IBVING (1883) as
secondary alteration products, while prehnite is considered
as an alteration product of plagioolase.
Orthoclase gabbro.

This rock occurs in the same manner

8.s the orthoclase free kinds and also as isolated exposures.
’
Jhe syenite-like rock of the Bohemian Mountains, a bed in
the Eagle River section, and rooks exposed on Aminioon
River, Wisconsin, all belong to this group.
According to IRVING (I8 8 3 ) they are medium to coarse
grained rooks, less abundant than the previous member and
distinguished from the normal gabbros and coarse grained
diabases by (1 ) the presence of orthoclase feldspar and a
plagioolase near oligoclase in composition;

(2 ) an abundance

of coarse grained apatite; (3 ) an Invariable absenoe of
olivine; (4) the comparatively greater tendency to decompo
sition of the feldspars, the results of which are, a. cloud
ing and reddening of the constituents, b. the introduction
of a greater or lesser amount of secondary quartz, and
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c. the greater richness of the magnetite in titanic acid.
Orthoclase is fairly highly altered, sometimes clouded
and containing ferric and secondary quartz, as products
of alteration.

It is later than plagioolase as seen by

the moulding of its contours around those of the latter,
and sometimes shows alteration to chlorite.
The composition of the plagloclase is between oligoclase and labrador!te, being less fresh and altered some
times to chlorite.
The titaniferous magnetite is pinkish and feebly mag
netic, occurs in large fragments with a white substance,
an alteration product indicative of the presence of titanic
acid, called leucoxene.
Augite, ranging in composition from augite to diallage
occurs in some cases as long radiating blades which are
invariably twinned.

Fibrous diallage occurs altered mostly

to a fibrous greenish, comparatively weakly dichroic
uralite.

The accessories consist of apatite which occurs

prominently as crystals one inch in length while chlorite
occurs as an alteration product of augite or more commonly
of uralite.

Biotlte and iron and copper sulphides usually

occur.
Hornblende gabbro.

Exposures of this rook, considered

as peculiar, occur above the Iluronian strata for a length
of 14 to 20 miles along a belt of country running westward
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from Bad River, Wisconsin.

This rock contains a deep brown

intensely absorptive basaltic hornblende.
calls it augite dlorite.

PUMPELLY (IS73 )

While he regards the hornblende

as primary, IRVING (1883) thinks that it was secondary.
Anorthite rock.

This name is a latinized version of

Anorthosite, given by LAWSON (1393) for Minnesota occurrences.
Exposures of this rock occur both as masses cutting black
gabbro and Included in angular masses at the north shore
of Lake Superior and in the high point near the mouth of
Temperence River.

According to IRVING (1383) they are

coarse grained rocks, light gray to colorless or white,
occasionally with a fain greenish tinge consisting mostly
of anorthite feldspar.

A few grains of altered olivine

were observed within the anorthite and augite between
feldspar grains.
These rocks occur as large exposures in the beds of
the Eagle River section (MABVINE, 1373) at Porcupine Moun
tain on the southern shore of Isle Royale and also on the
Minnesota coast where they are subordinate to the other
varieties.

On an examination of l*f specimens, PUMPELLY

(1873) recognizes two types, "the ordinary* and "the ash
bed" type.

The ash bed type was the lower portion of the

bed whose upper vesicular portion was the "extraordinarily"
80oriaceous amygdaloid.

IRVING (1383) does not agree with
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PUMPELLY (1073) in bringing the two types under the purview
of this term as he considers the rock type termed here as
"ash bed" being closely related to the diabase porphyrltes.
According to IHVING (13S3) these ordinary diabases are
relatively thin flows with an amygdaloldal upper portion
which has undergone considerable alteration.

Professor

PUMPELL.. (1373), using microscopic studies of these rocks
fro , Eagle Elver section, describes them as being dark green
to dark brown rooks, the color varying according to the
degree of alteration and the relative proportions of chlorite
and ferric oxide among its decomposition produots.

Tex-

turally „hey vary fromflne grained to oryptocrystalline
with an uneven to haokly fracture, the last portion on the
fraction being attributable, according to HIVING (1383)
to the ash bed diabase only.
Lloroscoplcally the rooks oonslst of plagloclase,
augite, magnetite, or anhedral tltanlferous Iron ore (PUNPELLY, 1973).
The plagioclases are Invariably oligoclase, occurring
in tabular polysynthetic twins.

The augite, which Is later,

occurs interstltlally to these plagloclase crystals, magne
tite occurring in small euhedral grains.

Chlorite, sometimes

derived from augite (PUMPELLY, 1073). oocurs as a greenish
brown mineral and also as pseudo.morphous replacement of
Plagloclase.

PiriKJLLY (1373) also reports a radiating

type of chlorite.

6k

Olivinitic fine grained diabases (IBVING, I883).
This rock is known as melaphyr by PUMPELLY (1373), ophite
by LAIIE (1911) and CORNWALL (19 56 a).
trap.

It is also known as

PUHPELLY (1873 ) also calls then the trappean rocks

of the Portage Lake.

According to him they occur as uni

formly bedded rocks ranging in thickness from a few feet
to one hundred feet or more.

The texture varies from com

pact and sometimes porphyritic, through fine grained subcrystalline or earthy, to coarse-grained and dstinctly
crystalline.

In an individual bed it tends to become amyg-

daloidal at the top.
The mineral content, according to him, consists of a
light colored trlclinic feldspar, labradorite, chlorite,
magnetite.

Augite and hornblende are occasionally found.

As accessories he mentions the occurrence of a black red
follaceoua mineral resembling rubelllte in minute specks,
minute flakes of specular iron, calcite in the ground mass
with also in grains rarely crystallized epldote, epidote
associated quartz-prehnlte, a ohloritic type of mineral,
green earth, laumontite and leonhardite, analclte, orthoclase,
occurring mostly in arnygdules.

Native copper occurs as

fine impregnations forming the metalliferous deposits in
the amygdaloids occasionally associated with native silver,
datollte, etc.

WHITE (1956), referring to the predominance

of the iron rich chlorite which he thinks to be delesslte,
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gives the mlneraloglc composition of the rock as follows:
Delessite (chlorite)

46.36r'

Labradorite

1*7.bj%

Pyroxene or hornblende

5 .2 6 %

Magnetite

0.95%

as against lACPAELAHE’s (1366) mineralogical composition,
which is as follows:
Delessite

38^

Labrador!te

62 %

While describing a nelaphyr ("The Greenstone") of
Keweenaw Point, PITIPELLY (1373) mentions the occurrence of
olivine and its alteration products.

The plagioclases are

sharply defined and occur as fresh thin tubular crystals
ranging between .001-,002 inch to .01 inch long, and are
anorthite in composition.

Augite fills the Interstice*

between closely-packed individuals of feldspar in such a
manner that a single pyroxene crystal incloses many hundreds
of these, but in contrast Incloses only a few olivine or
magnetite crystals, showing the ophitic texture of LAKE

(1911)

• Pyroxene grains, like olivine,

occur

between the

spaces of large pyroxene crystals which, according to
PUMPELLY

(1373)#

indicate that at the time pyroxene crys

tallized both olivine and feldspar orystals and apparently
the magnetite had already crystallized because wherever
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these are in contact with augite we find that augite had
adapted Itself to the already defined contours of the feld
spar and olivine, while the augite inclosed the feldspar
crystals with ease, crowding the other constituents almost
wholly into the surrounding spaces, a process that was
facilitated by the presence of the then fluid uncrystallized
substance.

Magnetite is in irregular shaped bodies which

mould themselves sharply around the contours of feldspar
and olivine.

Olivine is abundant in grains and roughly

outlined crystals, but as a rule, however fresh the melaphyr
lay otherwise be, the olivine is partly or wholly altered.

Diabase porphyrite and ash-bed diabase.

These rocks

assume an auygdaloidal character in the upper portion of the
flows, being vesicular and elongated in a common direction.
They occur as crystalline varieties in the Eagle River
section and as highly porphyritic kinds with red feldspar
at the Duluth elevator, Duluth, Minnesota, and as red aphanitic and brown aphanitlc kinds in the north shore of Lake
Superior.
ese are olivine free diabases, brown to black in
color, with oonohoidal fracture.

They are aphanitlc and

porphyritic, the porphyritic Ingredients being oligoclase
and orthoolase and more rarely labradorite and augite.
PUMPELLY (I8 7 3 ) calls them ash bed diabases, the name being
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given from the fact that such a diabase forms the base of
a flow whose upper vesicular portion Is the well known and
so-called ash bed of Keweenaw Point.

It is characterized

by a light grey color, compact texture, subordinate augite,
the rounded nature of its constituents and the fact that
its texture is not dominated by the feldspars.
IBVING (1383) considers them as sub-phases of a large
class of rooks, marked by the presence of an aphanitlc base,
and the absence of recognizable olivine.

He places them

among the diabase-porphyrites according to EOSEIIBUSCHfs
(I8 8 7 ) nomenclature.

Since the ash bed diabases are linked

to this, they are here dealt with.

They all indicate

rapidity of solidification, not only by the presence of
aphanitlc matter, but also by the mode of occurrence of the
augite•
The ground mass is light gray to dark gray in color in
distinctly crystalline kinds and reddish brown in less
crystalline kinds.
Microscopic examination reveals the predominance of
oligoclase in the crystalline variety with orthoclase occur
ring in the acidic varieties.

Augite is subordinate and

anhsdral, occurring in the interstices of feldspars, some
times in clusters along with magnetite in a ground mass
coi SiSting of an isotropic gray and red stained substance
representing the original magma.
to have been derived from this.

Reddish ferrite is supposed
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Feldspars, orthoclase predominating oyer the plaglo
clase, and augite constitute the porphyritic Ingredients.
Epidote, quartz, calcite in arnygdules, and apatite also
occur, the vesicular portions sometimes filled with red
shaly matter.

Amygdaloids.

According to PUMPELLY (1373), amygdaloids

are merely varieties of a melaphyr and actually form the
upper parr of the traps, consisting of segregations of
secondary minerals, especially delessite (chlorite), but
often also calcite, laumontite, quartz and prehnite which
occupy cavities which are often well defined and spherical
or ovoidal, but sometimes wholly irregular in shape.

There

is a clear demarkation between the amygdaloldal upper por
tion of the bed and the overlying rook.
PUMPELLY divides them into two varieties, described
belowt
The amygdaloldal melaphyre shows considerable variation
in regard to the nature of the minerals in the amygdaloldal
cavities.

The minerals usually are delessite, calcite,

quartz, coated with delessite with spots of epidote.
Certain amygdaloldal layers are oharaoterized by the pres
ence of laumontite where they occur both in small arnygdules
and 3mall seams.

In the Isle Royale beds in addition to
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delessite in the arnygdules a green mineral resembling chrysophrase also occurs, coated with delessite.

The arnygdules

oecome ovoldal, lenticular or irregular as the top is reached,
the size ranging from that of a bean to several inches in
diameter.

The mineral here is prehnite, having a radiating

structure sometimes impregnated with native copper.
The next variety is the amygdaloid proper.

These,

according to PU.IPELLY are altered forms of melaphyr occurring
in different shades of red and brown, sometimes with a mix
ture of green, the texture varying from fine grained to subcrystalline,

Two varieties are recognized in the Portage

Lake, a brown and a green variety.

The brown colored amyg

daloid has a chocolate brown to dirty red matrix, generally
soft, but sometimes indurated and hard.

It has a fine

grained to sub-crystallIne texture and now and then contains
minute reddish crystals of feldspar and fuses easily to a
dark green and somewhat magnetic glass.
The arnygdules are spherical but often irregular and
oonnected.

They are more rarely long cylindrical and usually

perpendicular to the plane of bedding.

The contents of

oavities, which are very rarely empty, either consist of
laumontite, leonhardlte, calcite, quartz, a soft mineral,
apparently green earth delessite (more rarely), native oopper,
epidote, prehnite, analolte, orthoclase.

In places one or

another of these predominates; generally several are
associated.
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The green variety is a very fine grained to compact
1 ‘'

fTayishgreen rock.

its constituents aro very largely

free silica, and a green mineral which has been generally
taken for epidote, but which is so minutely disseminated as
to render it difficult of determination.

Small pieces of

the rock fuse easily on the edges to a dark enamel which
gelatinizes with acid.

These beds are called epidote "veins"

and they are probably, in many Instances, at least, an
Intimate mixture of quartz and epidote, though In other
nearly similar beds the green mineral is soft, and Is prob
ably either a "green earth" or a chlorite.

The cavities in

this variety are often less regularly defined In shape than
In the brown amygdaloid.

The mineral assemblage is the sane

as in the other variety•
hose two varieties of amygdaloids often occur together
wlo.nout any well defined lines of separation, the bed being
made up of irregular messes of the two rooks.

Some beds

have an exceedingly aixed character, the amygdaloldal porio.is are associated with massive segregations of calcite,
quartz, and epidote, and are traversed by seams and Irregular
veins of these minerals.

A somewhat similar structure occurs

in other beas on a smaller scale, giving to them a breoclated
or even conglomerate like appearanoe which seems likely to
cu'°

03

to flow breoolatlon, or perhaps In some places

to later tectonic movements#
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Acidic Original Rocks
The conglomerates which occur in the Keweenawan Series
consist of pebbles which consist of acidic material which
have been derived from rocks that can be conveniently
classified as shown on page 2 .
1*

Quartzless porphyry#

iGlsite by HOSEMBUSCH (1907).

This rock is also known as
In Michigan this rook occurs

as the standard rock reef; pebbles of Eagle River conglomer
ate; the massive to vesicular rocks of the old Suffolk
mining location; and at Keweenaw Point and as pebbles of
Portage Lake conglomerates.
The quartzless porphyry is one among the several phases
of che porphyritic rocks which embrace a cryptocrystalline
phase of the true basic diabases to the acid felsite con
stituting the ash bed diabase and diabase porphyrite with
50-60f^ silica, and the true felslte with 70% silica.

The

intermediate member with 60-70 j£ would constitute actually
tec quartzless porphyry.

These phases have in common an

aphanitlc dark brown base and frequent abundance of porphy
ritic feldspars*

the quartzless porphyries are character

ized by the occurrence of quartz neither in the ground mass
nor as phenocrysts.

The phenocrysts of feldspar occur in

a ground mass which is isotropic and glassy; it contains
ferrite particles and orthoclase and secondary quartz with
varying forms.

Occasionally the tendency for vesicular
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structure is seen.

The phenocrysts are orthoclase and oligo-

clase, the latter predominating, both showing signs of having
reddened.
an

Phenocrysts of euhedral augite also occur with
, reddish brown alteration product.

2• Felslte and quartziferous porphyry.

These rocks

occur not only as pebbles in conglomerates, but also as ex
tensive original rocks in the Keweenawan Series.

They occur

as non-porphyritic felsites at Mt. Houghton, Keweenaw Point,
the central area of the Porcupine Mountains, the Minnesota
coast, and the south shore of Michipicoten Island, as kinds
carrying porphyritic orthoclase and no quartz; at the cen
tral area of Porcupine Mountains, in the Clam Pall region,
Polk County, Wisconsin, and the Minnesota coast as quartziferrous kinds, the line of Torch Lake Railroad, Keweenaw
Point, the hill known as the "North Brother" near Rockland,
Michigan, and other places.
crcsco ically they have an aphanitlc ground mass with
a shade of red, with occasional banding as in Great Palisades
on the Minnesota coast.
percentage of 72-77 .

The matrix is aphanitlc with a silica

Feldspar phenocrysts ocour one-half to

a quarter of an inch in length, occasionally with striated
surfaces.

In the banded porphyries they align themselves

along the banding showing the flow structure.

Rarely quartz

occurs, giving a glassy rough surface having a black color.
They occur also as phenocrysts.
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under the microscope they appear reddish due to minute
particles of iron oxide characteristically deep brown with
needle-shaped ferrite occurring randomly, crowding near
phenocrysts.

The flow structure is very prominently brought

out where these needles are aligned.

The red stained natter

Is alcrofelsltio and cryptoorystalllne.

Orthoclase and

quartz particles are occasionally distinctly recognized.
m some sections true glass is seen with the cryptocrystalline matter*
Quartz, of secondary origin, is seen as a network
vn lch is peculiar to this felsltle rock.

This is similar

to quartz occurring in the orthoclase gabbro and diabase
porphyrlte— spherulltic structure is conspicuously absent
here.
The phenocrysts of feldspars are either orthoolase or
oligoclase, ooourrlng as slightly decomposed euhedral
crystals, sometimes scattered due to solidification of the
surrounding magma which has undergone alteration*
The phenocrysts of quartz are euhedral and more or less
rounded, including In them particles or patches of the redstained mlcrofelsitic or cryptocrystalline ground mass.
These inclusions show commonly more or less a trichic
devitrification.
Phenocrysts of augite are subordinate to quartz and
eunedral in occurrence.

They have undergone alteration

into a deep red or a black mass of iron oxide.

These rocks,

as seen by their occurrence, are eruptive in origin (IRVING
1383, and LANE, 1911).
3.

Augite-syenite and granitell.

The augite-syenite

is also known as augite-soda-granite (GRANT, 1893-94), and
soda-augite-granite by BAXLEY,(1839,90) and granitell is
known as red rock (WINCKELL, 1903).
These rocks occur as pebbles in the conglomerates in
regular .ountain masses in the lower part of the series.
The conglomerate at the southern foot of Mount Bohemia,
Keweenaw Point, the Alabama and Boston conglomerate near
Portage Lake are a few which contain pebbles of this rock.
The bulk of these rocks is made up of unstriated red
feldspars and quartz which are often quite visible and
coarse

rained.

Hornblende and augite occur as green min

erals.

The ground mass grades into an aphanitlc mass.

Another grading is noted where the rock with increasing
ferromagnesian and feldspar passes into an orthoclase gabbro
Microsooploally the rook is made up chiefly of feld
spars wnic., cor sis t generally of oligoolase and orthoclase,
and occasionally of labradorite, and are turbid and red
dened due to the presence of red iron oxide.

"Secondary**

quartz occurs along the cleavage of feldspars, showing a
graphic texture.

Ferrite needles occur in a radiating man

ner in blue altered feldspars.

IBVINO (1383) draws the
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conclusion that the replacement of feldspar by quartz, which
he consider* as a process of saturation, proceeds fro:
without inward as evidenced by the exlstanoe of a regularly
outlined core without quartz within the feldspar crystal,
and of an outer border, of greater or less width, saturated
wltn quartz.

The feldspar crystals have also been shattered

la some cases before deposition of the quartz.
which

In some

granite-li.ee, quartz also occurs as an original

oo..»n,m,rjt ofte,. associated with secondary quartz, which,
when In some cases is absent, mates It difficult to dis
tinguish the character of the quartz.
Augite, usually altered to ferrite, is similar in
occurrence to that of the felsltlo porphyries, while horn
blende Is probably uralitlzad.

Titanic Iron and magnetite

is also observed.
IHVHJG (1SC3) refers to the tendency of this rock to
brade into its acidic and basic members and states that
Pu.DPELLX (1373) gives the name granitic porphyry to it,
which according to HOSSNBUSCH (1907), lies between true
granites and felsltlo porphyry, and therefore, In view of
t .e foot thu* plagioolase and predominantly orthoolase were
ti e essential constituents with augite os the ferronagneslan,
cumd regarding quartz as secondary, IEVI^Q (13C3) regard*
this to be nearer E03E2JBUSC:;*, (1907) "augite syenite"
and so nar.a* it.
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L>:•

Granite.

There is total agreement among all geolo

gists on the nomenclature of this rock.

It occurs as inter

secting masses in coarse gabbros which form the base of
the Keweenawan 3eries.

This granite is a red biotite gran

ite with orthoclase and liquid bearing quartz as the cheif
constituents•

:ica, plagloclase, apatite and magnetite are

minor constituents.
The rock contains hornblende and also a little micac
eous matter.

The hornblende is the basaltic type showing

deep dichroisa.

Secondary augite occurs here and there,

and is anhedral. The feldspars are reddened, altered,
shattered and corroded during the deposition of quartz.
Biotite occurs in minute flakes and formed the micaceous
natter.

Sedimentary Hooks
Conglomerates.

The conglomerates of the Portage Lake

lava series consist of pebbles varying In size from that of
a pea to one foot or more in diameter, being coarser in
some beds than in others.

The beds vary in thickness from

mere seams to several hundred feet and also vary in width.
The pebbles are almost exclusively of non-quartziferrous
felsltlo porphyry types.

Two varieties predominate, one a

chooolate-brown to liver brown variety with a subcrystalline
to compact, or even almost vitreous matrix, containing very
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scattered minute crystals of triclinic feldspar of the same
color as the base; and the other a chocolate brown nonquartzlferous variety, which is rarer in occurrence.

It is

composed of a compact minute crystalline matrix, containing
flesh-colored triclinic feldspar.
In some beds there appear pebbles of a flesh-red rock,
composed almost entirely of granular feldspar, with grains
Oi a blaci. mineral.

In some cases the feldspar is wholly

triclinic, in others the twin strlatlon is frequently absent.
Tnis variety of pebble is altogether absent in some beds,
while in others they predominate, as in the Albany and
Boston congloaerate. Pebbles of the compact melaphyr and
of melaphyr amygdaloid also occur, but are quite subordinate
in number to those already enumerated.
The normal for : of cement is a fine-grained sandstone,
composed apparently of the same material as the pebbles.
Often the cement Is very subordinate in volume, the pebbles
touching each other.

Frequently, however, the reverse is

trie casa, and often the sandstone forms layers from less
than an inch to .many feet in thickness.
The original character of the cement is often entirely
l°Swl ^he interstices between the pebbles are sometimes,
though rarely empty; m

places the sand is associated with

oxide of iron, chlorite, a white talc like mineral, and
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carbonate of lime, or it is entirely replaced by calcite,
chlorite, epidote or even native copper.
~t ~s

markable "chat while all the conglomerate beds

near Portage Lake are free of pebbles of quartz porphyry,
ttiose in the neighborhood of Calumet are characterized by
pebbles rich in grains of quartz.

This abrupt change takes

place about six miles northeast of the lake.
Sandstones.

The sandstones are made up of particles

derived from the acidic rocks as in case of the conglomer
ates.

While situated near basic rooks, they contain more

basic material.

This basic material presents itself in the

shape of pieces of more or less altered amygdaloid matrix,
particles of the more completely crystalline rocks with the
constituent minerals still adhering to one another, species
of these minerals broken away from the mass.

Magnetite,

being the least destructable constituent of the basic rook,
is their most common representative.
In the case of the Nonesuch belt, which lies far above
riiiy oa3 lc flow, t.-.o .mcic detritus becomes unusually abundant,
at time8 almost wholly excluding the usual acidic detritus.
According to IBVINO (1383), the sandstones of Black and
Nipigon bays are derived from gneisses and granites and in
these cases the quartz is unusually abundant.

In the same

region some of the sandstone beds are largely charged with
-’agueslan and calcareous carbonate, which are even concentrated
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at tines in thin seams of limestone, a thing unknown elsewhere in the Keweenaw Scries*
As in the conglomerates, so also in the sandstones,
secondary calcite, chlorite, epidote, and even copper, are
to be occasionally met with.
referring to the sandstones, IBVIHG (1883) states that
here too they are from a coarse grained to a fine grained
variety, occurring with various colors, dark greenish,
gray, brown,streaked, dark red, purplish red, handed with
lignt red.

They have an open texture and contain occasion

ally a pebble of red felslte porphyry.

These rocks are also

thinly laminated and hard, with abundant flakes of copper;
sometimes they are quartzlike, firm, quite hard and dark.
The chemical composition of this sandstone is as follows:
S102

-

55.91 - 72.8#

FeC

-

.91 . 2 .hl;1

KgC03

-

10.94 - 11.91#

CuCCj

-

12.54 - 13.04£

A microscopic study shows that the sandstone consists

of paruioles ranging from 0.55 m.a. to 1.5 m.m.

They are

suu-uigular to angular, and, though they show signs of attri
tion, they are rarely rounded.

Those derived from the quartz

porpnyry contain mostly oligoclase and orthoolase while those
from the base rocks and those derived from the matrices of
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the amygdaloids are marked by the presence of microllths and
a deep brown ferric alteration characteristic of these
matrices.

The sandstone is bonded by calcite, quartz being

generally less abundant, except m

a few cases where they

occur as bubble-bearing quartz as in Atlantic Hill and other
Places.

Feldspar particles intergrown with graphic quartz

occur here derived from the augite syenites.

In addition,

muscovite, epidote, quartz, and magnetite also occur derived
from porphyritic ingredients.
stices, out fills gaps.

Calcite does not fill inter

Copper occurs in the Nonesuch rock,

porcupine moulded around the constituent fragments, and also
penetrating the interiors of the more readily decomposable
fragments•

2#

Modal Analysis
A modal analysis of the lava flows carried out by

CORNWALL ( 1 9 5 1 a ) ls <uS0U8Bed below wlth a view tQ axplaln_
lng the behavior of most of the minerals mentioned above
and also to explain the eequentlal variation of the flows
in which they occur.

Reference is also made to the work

of PARKER (1959), who has also carried out a nodal analyses
of the rocks on the Tamarack location of the Greenstone flow.
Plagloolases.
-he plagioclases vary in composition in the different
.lcv;s, and also in the different zones (CORNWALL, 1 9 5 1 a ).

.
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Per Instance, in the amygdaloids it is albite or oligoclase,
in the fine grained andesite above the amygdaloid it ranges
iro: oligoclase to andesite, in the ophitic basalt of the
pegmatitic zone it is labradorite.

Generally in the ophitic

basalts of all flows the plagioclases are more calcic than
in tne pegmatite zones where they range in composition
from albite to sodlc oligoclase while in the basal chill
zones they are more sodic.
In the andesites, basalts and pegmatite zones of the
Pig Trap the plagioclases range in composition from An ^0
to An^0# while in the ;j>outh Range the plagioclases in the
basalms are albitic.

At the Tamarack location it was the

same.
CORNWALL (1951 a) observes that in the Greenstone flow
the plagioclases are not consistently more abundant in the
upper part of the flow and while maintaining a similar
character in the pegmatitic facies and the ophitic basalt,
they get concentrated in the middle of the flow in the upper
part of the ophitic basalt zone.

At the Tamarack location,

according to PARKER (1959), they concentrate at the top,
stopping at the upper diabasio pilotaxltic zone and continu
ing up through the upper ophite and also the lower ophite.
In the central portion it is less abundant.
in tne

Trap the plagioclases in the pegmatitic

zone are less abundant than in the ophitic zone.

32.
In the Greenstone flow, Mandan flow, South Range flow,
and the 3ig Trap, a well defined reciprocal relationship is
observed oetween the plagioolase and pyroxene.
(1951 a) states in this connection that

CORNWALL

in evaluating the

significance of this relationship, the following facts
must be considered:

(1) A large proportion of the plagio-

clase in the ophitic basalt occurs poikilitlcally Included
in the augite crystals.

(2) An appreciable amount of the

plagloclase, however, formed as free, non poikilitlcally
included crystals.

It is suggested that variations in the

1 to Ox ci\ 3 alllzation of the two minerals and crystal
sorting by differential settling of plagloclase and ophitic
pyroxene crystals may have been factors determining the
relative distribution in the flows.

The modal varktion

diagram drawn by COR!IVALL (1951 a) is shown in Figure 5.
Pyroxene
In his modal analyses CORNWALL (1951 a) does not exactly
specify the type of pyroxene involved, but PARKER (1959)
in his analyses of the Greenstone flow at Tamarack mentions
augite and plgeonite.

In the Greenstone and Mandan flows

there is a marked concentration of pyroxene at the base of
the flows, while In the pegmatitic zone in the Big Trap and
also in the andesite basalt a decrease of pyroxene is noted
from the bottom to the top.

In the ophitic basalt and the
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pegmatitic zone* pyroxene la equal In amount, showing a cyclic
and a rythmic variation.

According to PARKER (1959) pigeon-

very subordinate in the ophite zone, averaging about
50 percent in the central portion of the flow.

He also

refers to a cyclic deposition in the central dlabasic pllotaxie portion.
Olivine
CORNWALL (1951 a ) while referring to a universal con
centration

of olivine at the base of all flows, states that

in the flow above the Kearsarge lode It is moderately con
centrated in the upper part and in the Handan flow it occurs
less pronounced in the ophite and the base of the pegmatite
zone,

m

the Greenstone flow, according to CORNWALL (19 5 1 a),

- =re is a marked concentration in the ophitic basalt near
th0

baS® °f the pesn,atlte and m

the ophitic basalt of the

pegmatite zone there is a decrease of ollvlno upwards, while
m

the ophitic basalt zone and In the pegmatite zone the

range of high to low are roughly equal.

Another feature he

calls an "anomalous occurrence" 1 , the fact that, while he
observed the concentration of olivine at the base of the
ophitic basalt zone at a depth of 1270 feet and at the base
of the pegmatitlo zone at a depth of 850 feet, BRODERICK
(1929) has observed a similar concentration near or above the
middle in two other flows or sills.

31*.

PARISH, referring to the Greenstone flow at Tamarack,
states that the mode of the pseudomorphous alteration prod
ucts gives a measure of the original olivine whloh, accord
ing to nlm, averages 10%, being concentrated in the lower
naif of this flow with peaks at depths of 90 and 120 feet
below the flow top, the actual zones of occurrence being what
he calls the central dlabasic-pllotoxltlc zone and the
lower dlabase-sub-ophltlc zone, respectively.
Ilmenite, magnetite, and specular hematite
According to CORNWALL (1951 a), ilmenite and magnetite
are moderately conoentrated In the pegmatitic zones (facies)
and In the basal and upper chill zones and Is Invariably
altered to hematite, except In the Greenstone flow.

PAEKEE

(1959) estimates this flow to contain 6 percent of these
metallic opaques with a cyclic variation in the peak per
centage.

He states that there Is a tendenoy to an enrloh-

ent of iron and titanium oxide towards the central portion
of the flow.

The highest concentration he considers is In

the lower dlabaslc and sub-ophltlc zone.

The Increase and

acid decrease of these minerals vary directly with the total
iron and titanium oxide content in the rocks as obtained
fro': the ohemic&l analyses.

'
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inor constituents
The minor constituents which have been observed are
apatite, prehnite, quartz, calcite, analclae, kaollnite,
chlorite, and a few other minerals.

Apatite is foiled mostly

in the pegmatite layers, and the amygdaloids, quartz, cal
cite, analclme are also concentrated in the amygdaloids. In
the pegmatitic layers, In addition to the above, a reddish
matrix of granophyre, kaollnite and hematite gets concen
trated.

Epidote is concentrated in arnygdules and amygdaloids

in the pegmatite facies, and chlorite Is found concentrated
In the amygdaloids and the pegmatite facies.
According to PARKER (1959) chlorite in the Greenstone
flow at Tamarack is both interstitial and amygdaloldal,
averaging about

-5 peroent.

it is concentrated near the

center of the n o w to the top, occurring in patches and in
arnygdules and as alteration products of other minerals.
There is a minor concentration of ohlorlte near the base of
t o lower dlabaslo zone, occurring primarily as patches of
cnlorite.

he chlorite that occurs In the lower half of the

flow Is generally below the average for the flow,

in the

lower half of the flow chlorite occurs primarily as an
interstitial mineral with only a few arnygdules and large
patches of chlorite are present.

.
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THE KEWEETAWAN LAVAS - OBSERVATIONS

A.

Field Observations

1

Though no field work comprehensive enough to include
the preparation of a nap was done, field trips were taken to
examine the lavas and a careful selection of samples was
carried out during August of i960 . A brief summary of the
field work done is given belows
1.

A brief survey of the topographical features and

the examination of outcrops on the route from White Pine,
Michigan to Houghton, Michigan.
2.

A similar examination on the route from Houghton

to Calumet, Michigan.
3»

Examination of the Osceola lode with "amygdaloid"

and conglomerates, collection of specimens and making of
sketches and field observations.
Examination of dumps north of. Calumet and collection
of specimens, taking of photographs of the lavas and typical
physiographic features.
5«

Collection of core samples of Osceola Mine.

Thin field work was accomplished during a dayfs travel
tc Calumet and a three-day stay at Calumet.
The trip to Calumet was made by oar and on the way
several typical physiographic features were observed.

A
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photograph of the lavas outcropping along the road and the
surrounding topography is shown in Figure 6.

Other out-

crops of the lavas in the Michigan copper district are shown
in Figures 7 and 8.
The visit to the Osceola Mine (Fig. 10) at Calumet
(Fig. 9) was made as the first step in the field work.

In

tiie mine a section of the Copper Harbor conglomerate was
seen in contact with the traps and also the arnygdaloidal
portion.

Many exposures in the mine workings were seen

wnere flows both in contact with the conglomerates, breccias
and other flows occur and samples were taken. (Fig. 11)
Brecciated rocks were also seen and samples collected.

The

reudisn or brownish red color of the conglomerate and the
brownish to greenish black color of the flows below the con
glomerate were the conspicuous features noted.

Representative

samples of each rock type met here were taken, photographs
of which are shown in Figure H . The total number of samples
collected here were 12.
At Calumet a quick survey was made of the various mines,
dumps and outcrops with Mr. Weege, Resident Geologist, Calu
met and Kecla Company, after visiting the Osceola Mine
(Fig. 10).
Outcrops north of Calumet form a low ridge about 12
meters high, between Calumet and Centennial Heights, trending
-.orthcast.

The outcrops dip about 38° toward northeast.

On

the way to Alloues toward northeast from Centennial Heights
t. e flows form a ridge 10 to 16 meters in height.

This ridge
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develops a trend towards Ahmeek.

At Allouez a few good out-

crops were seen belonging to the Greenstone flow occurring
on the roadside which actually formed the ridge.

In between

we passed Wolverine and Kearsarge lodes and reached Ahnteek.

1:0 du ps were seen from a distance as no outcrop was visible.
The next place visited was the dump of the Osceola Mine.
This is a huge dump about three quarters of a kilometer long
and about 50 neters wide.
a permit.

The dump can be visited only with

The rock material seen on tnis dump constituted

almost every rock type occurring in the mine.

Limited time

and security restrictions prevented actual visits to other
Owucro.js and nines and therefore many samples were collected
from elds dump as it was felt that the sa pies obtained
there could be as representative of the underground working.
This fact has been e.mphasized by STOIBEB and DAVIDSOH (1959)
wno state that the ”study of the mineralogy at one dump
provides a mining average of the mineralogy along the strike
lengui represented by the underground workings, Integrating
the mineral assemblage throughout the depth of mining.
’A direo'c comparison was made between dump and under;ro

estimate® at one shaft (Seneca Ho. 3 ), which indicated

t e du T •stimatea of mineralogy from rock on the waste
du :p and that exposed in the underground workings were satisfactory ."

The total number of samples that were collected here
was 1 7 and they ranged from amygdaloids to the basaltic
traps and also other intermediate rock types which are
described later in the chapter.

These samples are shown

in the photographs attached (Figs. 12-13).
Next the cores taken at the Osceola lode were seen in
the laboratory attached to the Osceola Mine.

A megascopic

study of core samples at the spot revealed that a sequence,
starting with a dark colored basalt at the bottom and
ending at the top with an amygdaloidal portion, seemed to
be repeating itself. Ten core samples alone were therefore
taken, representing one typical sequence, inasmuch as the
sequence repeated itself and did not differ much in the
whole series.
B.

Megascopic Study
A megascopic study of the rock samples collected formed

the first part of the laboratory study made in connection
with this work.

The total number of specimens studied raega-

scoplcally were 102 , out of which 45 samples formed part of
the collection of Dr. G. C. Amstutz.
This study consisted of a description of the rocks
collected, by a visual examination of the textural, mlneraloglcal and geometric features.

This study was supplemented

wherever necessary with an examination using a binocular
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microscope for a more critical assessment of the abovementioned features of the rocks.
The rook types studied during the course of this work
are:

1 . Amygdaloldal, andesitic and diabase lavas.
2 . Amygdaloldal, basaltic lavas (ophitic).
3.

Epidotitic and felsitic rocks.
"Indurated sediments” .

5•

Conglomerates.

Texture - Andesitic lavas
By far the most predominant rock types in the lavas are
andesitic and a brief note on their distribution in the
Keweenawan Series has been given above.
From a megascopic examination of these rocks it is re
vealed that these are brownish to purplish in color, cemented
together invariably by a brownish to light yellowish green
"jelly-like" matrix, the former consisting of a folsitic mix
ture and the latter a matrix with a small percentage of epidote
and calcite.

On a study of the twenty-five samples of suoh

rocks taken from different mines and outcrops in the copper
district, it was found that they not only occur as breoclated
amygdaloids, but also as pebbles in conglomerates and as
individual masses.

As mentioned earlier, megascoplcally they

have manifested themselves in different varieties.

In a

.
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sa ^ l e from Houghton three generations are present (Pig. Ik)
where a clear cut variation of the rock types is observed
within the sample.
tex<ture.

The oldest portion is coarse grained

xs broken up by a younger generation which

is of ilner grain.

The last generation is a dike which cuts

both previous lava generations.

The color of this rook is

brownish with a tinge of green and no mineral of the ground
mass of the rock is distinguishable megascopically, except
chlorite and the amygdular minerals.

In the older rock the

a ygdular minerals are chlorite, while in the younger rock
it is epidote.

The arnygdules are drawn out in the younger

rock, maintaining a parallelism to the boundary of the dike
w lie t .rose in the older rock do not display any such parallel

ism.

Copper occurs in the arnygdules of the younger genera

tion, while it is sparsely disseminated in the matrix of
the second generation and conspicuously absent in the oldest
one.

in another sample from Mowhawk Ho. 1 dump the arnygdules

arc distributed in the specimen in a different manner.

As

can be seen in Figure 15 as we proceed from bottom to top
of who photograph, there is first, a change in the concentra
tion of arnygdules, second, a change in the regularity of
shape, and also a change in the size of the arnygdules.
t ie bocto

At

they are irregular, farther apart, and larger,

while at the top they are rounded nearer and also numerically
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Creator.

Jhls is also seen In another specimen from Mohawk.

There is in addition a variation in the mineral content of
the arnygdules which will be discussed in detail in a subse
quent section.

Another specimen (Fig. 1 6 ) is green in color

due to the presence of epidote and contains arnygdules of
copper.

The contact between an andesite rock with another

rock type is not marked and as such gives rise to doubt
whether there is a gradual change in the rock type, which
must perhaps be a merging of the two rocks while they were
not completely crystallized.

Brecciabion can take place at

an early stage and the cementing of the rook can then be
produced by the remaining phase.
In another specimen the rock is of a darker color.

This

rGck may originate from a chilled portion which may be the
ca.ue for the dark color.

It is also fine grained.

Sometimes

tne andesite breccia are cemented together not only with a
felsitio cement, but with the epidote cement also (Fig. 17),
-~Cl- is s ibordinato.
a kind of layoring.

Here they are sometimes banded or show
The breccia are invariably angular in

all uhe ty^os net so Tar.

The andesite rook mass is sometimes

so fine grained that it oan be assumed to be felsitio for
megascopic purposes.
.w

l

In a specimen this feature is conspio-

Li.Dugh the amygdaloldal character is maintained where
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the size of the arnygdules range from 4 cm. x 9 cms. to
1-5 x 7 . 5 o s . and where the arnygdules are elongated (Pig. 19 )
showing direction of flow and are filled with a border
miorocline and a core of epidote and/or calcite.
specimens from Iroquois also show this.

of

Some

Another feature

noted in this specimen is the telescoping or coalescing of
the arnygdules and the arnygdules connected to each other by

■earns of vein like arnygdules containing invariably calcite
(elg. 19).

The contacts of these andesitic lavas with lava

material of different types, mostly those that fora the
matrix, are Interesting inasmuch as they, even on a negasoopio scale, show the condition of fluidity of the lavas
during their respective relative effusive periods and nay
aloo give an indication of the temperature conditions that
prevailed at that time.

Figure 18 shows this feature well.

A mutual adjustment of the two counterparts during con

solidation wnlle prosunably in a seml-noblle condition has
evlde.,i,ly caused a.i elongation of or drawing out of the
arnygdules of "ember A in contrast to an absence of this
feature in the counterpart E, whioh Indicates the relative
mobility of the respective counterparts.

The contaot is

between an andesitic lava and a basaltic lava and perhaps of
two generations.
3 mailer,

The anygdules in the andesitic lava are

more numerous, and closely spaced, and at the con

tact they are oriented parallel to it, while in the basalt
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or trap, they are larger.

Another feature here is that

pitted arnygdules occur, and are situated farther from the
contact and contain crystals of quartz and epidote.

There

is a tendency for the arnygdules on the andesite side to
occur near the contact while those in the basalt or trap are
situated far away from the contact.
Orientation of arnygdules has hitherto been mentioned
in the above paragraphs but its full significance is outlined
In the discussion given below.
Sample PDB-9 is a brecclated rock, andesitic in composi
tion, with green epidote cement.

The arnygdules in this

andesitic breccia are small, linear and well oriented like
feldspar laths as shown in Figure 20, thus simulating the
trachytic f e a t u r e d an andesitic rock.

Another feature is

one which has already been explained briefly in connection
with another specimen, but here it is not a feature result
ing from contact, but one of orientation based mainly on the
relative fluid condition of the magmas during the process of
consolidation.

What can be observed Is the lengthening and

alignment of the tiny arnygdules along the peripheral portion
of the breccia| its core containing rounded and regularly
sized arnygdules which have not at all been affected.

The

cause for this is simple and is explained as follows:
1.

Treeciation took place during a senl-fluidal stage
of the brecclated rock.
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2.

Intrusion during the process of the consolidation
Of the magma which was

a.

The cause of brecciatlon of the older rock

b.

The cause of resultant softening of the
intrusive and the extrusive rocks which
affected the arnygdules in both.

*ne cement wa3 later and its temperature of effusion
was the cause of this extra softening and consequent orienta
tion and distribution of arnygdules.
seen in Figure 18,

A similar feature is

'/hen andesitic lava occurs as brecclated material
cemented together with a matrix of light brownish or the
Creen matrix, a layering is observed which shows a very
interesting pattern.

A brief note on this observation is

given under "indurated sediments."

But considering its

relationship with the andesitic lava, the orientation of the
arnygdules and their enlongated character shows the presence
of a strain at this point.
Another feature of brecclated rock. i. the largeness
of the breccia and the behavior of the cement between the
breccia.

This cement rook is amygdular and has in its

amygd.ies oalolte, prehnite, epidote and copper.

A specimen

taken at the Junction of the basalt and conglomerate at
the Osoeola mine shows this very clearly.

.

The gradation of megascopic textural features was ob
served in the cores taken from the Osceola Mine.

A pure

basaltic fine grained character in the younger generation
more than in the older one was noted.
this:

Another feature is

In the specimen shown, in Figure 15 where arnygdules

were closely spaced, rounded, and in larger number, the
arnygdules contained calcite with a pinkish feldspar mineral
surrounding it.

In the same specimen where they were numer

ically fewer, larger, and farther apart, they contain epi
dote or chlorite.

In many occurrences copper is seen to

occur at the function of epidote and quartz.

The .Joint

plane of calcite grains in arnygdules are also copper bearing.
An elongation of a copper bearing amygdule is noticed
(Fig, 13).

In addition, copper is found abundantly in the

junctions of matrix and rook.
Chlorite is surrounded by quartz.

Prehnite occurs

either by itself in arnygdules or between quartz and epidote.
A mutual abundance of epidote and chlorite and the occurrence
of epidote with a coating of malachite was observed.

A

reaction at the oontacts is observed in many of the speci
mens which have been examined under the microscope and dis
cussed in the next chapter.
In seme large arnygdules prehnite* quartz and calcite
have been seen.

Amygdular veins contain prehnite and pink
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felslte materials have large arnygdules which contain calcite,
copper and prehnite.

Texture - Basaltic \avas
The basalts or traps seen here are extremely fine
grained, dark colored rocks, somewhat aphanitlc, sometimes
amygdular and other times showing a spotted appearance due
to its having an ophitic texture.
Though the core samples are more andesitic and of a
higher color than the traps,yet in view of their interesting
textural features they are discussed under basalts.

The

cores were from 25 meters to a depth of 53 meters, both
of these end members being the amygdaloids.

At 30 meters

a basaltic fine grained trap occurs, dark and purplish, fine
grained, with dark green irregularly distributed spots which
are probably chlorite arnygdules.
depths of 28, 31 and

The next three cores at

meters are also purplish with

whitsh colored spots, probably the ophites.

Two of them are

fairly coarse grained, the middle one having a large amygdule
containing ohlorlte and pink feldspar.
chlorite amygdule distributed widely.

The other core has a
The top two cores

taken from depths of 23 and 2k meters and dark brown rooks,
the former having a large amygdule with calcite and the
latter being coarser in grain and with a few rounded ohlorlte
arnygdules•
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Veins of quartz cut the basalts and show a streaky chara
cter, shown by minute streaks of chlorite.
is conspicuously free from arnygdules•

The rock itself

Where they have been

affected by faults the basalts develop on the fault planes
dark greenish, smooth surface containing chlorite.

The ex

amination of the amygdular portion alone in a specimen
showed a rather interesting megascopic feature.

The amygdule

is flat on one side and irregular on the other with calotte
and feldspar with a maximum thickness of 1 m.nu, and with a
length of k m.m. x 1.5 m*m.

A particular dark colored basal

tic rook full of numerous fairly close-spaced arnygdules con
taining chlorite was examined.

The rock was brittle and

crumpled easily to powder and seems to develop a roundness
near and around each amygdule, elevating it at that place,
and giving rise to a pebbly character to the rock.

This speci

men was from Houghton, Michigan (Fig. 31) and it showed, on
closer examination, a network of chlorite arnygdules.

To this

rook the name "pebbly trap" has been suggested by AMSTUTZ
(personal communication)•
Arnygdules having a pipe-like character also occur in the
darker colored traps.

The pipe arnygdules have been described

in more detail under arnygdules.
Mineralogy
The mineralogioal character of the basaltic lavas is as
indistinguishable in the hand specimen as that of the
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andesitic lava described above, but as megascopic study was
warranted due to the presence of arnygdules, their mineralogical character was studied*

The arnygdules here contain

calcite, pinkish feldspar, epidote, chlorite, quartz, and
copper.

Sometimes veins of feldspathic material also occur.

Occasionally crystalline calcite is also observed in the
arnygdules*

Quartz occurs as veins in the cracks in the

basaltic lava.

The basaltic lava is often brecclated and is

also cemented by a greenish, epidotitic matrix.

Certain

mineralogical or compositional features of significance are
described below.

In a specimen (Pig. 22) arnygdules occur

and contain all the minerals mentioned above,

l.e., calcite,

prehnite, feldspar, epidote, and the brecclated pieces
cemented together with an epidote mass.
tions here are patchy and spotty.

The amygdular p o r 

Quartz and sometimes

feldspars alone have b e e n found to occupy small veinlike
openings in the basalt*
Occasionally amygdular feldspar in this roo k contains
smaller arnygdules of oaloite w h i o h are members connected by
vein like portions of oaloite*

In some others quar t s occurs

as veins in w hioh thin streaky chlorite is present*

In the

fault zones In the basalts, chlorite ooeurs on the shear
faces*

In another ease the basalt contains large arnygdules

of feldspar wit h calcite, while In the ground mass there are
smaller arnygdules w i t h chlorite*
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Another interesting feature observed is an amygdule con
taining quartz surrounded by a thin layer of calcite which
has a bronze tinge

(Fig. 23). This is due to the presence

of minute flakes of copper occurring in the quartz.
tion, rounded grains of copper also occur.
the quartz a little prehnite occurs.
concretionary character.

In addi

In the middle of

The calcite shows a

Green streaks of epidote are also

observed bordering the calcite.

Epidotitio and felsitio rocks
The epidotitic rock consists megascopically of a fine
grained mass, green in color, with arnygdules of the size
ranging between 5 to 10 ra.m., which contain, as far as it
can be distinguished, chlorite, epidote or pumpellyite.
Occasionally they contain calcite, prehnite, laumontite, and
rarely feldspar.

The green color indicates to a oertain ex

tent the composition of the rook as being a mixture of chlorite,
epidote, and pumpellyite, with plagioolase not distinguishable
megascopically.

Copper frequently oooure in this rook either

as streaky masses or as rounded specks quite visible to the
naked eye (Fig. 2k).
tributed.

Arnygdules are small and randomly dis

These rooks also occur mixed with sediments show

ing layered features*

They also form the matrix of the

breooiated varieties*

In these two oases they are invariably

devoid of azaygdules and of extremely fine grain*
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The felsitio rooks are of a similar type, consisting of
fine grained felspathic and siliceous matter which also forms
the cementing matrix in the r o c k s .

**Indurated sediments4*
Under the term of "indurated sediments*' are comprised
rocks which are actually compacted and hardened by the fine
grained epidotitic or felsitio ^elly-like matrix, forming
mostly epidotitic and fine grained sediments which still
retain their sedimentary features*

One of the specimens

(Fig* 25) is hard and compact and contains small streaky
arnygdules containing calcite and sometimes quartz.
actually form the fringes of the conglomerates*

They

They are

coarse to the touch as they consist of sandstone cemented
together*

C onglomerate s
The conglomerates are compact rooks consisting of p e b 
bles of various types of rooks ranging from basaltic lavas
through andesitic lavas, older conglomerates to amygdaloids*
They are oemented together by siliceous and also partly
ferruglnated matrix, mostly containing copper in these inter
stices*

The contact between the conglomerate and the lava

was seen during field w o r k in the Osceola Mine, and samples
were collected*

The size of the pebbles is quite big, while
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the smaller pebbles occupy the interstices of the bigger
pebbles.

The arnygdules of the amygdaloldal pebbles contain

chlorite, calcite, and epidote ones.

C.

Microscopic Study
The microscopic work consisted of an examination of 35

thin sections of the various rock types which comprised the
Michigan lavas.

The study consisted of a critical examina

tion of these sections from the point of view of texture,
mineralogy, alteration, and geometric features so that the
results of the study of these properties could be correlated
to arrive at a conclusion on two Important aspects of this
thesis, l.e«,
1.

The mode and time of alteration.

2.

The genesis of the copper deposits.

The procedures followed were simple and limited, involv
ing eolleotion of samples, selection and making of sections and
examination using a new Leltz polarizing microscope.

Most

of the sections were of samples taken from the surfaoc,
mines or dumps; few only from cores oolleeted from the Osceola
Mine, described in the previous sub-chapter.

The cores were

out with a diamond saw lengthwise and sections mads.
in one oore was a section cut horizontally.

Only

The cores were
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selected from the collection in the Osceola Mine, each core
representing a particular depth.
Microscopic description.
Textural description, including microstruetures•
As described in the previous section the rocls occurring
here are basaltic lavas, andesitic lavas, or diabasic varieties,
epidotitic rocks and amygdaloids, the first two invariably
being ophitic and glomeroporphyrics, respectively.

The

amygdaloids are in fact composed of one or other of these
rocks, which have also contributed to the breccia both of the
brecclated rocks and the conglomerates.
The textures observed are varied and range from an ex
tremely fine grained or sometimes partially glassy to coarse
grained, porphyritic types.

The nomenclatures used for these

textural types are, according to the classifications of
BUTLER and BURBANK (1929)* CORNWALL (1951 a), and also Such
standard authors as BARKER (195*0, TY8ELL (1926), HEINRICH
(1956) and others.
The basal tie varieties, whioh form a major part of the
core samples and a few of ths dump samples, show a great
diversity of structure.

Predominant structural features

observed is ths ophltio structure.

The grain size of these

rocks varies considerably from fine grained to medium grained
varieties.

In the fine grained basalt the ground mass consists
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of minerals such as plagloclase, augite, rarely epidote, and
abundant chlorite in a reddish brown ground mass mostly of
ferruginous matter which has been aptly termed by KARKER (1954)
as an isotropic base*

In the fine grained basaltic lavas the

plagloclase laths frequently show a tendency towards orienta
tion around phenocrysts, but show a very marked orientation
around ferruginous blotches (Fig. 26).

The alignment of

plagloclase laths in the latter oase is extremely perfect and
at one place actually circles around the ferruginous portion.
This general texture could well be considered as being
hyalopilitic, though elsewhere for rocks in this area a pllotaxitic texture has been attributed.
A flow texture is also observed around smother ferrugi
nous portion where also they show an alignment.

Here the

plagloclase laths or microlites seem to be floating in a
viscous medium and show a structure as if they have been
swivelled around in this mass, indicating mobile conditions
under whioh they crystallized.

In these oases augite is granu

lar and is strewn around like spots.

Further, in this type

the plagioolase laths of the ground mass are sometimes very
fine and sometimes show a fibrous appearance•
In addition, in these fine grained types phenoorysts of
feldspar crowd around eaoh other, showing the gloraero-perphyrltle
texture (Fig. 271*

Large crystals of feldspar ooour alone In

the ground mass, and not infrequently are found trvinootod or
broken feldspar laths.
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At certain portions the sinall plagioolase laths or the
ground mass become smaller and smaller and merge into a
fibrous homogeneous mass mentioned earlier which sometimes
shows a spongy character.

This grading from a coarse to an

extremely finer mass repeats itself more than once w i t h i n a
single section.
Another interesting and oonspicuous feature observed in
this type of rock is the absolute minimum or even total
absence of the ophitic texture.
Augite occurs as considerably altered blebs and along
with olivine, contributes to the ferruginous blotches d e s 
cribed earlier.
Olivine occurs altered to ferruginous matter and to
iddingsite at the borders and also to chlorite in the middle
portion, but maintains the crystalline form.

Olivine also

occurs as rounded grains occupying Interstices•
The patches of ohlorlte are quite large.
The arnygdules In these types show a significant identity
in being (1) Irregular In shape,
taining chlorite,

(2) quite large,

(3) c o n 

(4) having a borderrof brownish ferruginous

matter, and (5) showing amygdular portions embedded In them
which can meet certainly be identified ae chips of basaltlo
lava.
In varieties wh i o h are fairly ooarser In this type,
augite is found e n closing laths of plagieolass w h i c h are
alb 1 tlo ae seen b y their relief •

Augite itself Is not s o
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altered and still retains its original crystalline character*
In some sections feldspar is poikilitically Included in the
augite as in a ground mass similar to the one described above*
The coarser grained variety shows more distinct features
and is diabasic in character and represents a slightly higher
zone than the previous one*

Qphitic texture is a predominant

feature and here also in an isotropic base.

Here the plaglo

clase feldspar presents idionorphie outlines against the
augite or in some cases hypersthene and very rarely pigeonite*
The pyroxene wraps around and enoloses the laths of feldspar,
giving rise to the ophitic (Fig* 28) texture.

This may be

due to the earlier crystal izatlon of feldspar and the late
crystallization of pyroxene*

In fact, the plagioclases are

formed enmeshed in the pyroxene.

These coarse grained vari

eties are also porphyritic, the phenocrysts of plagioolase
being as large as 2 m*m*
The plaglool&ses In the ground mass average about *2
sum* in size and are twinned*

They are also well defined*

Olivine maintains its crystalline outline though com
pletely altered to chlorite, the borders being altered mostly
to ferruginous matter and ooeaslonally to lddlngslte*

The

larger crystals of olivine have been altered to eooniglte
alone*

This is shown in Figure 29 where they are eowetlwee

surrounded b y ferruginous matter and this in turn la surrounded
by lathe ef plagioolase showing orientation*
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Chlorite occurs in patches in the isotropic base.

The

chlorite patches, other than those which occur in arnygdules,
which are discussed later, both large and small as associated
with the rock minerals and their patchy character can be ex
plained in different ways.

Chlorite forms the interstitial

portions between the boundaries of fairly elongated sodic plagl
oclase laths.

They also attain this patchy appearance by a

total or partial alteration of the pyroxenes.

As can b© seen

in Figure JQ, chlorite has been formed by alteration and
resorption of pyroxene and Included feldspar laths.

The smaller

patches of chlorite which have been mentioned are mostly with
reference to the fine grained basalts and are interstitial and
due to slight resorption of feldspars.

This is shown In

Figure 30.
The ferruginous matter is quite abundant in some specimens*
This is the ferrite referred to by IEVIKO (1833).
times constitutes rounded and blackened areas.

It some

This is mostly

magnetite and hematite and la shown in Figure 31*
The ground mass consists of laths of plagloclase, pyroxene
(plgeonlte) and chlorite.
The ophitic texture though present is not as pronounced
ae in the other varieties.

Another interesting feature la the

oeourrenoe of this ophltlo texture (Fig. 32) in a patchy manner
and not distributed throughout the rook.

This 2,ack of homogen

eity of the texture was seen even within a section.

This
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perhsp3 indicated the existence of centers of crystallization
differing from each other in many ways, depending upon the
nature of the physico-chemical condition in different parts
of the magma during the process of consolidation*

Even with

regard to differentiation, the idea of uniform conditions pre
vailing throughout a consolidating part of a differentiating
magma has receded to the background and it may well be said
that even minor, structural, textural, and mineralogical dif
ferences could be explained in this way than to attribute these
differences to dramatic periodical and sometimes phenomenal
changes during the history of a rock.
In= another section where the porphyritic character is
fairly prominent the ground mass consists of slightly broken
up sodic plagloclase laths with large patches of chlorite,
granular pyroxene, some pigeonite, and magnetite.
of ilmenite occur.

Minor amounts

The size of the plagioclases in the base

varies to a large extent.
Another of the coarser varieties consists of augite,
labradorite, interstitial pigeonite, chlorite, altered olivine,
magnetite, ilmenite, and a little sphene*

Here plagioolase Is

near about labradorite in composition and ooours along with
subhedral augite, the matrix being composed of fresh to slightly
altered labradorite, pigeonite, specular and earthy hematite,
anhedral grains of altered olivine, magnetite, ilmenite and
sphene.

Chlorite is abundant in the matrix.
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The green or reddish color of the matrix Is due to the
chlorite or hematite that Is present.
The number of arnygdules is less in the ophitic varieties*
They are small with chlorite as the mineral in them.

In a

specimen which forms the chill zone, randomly oriented microlites of feldspar separated by vesicular amygdular matrix
occur,

Resmants of phenocrysts occur altered to calcite and

chlorite,

Arnygdules predominate with zeolite and with some

calcite and chlorite.
Throughout the flows phenocrysts are more abundant in the
lower half*

They are sometimes glomcroporphyritio,

A short note on diabasic lavas.
The textural character of the diabasic lava is equally
difficult to sea in a hand specimen as in the case of the other
rocks*

Here again the arnygdules occur and draw attention to

their textural and compositional features*

A specimen from

Mohawk is porphyritic and the phenocrysts are plagioclases
and sometimes altered pyroxene*

The arnygdules are both large

and small» the smaller ones being extremely small sometime*
and give a spotted appearance to the rook*

The phenocrysts

are elongated and can easily be confused sometimes for large
arnygdules 9 which in this type attain angular shaped outlines
aa deaorlbed earlier*

The phenocrysts do not show any orienta

tion but are distributed randomly*

A sharp contact b a t m a n a

no
purely epidotic rock and this rock occurs where features are
similar to those discussed under the andesitic and basaltic
lavas •
Sometimes the vesicles are partially filled with amygdular
minerals, leaviiog a portion vacant.

Even the amygdular fill

ings are sometimes pitted.
The mineraloglcal character of the rock is as followsi
It contains about 50-60 percent plagioolase, 30-^5 percent
pyroxene, mostly hypersthene, and occasionally pigeonite and
little or no olivine.

Laths of feldspar and grains of pyrox

ene occur altered to chlorite.

The arnygdules contain mostly

epidote.

Texture of arnygdules
Arnygdules occur in these rocks in different sizes, differ
ent shapes, in different rocks with differences in the above
features, contain different minerals and also group together
in different ways*
They are abundant and large in the amygdaloids, lesser
and of a smaller dimension in the baealtlo lavas and conspic
uously missing in the ophltlo variety of the basaltic lavas*
In the amygdaloids the arnygdules are large and have
feldspar laths aligned along their boundaries*

Ths arnygdules

contain both chlorite and ealelte, the latter being smaller*
These arnygdules beer an influence en the else of the plagio-
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clases in that the laths are larger near then than away from
then,

The anygdules range fron specl:s to large microscopic

sizes •
The anygdules also contain epidote (Fig. 33) and prehnite
(Fig. 2Ur) and are often seen to occur as rein-like types
with quartz in then.
The arnygdules themselves are elongated and align them
selves in a particular direction.

They ore also connected

to each other by veins, the mineral in these anygdules being
calcite and quartz.

The anygdules actually telescope or

coalesce into one another and form what nay be terned as
interconnected anygdules•
An interesting feature shows up in connection with these
anygdules.

Bounded, bordered portions containing altered

remnants of older minerals like olivine, feldspar, epidote,
and others give rise to the question whe
anygdules or Just altered minerals.

they cure

In view of the Intense

alteration it is difficult to decide, but it is to

assumed

that these are arnygdules because these minerals do ooour now
as amygdular minerals and hence oould be altered remnants
of suoh minerals.

Certain arnygdules contain feldspar with

a core of o hi or ite and with epidote forming the outermost
rim.

This can be reasonably accepted aa being an amygdule•
In the andesitic lava there ooour large arnygdules with

calcite and in this calcite arc embedded, or appear to bo
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embedded, fractions of andesite lava material (Pig. 33) •
The anygdule here is irregular in shape and also contains
the epidoditic rock with copper in it.

In the junction

planes of calcite, copper occurs as shown in Figure 3 6 .

A

small veinlet with calcite cuts the whole thin section, also
cutting across the amygdule.
In another amygdaloldal rock the arnygdules are angular
in outline, being rectangular or squarish, and occur also
as irregularly angular arnygdules, as shown in Figure 3 7 1
containing chlorite and epidote.
arnygdules are about

.5 m.m. x 1.2

The size of the angular
m.m. in size.

connected by vein-like arnygdules described above

These are
Similar

angular arnygdules take different shapes (Fig. 3^a and b).
Another interesting feature is the existence of flow
structure at the junction of the contact between the epidotitic
rock and the andesitic variety.

Though not -pertinent to the

context, yet mention is made of the fact that in the epldotltlo rock there is change of color as the contact is
approached due to concentration or change of mineral content.
The flow feature mentioned above resolves Itself into a
much more important geometric feature where, in a ground mass
whioh la an extremely fine grained matrix composed of chlor
ite and epidote, there are concentrations of epidote (not
entirely) at invariably equally spaaed Intervals, giving
the appearance as shown In the sketch.

This throws light
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on the mechanism of the deuteric alteration that could
possibly have taken place in the entire lava sequence of
Michigan.

This would amount to a gradational concentration

of the rook material during the process of consolidation,
depending upon the environmental physico-chemical conditions
that existed there.
Still another feature which puzzles the concept of
amygdule forming is observed here.

Altered feldspars are

arranged so as to form a triangular shape and they now con
sist of epidote outside the triangular portion, chlorltized
feldspar forming the triangular border, and epidote and
chlorite constituting the core.

This type of feature PARKER

(1 9 5 9 ) calls arnygdules derived from the alteration of feld
spars by a process of resorption.
Large arnygdules 3

x 3.5 n . r a . with chlorite, epi

dote, and small blebs of prehnite with enclosed feldspar
Is an Interesting observation here.
There are smaller arnygdules containing prehnite with
oresoent shaped borders of Iron oxide material*
Another feature Is the oeeurrenee and concentrations of
ohlorlte In an epidotitic rook with a ground mass consisting
almost entirely of epidote and subordinate ohlorlte (Pig* 39)*
The occurrence of rounded or egg-shaped arnygdules with
pumpellyIte, amoeba-like arnygdules with copper and fish-shaped

arnygdules containing feldspar (Pigs. 38a and b) are all
interesting features which have been observed and which
indicate that the shape, size, mineral content, and other
related features have most possibly a relation with each
other, which does escape, sometimes, the notice of observers.
Considering amygdular portions in the cementing matrix
in breccias, they also contain such minerals as chlorite,
quartz, feldspar, etc*, and most often are segregations in
the matrix rock (Pig. **0 ).

A related feature is that where

arnygdules in the breccia are connected with the matrix of
this type.

One thing which this would establish is a flow

feature and what could perhaps be presumed is that deuteric
alteration along the channel of flow due to the changed
pressure and temperature condition was possible in a magma
under mobile conditions.
Another feature seen in the cementing epidotitic rook
is a banding which is in reality an alteration of thin layers
of ohlorite and epidote as observed under high power*

This

feature oeours between two breeoia pieces whioh it oements*
Therefore the segregation mentioned earlier in this chapter
oould well explain this feature with additional narrowing of
the segregated layers thus forming this banding*
Another Important amygdular feature whleh has been ob
served and whleh has a considerable bearing on the genetle
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problem is the pipe arnygdules.

This feature is here in

cross section in a megascopic specimen and has accordingly
been also described under that heading (Fig. ^1).
Under the microscope this feature is seen as an amygdule
either elongated or linear according to-the orientation of
the section (either perpendicular or parallel to the amyg
dule) in a pilotaxitic ground mass composed of extremely
fine grained plagioolase laths and other indistinguishable
minerals with abundant chlorite which forms part of this
ground mass but which is the only mineral in the amygdular
portion.

What is most interesting is the merging of the

amygdular chlorite into the ground mass.

Whereas it is

distributed in the ground mass and small individual grains
of chlorite could be easily recognized in both arnygdules
and ground mass as being similar in size, shape, etc.

In

these arnygdules epidote is seen to border them while ohlorlte
occurs in the core.

One of the important contributions of

this feature is Its indication of the movement of the lavas.
Beference has already been made under "The source and paleogeography of the Keweenawan Series"'to the views of
HOTCHKISS (1923) where he refers to bending up of the pipes
Indicating that the lavas were flowing up in relation to the
present dip Just before solidifying.
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Mineralogy
As mentioned in chapter III-B, the rooks examined are
classified into a basaltic variety, including a diabasic
variety, an andesitic variety, and an epidotitic variety
which form the matrix.
The major minerals occurring In these rocks are plagioclase, pyroxene, altered olivine, ohloifte, ilmenite, magnetite,
and hematite.

The minor minerals are epidote, prehnite,

quartz, calcite, pumpellyite, zeolite (laumontite), sphene
and native copper.
Since the thin sections examined by me are from differ
ent parts of the oopper country and as they come from
different depths in the lavas, the percentages of the differ
ent minerals vary, but an estimate Is made by purely visual
examination of the percentage occurrence of the various
major constituents!

Approximately
1.

Plagioolase

50*

2•

Pyroxene

25*

3.

Olivine

10*

k.

Chlorite

5.

Magnetite

8-10*

Hematite
Sphene* ate.
This has been estimated

5*

tor

one portion of the flew,

base to base* at Osssola, ears samples of whleh have been
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taken and examined.

The grain sizes of the individual min

erals have been given under texture and will also be touched
upon under eaoh mineral described below.

But one observation

that needs mention here is the fact that the grain size of
the ground mass minerals at the base of the flows is much
smaller than in the middle of the flows.

The arnygdules tend

to become bigger and bigger at the top of the flows while at
the base and center they are small and some disappear
altogether at the center.
Plagloclase•
In the amygdaloids which are andesitic In character,
plagioclases have a particular way of occurring.

First of

all the composition In the ground mass ranges In composition
from albite to ollgoelaee (Fig. ^2).

However, this ocoposl-

tlon was not constant as far as the amygdaloids were concerned.
Thera were eases where compositions ranged u p to labradorite*
There are sections from the cores taken at Osceola that show
compositions to be labradorite.
The plagloclase alorelltes that farm the ground macs are
unlfera in else, ranging free f m.a. to k ra.ra.

In one

section the also of the plagloclase became larger la the
lmsediate vicinity of the amygdule (Fig. tj).

The alorolltes

or n a i l latha align themselves around arnygdules.
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The twinning of the plagioolase laths seem to vary from
specimen to specimen,

the twinning being both according to

the albite and the pericline law.
show a flow texture.
arnygdules.

In some sections they

They also occur in veins whioh connect

In an amygdular portion feldspar occurs with a

central core to chlorite.
Random orientation of laths of feldspar Is also observed
in some sections.

The occurrence of feldspar inside an

amygdule surrounded by amygdular minerals such as epidote
is shown elsewhere.
These minerals are sometimes fresh, and at other times
are altered.

Chlorite actually cuts across them at places.

The plagioclases are albite (probably albltlzed) and con
verted partly to chlorite.
In some cases in the amygdaloids a pegmatitic texture
was observed, but not so frequently.

More commonly a grada

tional mixture of small and large crystals of plagloclase is
found.

The porphyritic character is quite common in the

basic or basal tlo portions where euhedral crystals of feld
spar ranging in siz* from l m . m .

to 3 m.m. occur sometimes

in clusters showing a gloraero-porphyritio texture (Pig. 2 7 ).
The feldspar orystals have been observed to be of
larger size near or around the ealoite arnygdules (Pig. **3)t
a feature heretofore not reported.

Another feature is that

in this rook whioh actually shows a contact between an epidotitie and a felsitio (andesitic) lava, there is an increase
in size of crystals from the core of the felsitio rock
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towards the contact.

The alteration of the feldspar into

chlorite is an extremely common feature.

On an examination

of this alteration under high power magnification in some
large crystals the following features were recorded.

Very

small microlltes of chlorite are seen in the partially
altered plagloclase (Fig. W ) .

It appeared as if a number

of crystals or needles of feldspar and chlorite occur In this
mesh.

The usual ultramarine blue and the anomalous inter

ference were very striking in the chlorite portion.
Pyroxene.
Augite and hypersthene occur to a large extent in the
rooks examined.

Pigeonite is also seen in some features.

In the basalt where the ophitic texture (Fig. 23) is
predominant, augite ranges in size from 3-5 aua.t but Its
full shape is not recognizable due to the polklitically
Included plagloclase.

Some times it is so eut up due to the

plagioclases that it Is difficult to visualise the whole
dimension of the Individual grains (Fig. 28).
Sons show pigeonite (Fig. 28) and augite.

The pigeonite

ranges In else to 1.5 m . m . 9 but It Is usually 3*5 sum.
Augite le granular and Interstitialt ranging In else from
1 a.ra. to 3 ra.a.

Fine grained varieties ere dlffleult to

distinguish.
Augite In the ophltle portions wae sheeted b y ite
pleoohrolsn end extinotlon angles, whleh ranged free 38-^0°.
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Further hypersphenes were identified by the light green
color and pleochroism and straight extinction and also the
"Schiller-Structure", which latter was very faint.
order of interference colors were seen.

A higher

The pleochroism

was from light green to light pink and very distinct.

In

an ophitic basalt another mineral occurs which is clouded
by a brown outer rim.
a shade of brown.

It is pleochrolc brownish green to

It gives straight extinction.

cleavage is very well defined.

The

The only factor which did not

agree with data offered in the literature for hypersthene
was the pleochroism.

The brownish tinge may be due to the

action of iron oxide whioh is so all-pervading in these
rocks.

It could not be pigeonite because the 2V angle given

by PARKEB (1959) is between 15-30° for plgeonites occurring
in the ophites at Tamarack,

in whioh case a straight ex

tinction which is seen in this mineral is not possible.

It

could only be hypers thene.
Olivine.
All the olivine occurring in the specimens examined
here is altered eltner to chlorite, mostly completely, to
lddlngslte, usually partially or most commonly to iron oxide.
The only way in whioh it was possible to identify this
mineral was by its crystal shape.

This mineral occurs in

pseudomerphs and ranges in slse from .1 to 3
crystals also occur.

Larger

They are fractured and the coloration is
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mostly brownish and sometimes greenish.

Olivine seems to retain

an even size in all the sections observed, Irrespective of the
variety of the lava in which it occurred.
The alteration products of olivine as seen in the sections
in Figure 28 are iddingsite, chlorite, bowlingite, and rarely
antigonlte.

Bowlingite (Fig# 4-5) forms a fairly large part of

the alter constituents of olivine#

It has a high relief#

It

is strongly pleoohroio, has lamellar structure and green color.
It has high order interference colors, straight extinction,
positive elongation add negative sign.

The orientation of the

mineral bowlingite, l.e#, its lamellae, are parallel to its
C-axis.

Antigorite has low relief and is non-pleoohroio, has a
low birefringence, wavy extinction and somewhat aggregated
structure«
Magnetite and specular hematite.
Magnetite occurs as rounded blebs or euhedral plates
measuring about 1 m.m. serose end Is most abundant In the dia
basic variety of basalt.

Magnetite occurs also In the somewhat

soars# grained variety, i.e., the ophitic typo.

In the fine

grained variety also aubhedral flakes of magnetite are seen.
Hematite la also soon in ths fora of needles ooeupylng •eraeke"
of alliesto minerals, such as puapsllylte, eta.
seen in ths amygdaleide.

They ere also

Hasnit# in ths aaygialeld, as stated,
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is altered to leucoxene.

Copper occurs mostly in the amyg-

dules and is seen in cracks between differently orientated
calcite (Pig. 3 6 )•
Chlorite•
This is a mineral which predominates among the minerals
that have formed through alteration.

It occurs in arnygdules

(Fig. 4-1), irregular patches (Fig. 3°)t intersitial fillings,
and as products of alteration (Pig. 3 0 ) in all the rook
types examined here, both in the amygdaloids and basaltlo
lavas.

It occurs in reInlets,

in a few arnygdules, and as

irregular patches ranging up to 8 m.m., the altered portion
being relatively less.

It is identified by the straight

extinction and faint pleoohrolsm*
In some sections of the amygdular portions it ranges
in size up to 3 ra.m. and layered patches of ohlorlte are
also quite common.

In another section where the rook is

sub-ophltle in character, ohlorlte arnygdules are absent,
but ohlorlte occurs as a result of alteration of pyroxene
and as Irregular patehes ranging up to 8 m.ra. long.

In

Plgures28 Irregular patches of ohlorlte are noted around
plagioolase laths*

In Plgure 28 large pyroxene crystals

are partially altered to other minerals
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In the section which is diabasic ir: character and
pilotaxltio, chlorite anygdules of patches of chlorite
occur,

here large patches of chlorite occur interstitlally

with albite (albitizod feldspar)•
In the amygdaloids a considerable amount of chloritization has taken place in the interstices of feldspars and
olivine.

Chlorite arnygdules have zeolites in the core.

Chlorite occurring here has straight extinction, is feebly
pleoohroio, shows anomalous extinction in arnygdules.
could be the ferruginous variety delessite.

It

Associated

with pipe arnygdules (Fig, 4l), chlorite plays an important
part in that it forms entirely the arnygdules occurring as
extensively fine grained flakes and also spread into the
general rock matrix which is basaltic*

It could be seen

that ohlorlte both in the arnygdules and the ground mass are
interconnected as if they were a part of a turbid mobile
mas 8 which was in the process of consolidation*
Pumpellyite•
A brief historical sketch of the mineral is given below*
Aooordlng to COOMBS (1953) the first geologist to desorlbe
this mineral was WHITNEY (134?)9 who called it chlorastrolite*
It has now bean shown to be the same as pumpelly ite by
optical9 X-ray and chemical studies*

This mineral was first

described in 1925 by II* E. VASSAR from the Lake Superior
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region and given the name pumpellyite in honor of Dr. Pumpelly.
It was reported fron Haiti by BURBANK (1929), California by
IRVING| VONSEN and GONYER (1932), Eurasia by UALDMANN (193*0 1
QUITZOW (1935), QUITZCW (1936), Japan by TSUBOI (1936), New
Zealand by HUTTON (1937) and Witwaterstrand by DE VILIERS (19*H).
According to PALACKE (1925),

Dr. A. WANDKE was the first

to recognize it in the amygdaloids.

It was first considered

to be green zolsite because of its optical properties.
It is a dark bluish green mineral, crystallizing in the
orthorhombic system and occurring as minute fibres or narrow
tablets flattened parallel to a face taken as the basal pinaIt has an excellent cleavage, hardness of 5 *5 , end a
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specific gravity of 3 .2 .
Under the microscope it shows a faint pleochroism, is
optically positive, has a large 2V with very strong dispersion
p <Vj a»1.698f B » 1*900) Y ■* 1*708, the birefringence being

t .005.
The ohcmiaal analyse. la as follows (toy LAHSEH, Kiss, 1 9 2 5 )i
aioa

37.18

NO

a 1 z °3

23.50

CuO

5.29

*2°

M*0

2.09

NSj0

CaO

23*08

H,0

HnO

0.13

8,0

f * 2o

3

trao.
.19
6.28
.

100.97
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The composition according to hln Is CaCaO . 3 A 1 20^ . 7 SlOg.
k h 2o .

According to COOHBS (1953) pucpellyite has the foilwing
tr= 3.Bit 0.02 8 , b = 5.94 1 0.01 8 , C »

oell constants

19.l4i 0.02 8 , B *» 97.6- 0.02°j space group A 0/n.

The a and

b oell edgeB are closely similar to those of epidote and
lawsonite.

He also states that the basal cleavage reported

by many authors is ascribed to different planeB, there being
a more easy cleavage parallel to (1 0 0 ) and a poor cleavage
parallel to ( 0 0 1 ).
PALACHE states that pumpelly ite is a late magmatlo mineral
formed before the copper began to be deposited and before the
Invasion of the formation by ore-bearing solutions.

This

mineral borders arnygdules with a velvety coating either associ
ated with or without epidote.

According to him it has formed

by ore solutions during replacement of amygdaloids.

It is

often associated with old feldspar and epidote with or without
hematite, prehnitet o&lolte, and copper.
It occurs in a long stretch of the Keersange amygdaloid,
from Ahmeek, Centennial, Calumet and Heola and LaSalle mines*
It is alao found In the Isle Boyale and Baltic lodes*
Pumpelly Ite was also found by PALACHE in fissure veins
following ohlorlte and epidote and followed by quarts, calcite
and prehnite*
stituent.

In the conglomerates it occurs as a miner con
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According to BTJRBANK (192 9) pumpelly ite from Haiti,
West Indies, occurs In amygdaloldal basalt in arnygdules
lined with basalt*

It had the following optical properties:

Optically positive, 2V large, between 75-30°, disper
sion strong, p < V * 1.700, B * 1*70?+* = 1.7131 5,
B* green, extinction Z

C * 31°•

He thinks it oould be

monool inic.
According to BE VTLLIER3 (19^1) the pumpellyite from
west of Witwatersand has the following optical properties:
Refractive index 1.693 - 1.726, birefringence DO 16
to .0103 and the optliaslal angles 38° - 71°» Absorption »
Y > Z > X.

There was a variation in pleochroism for those

showing highest interference, Y * light green, and the
absorption of the Z and Y directions is about equal.
According to partial analyses by VAN DEB WALT of Witwatsrstrend, pumpellylte has the following composition:
S10 2

» 36.9*

A120 3 « 27.7*
F« 2©3 “
CaO

9.0* (basal)

* 22.4*

-

1
97.0*

B*aOj (mum) • 6f

tSk
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Pumpelly Ite (Fig;, 46) in the specimens examined by me
gave the following properties.

They ooour mostly in the

arnygdules and to a very subordinate extent in the ground
mass.

This is identified by the varying extinction and

anomalous interference that it shows*

Large grains in

arnygdules give an extinction angle of 29°•

Sometimes they

show a fan shaped appearance when the extinction angle is
29 °

- 34°•

Distinct pleochroism and fairly high order

interference color are predominant.

The extinction angle

was between 29 ° - 40° in the eore of the puiapellyite bearing
arnygdules bordered by chlorite and epidote.
In another section pumpellyite was needle like and
formed a cross mesh showing a low angle of extinction about
28-30° (approx*)•

The pieoobroism m s

fair.

In this the

amygdule was filled with feldspar add pumpellyite.

A radiating

character is seen In some sections where the extinction
was 40°.

In seme specimens it was seen that the ground

mass has been altered considerably to puapellyite and this
Is also observed In the epidotitic rook as well.

The empty holes in the soygdulcs eentain ehlorlte and
puapellyite in She borders*
In She basalt* the puapellyite Is lesser In its

occurrence * Feldspar Is also altered So pumpellyite la
soao eases*

Where it secure la saygdules, IS bee a fibrous
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Pumpellyite occurs in arnygdules in the andesitic
amygdaloldal lavas and has an extinction angle of 9 - 1 1 °•
The needles jut into the amygdaloldal matter which in
this case is quartz.
Epidote.
Epidote is associated with extreme chlorite alteration
of plagloclase feldspar.
in the amygdaloids.
1 m.m.

It Is present fairly prominently

The size of the grains is less than

A few subhedral crystals of epidote are seen in the

zeolite arnygdules in the amygdaloids.

Epidote occurs as

an amygdular mineral and as large crystals. (Fig. 33)
It shows straight extinction and has faint pleochroism.

It

does show a little wavy extinction and a high order of
interference''colors.

In others it occurs as small distingu

ishable patches associated with chlorite.
Epidote Is also observed to occur in the ground mass
Intermixed with chlorite.

In arnygdules which are filled

with chlorite the sequence in which it is seen is as folloirst
The outermost layer is chlorite.
chlorite and quartz.

Then It is epidote,

Epidote also forma the bulk of the

epidotitic rock whleh in turn forms the matrix in breccias.
Here it is extremely fine grained and recognized only by
the high Interference it shows.

In oertaln amygdaloids It

oocure as small and large grains In the meshes of email
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feldspar laths.

Still another way epidote occurs is in an

amygdule where a mixture of epidote, iron oxide and chlorite
form a junction for chlorite and epidote in an amygdule.
Finally in pipe arnygdules epidote occurs as tiny specks
intermixed with ohlorite.
Prehnite.
Prehnite has been noted in the amygdaloids associated
with ohlorite.

In a felsitio rock in contact with an

epidotitic rock prehnite occurs as elongated tapering
crystals with fairly high relief and straight but wavy ex
tinction (Fig. **7).

Here just at the contact prehnite

occurs so as to form a wavy band*

It is difficult to ex

plain this arrangement of prehnite crystals.

What is nor

mally assumed to be alternate bands Is actually a single
band contorted enclosing the ground mass so as to simulate
a number of bands as In the case of an Isoclinal fold*
There is seen here a linear assemblage of big crystals
growing to smaller crystals contorted so as to form the
banded appearance mentioned earlier*

The increase in size

is from the felslte rook towards the contact*
Mostly prehnite occurs in arnygdules with the typical
bow-tie structure and straight extinction.
also high*

The relief is
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Quartz.
Quartz occurs as a minor constituent in the arnygdules,
mostly as rims around chlorite and as irregular patches of
less than .3 m.m. occurring in the matrix.
occurs as euhedral crystals in arnygdules.

It invariably
Sometimes the

hexagonal base is clearly seen in the arnygdules (Pig. ^ 8 ).
It also oocurs in veins whioh connect the arnygdules.

In

other arnygdules it occurs In the inner borders of arnygdules
with the pyramidal portions pointing to the core of the
amygdule, thus corrugating the inner edge of the arnygdules,
indicating its growth inwards.

It is secondary in its

Occurrence •
Calcite.
This mineral is quite abundant in the amygdaloids.
It occurs in arnygdules with chlorite, feldspar quartz and
also as an alteration product of plagioolase and as inter
stitial patches.

A few veins out through the amygdaloid

connecting arnygdules.

Calcite is a predominant amygdular

mineral in the fine grained basalt and forms ths eh ill zone •
They also oeeur in the amygdaloids which oontaln feldspar,
forming invariably the oore with surrounding feldspar and
a nucleus of copper.

While in the basalt the arnygdules are

with irregular borders.
and large.

They are either reunded or circular

Copper has a tendency to form in the Joint
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plane of the various grains of calcite in the arnygdules as
shown in the figures (Fig. 3 6 ).
Native copper.
Native copper (Fig. **9) is the chief metallic mineral
that oeours in the Michigan lavas.

Its genesis is a part

of the subject of this thesis.
In the megascopic specimens examined native copper is
seen to occur in different ways, but mostly in the native
state.

The occurrence of copper has been briefly touched

In the chapters dealing with the description of rocks and
minerals both megascopically and microscopically.

It is

proposed to give a brief account of its occurrence In the
rook types examined.
Copper was first seen in the three generation lavas
(Pig. I1*), occurring both as rounded arnygdules and as
disseminations in the rook mass, the eopper occurring only
In the younger formations.
Its oosurrsnse In mors basic rocks Is particularly
as dissealnatlcns and arnygdules are well known.
basic lavas sspper occurs
ria of oalsltc (Fig* 16) •

mm

In the

rounded arnygdules with a thin

Othsr arnygdules with chlorite

sad a thin rim of calcite occur along with It*

These

ohlorlte arnygdules tee contain a speck of copper In the
sore*

Figure 1% shows the copper arnygdules slearly.
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In the amygdaloids copper occurs in arnygdules containing
calolte, epidote, and quartz*
core here too.

With calcite it occurs in the

In another specimen It was on the core of an

amygdaloid dontaining a large amygdule of quartz*

Copper was

found disseminated in amygdular quartz as intimate flakes and
as rounded blebs*

The presence of copper gives a bronze

like color to the quartz.
The occurrence of copper in the interstices of calcite
grains in an amygdule was seen in a section*

The occurrence

of copper in the manner described has also been seen in a
thin section*
C o p p e r also occurs in the cementing matrix between

breccias and occupies the Junction of the breccia and the
cement*

It Is also found wrapped around conglomerate pebbles*

The conglomerates contain abundant copper occurring in this
way which have contributed considerably to the copper wealth
of the Miehlg&n copper dlstriet*
Microscopically copper Is isotropic and occurs as blebs
or Irregular spots*
thin streaks and

Occasionally it occurs in the f e n of

aone times

has also Shown s semblance of

dondrltlo struoturo*
Coppsr always ooeurs in ths s e n of satygdules safe never
bordering the saygfeulos.
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III

Chemistry*

The chemistry of the Keweenawan lavas has been studied
by BRODERICK (1935) and CORNWALL (1951 a & b) and a notable
contribution has been made by these men in their discussions
and interpretations based on the chemical analyses as regards
the processes of differentiation and the genesis of copper*
NICGLI (1952) has carried out calculations and graphic
representations based on molecular units Instead of weight
percentages with a view to clarify the formation of the socalled pegmatitic layers as the first Indications of a
differentiation toward the development of a spilltic to
keratophyrio association*

A very short review is made here

of the interpretations of CORNWALL (1951* a & b) to draw the
link between his work and where KIGGLI continues to form the
conclusion mentioned in para supra.
CORNWALL combines modal analyses with ebemleal analyses
and makes the fell owing observations!
1.

Ths basal chill sons whioh should represent the

original composition of the magma is higher than the overlying
ophltio basalt In Ps* C u 9 S 9 S l 9 K§ P 9 f i 9 Mn 9 COg-HgO*. The
potassium was vary hight whioh may be ladlestlve of deutorio
alteration.

13**

2.

Considering the pegmatitic facies he says that Fe,

Cu, Ti, P and S were analyzed for and that the results
revealed that the ilmenite magnetite ratio was nearly the same
both in this facies and the ophitic basalt zone.

As regards

combined water he says it fluctuated from very high in one
pegmatitic layer to very low in another layer and was above
average in the olivine rich zone.

A greater concentration

of sulphur was seen in the upper part of the pegmatitic zone»
while Si, Ha and K were moderately so.
and intermediate in the others.

Ca was low in a few

Taking the ratio of MgO

to Fe as FeO, he comments that it furnished a critical indica
tion of the trend of differentiation.

This fact has also

been discussed by the author under differentiation.
In drawing conclusions from his ternary diagrams,
CORNWALL states that
1.

Early crystallization products are somewhat more
magnesian than the magma from which they came, the
later crystallization products were richer in iron.

2.

The changes in composition of the magma depended on
a.

The original composition, and

b.

The degree of differentiation.

Stating that fractional differentiation was the most
Important faster in the differentiation in these bodies, he
explains the cyclic repetition of flows with contrasting
composition as bsing due to
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1.

According to BUDDINGTON, each set constituting one
flow cycle corresponding to a subperiod of magma
rise, and

2.

The magma differentiating in the liquid phase in
the magma chamber with little crystallization,
based on the hypotheses of FEN14EE (19^8) and WAHL
(19^6).

He finally says that fractional crystal

lization was the prime cause for differentiation.
NIGGLI (1952) recalculated the 59 rook analyses of
BBODERICK (1925) and CORNWALL (1951 b ) , using molecular
(or Niggli) values and molecular norms.
He classified the lavas as belonging to the following
magma types*
Miharaltic and C-gabbroic
Hawaiitic (to gabbrodioritio)
Gabbroic
Gabbrodioritio
Melagabbrodiorltlc (to gabbrodioritio)
Gabbrodioritio to sodalamprosyenltio
Sodal&mprosyenitio
Mugearltlo

Pyroxengabbrolo
Arlegltio
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Si-gabbrodioritic
Koyltic
Granite
Alcallgranitio
Disousslng the modal composition of the Keweenawan lavas,
he states the feldspars are albite, albite-oligoclase or in
extreme cases oligoclase.

He states that the main amount

of Ca is contained in epidote, or zoisite and also In prehnite.
The pyroxenes and olivines are partly replaced by chlorite.
He continues:

"This partial replacement of water free

silicates by those containing water (for rocks sometimes up
to 3 or k percent by weight) probably took place at an
early stage (autohydrotherrsal changes or perhaps crystalliza
tions from water rich residual melts).*'

Referring to the

mineral paragenesls as corresponding to that of ophilltlc
rocks, with the early crystallization of p y r o x e n e and olivine,
the magma assumes the character of a volatile rich spilltic
melt*

Here he says that under the influence of H20 calcic

plagloclase could netlonger crystallize and that it had
already separated out because it was unstable* Prehnite,
epidote, and zoisite, besides albite, taka Its place and
simultaneously ohlorlte and ores are farmed instead of waterfree Mg-Pe silicates*

This ha says is characteristic of the

spilltic keratophyrio association and often connected with
the appearance of iron ores, titanium-iron ores and apatiteiron ores*
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Referring to Greenstone flows NIGGLI enumerates what he
calls as essential traits visible in the Initial stages:
1.

“Removal of Ca from compounds such as anorthite and
calcic pyroxenes v;ith strong migrational tendencies,
e.g., as carbonate of C 02 is present.

Simultaneously,

otherwise, crystallization of zoisite and compounds
of zeolitic character.
2.

“Par reaching decomposition of iron-bearing silicates
trivalent iron, phosphates and Ti can remain in
solution and not crystallize till later;

consider

able amounts of originally divalent iron may undergo
oxidation in the course of this process.
3.

Substitution of nearly all water-free silicates
except albite and perhaps orthoclase by those contain
ing water."

finally he states that a fairly normal differentiation with
an upward Increase in Ab + Or and an increase of An and augite
is seen with a small increase in the accessories and shows
agreement with BBODERISS (1935) and CORNWALL (1951 b) on the
subject.
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E.

Geometric Patterns

1.

Introductory Considerations.
In the use of what is termed here as geometry to evaluate

the field, megascopic and microscopic evidences fcr the pur
poses of visualizing a picture as close as possible to the
actual conditions and mechanisms, both physical and chemical,
whioh were involved in the effusion, consolidation and mineral
formation, of the Michigan lavas, a clear conception of the
significance of this feature and value in regard to the
problems of genesis, is necessary.
A vast number of features are of a geometric nature.
They patterns which they weave and their complexity is often
totally escaping the notice of not very curious, but often
dbggatlc scientist, particularly with regard to the genetic
meaning of these geometric patterns#

But In the study proposed

in this chapter simple elements have alone been taken Into
cons ideration.
The features taken for consideration and whioh ere common
to all rooks end particularly to the lavas may be elasslf led as
followsi
a#

Fabric (textures end structures)

Size
Shape
Distribution in s p a c e ,
b#

C eep ss 1tleasl (el em e n ts)
U s m a n t e pre sent#
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Relative abundancies
o.

Mineralogical (phases)

Minerals present
Eelative abundances.
d.

Theoretical
Assumptions

Physico-chemical conditions
e.

Processes
Effusion
Differentiation
Alteration
Consolidat1on

It is not to be understood that these features of rooks
and minerals play Individual roles in setting up the patterns
whioh reflect their mode of formation but aot in a cumulative
manner, and so effectively that even infinitesimal changes in
the strength or effectiveness of the foroes acting could cause
changes in the features listed*

If this approach is acceptable

it naturally leads one to the reverse of this 9 whereby any
infinitesimal change observed In the features listed above
should naturally reflect a change in effectiveness of the proc
esses that brought about the formation of a rook*

It Is on

the basis of this concept only that geometry has been of eueh
invaluable aid In the understanding and solving of problems
of genesis*
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In the study carried out only such features that eould be
critically observed in their respective categories were recorded,
as for instance, (1 ) in the field, (2 ) by a megascopic study
of samples collected, (3 ) by a microscopic study of 35 thin
sections, and (4) by a study of the chemical and modal analyses.
These features have, in a different context, been briefly
touched upon in one of the previous chapters and therefore it
is proposed to list their relationship to this aspect.

2.

Fabric.
The term fabric designates the entirety of all geometric

relationships and comprises thus both terms, texture and
structure#
The textural and structural features observed are now
listed and discussed under their various categories.
a*

Field observations or field characteristics (large
scale features):
km

Effusive features of the lavas (generational,
layering, flow features, etc.)

11.
lit*
iv.
v.

Intrusive features (dikes, etc.)

Breooiation features.
Contact features of the lavas with the sedlracntaries.
Dias trophic features (faults, folds, ete.)

1*H.

b.

The megascopic features as observed in the rook speci
mens examined as follows:
i.
ii.
ill.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

viil.
lx*
o.

The grain size of the rook (coarse to fine grained)
Ophitic texture as seen megascopically.
Type of breccia in brecciated rock,
Size and shape of breccia,
Cementing medium of breccia,
Arnygdules ina single rock,
Anygdules in different rock pieces of breccia,
Shape of amygdules both in general and in breccia,
Size of arnygdules both in breccia and rock.

Microscopic features.
i.

Drain size
Coarse grained.
Medium grained.
Pine grained.
Glassy

11.

"Texture* (only possible texture and struetura)
Hyalopilitic
Bilotaxitic
Diabasic
Ophltlo
Glomeroporphyritlo
Porphyrltlo

These groupings represent a general classification of

geometric features of the rocks observed.

The following are

some specific features of importance:
3.

Megascopic features.
i♦
ii.
ill.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viil.
ix.
x.

Three generation lava features.
Orientation of arnygdules.
Concentration and grouping of anygdules.
Contact features,
Pipe arnygdules.
Copper in the younger generation more abundant than
In the older generation.
Calcite, microcline-epitode combination in arnygdules.
Partly hollow arnygdules.
Chlorite network ("pebbly trap"),
Interstices of conglomerates
a.

Calcite

b.

Epidote rock

o.
xl.

Brownish felsitio rook,

Coalescing arnygdules.

A classification with fire basic types is suggested by
AMSTUTZ (personal communication) (Fig. 50).
1.
11.
ill.

Orientation of laths of plagloclase.
Inopdase In else of laths towards arnygdules.
Change In composition from ground mass to amygdule.

1^3

iv.

Different sizes and shapes of arnygdules, egg shaped,
amoeba shaped, and fish shaped arnygdules.

V.

Mineraloglcal character of arnygdules and the surround
ing rim.

Vi.
vii.
Till.
lx.

Coalescing arnygdules.
Vein like arnygdules•
microscopic orientation of arnygdules.
A flow character in the ground mass of epidotitic
rock

X.

xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
XT.

Clomeroporphyritic texture.
Occurrence of copper in joint planes.
Dentritlc type of copper.
Calcite vein cutting the rock*
Chloritlzatlon of feldspar laths.
Chlorite occurring as large grains in anygdules but
microlites in feldspar*

XYi.

A crescent shaped border surrounding ah amygdule,
probably & top bottom feature.

XTii.

The tendency of needle-like minerals In arnygdules, prob
ably pumpellyite, to point towards the cere of the
amygdule.

xvlll.

Alteration of olivine to ldd Inge ite and b o w U n g l t a ,
augite to ohlorlte, oalele plagioolase to sodlo
plagioolase and ohlorlte.

xix.

There are many more such features which, as mentioned
before, have been repeated in other parts of the thesis.

A few of these features will be described here as others
will be described under congruency.

An attempt is made to

restrict the following discussion to geometric properties and to
mention compositional properties only occasionally.
A three generation feature is shown in Figure 14 where
into a rock composed of two generations a diklet of 2-3 e.nw
width has intruded congruent to the two other flows.

The

contacts are sharp and show no megascopic alteration.

To

this diklet* flow texture is seen from the shape of the arnygdules
and the mineral orientation.
The various lava rock types show characteristic textures to
which alteration and miner&lizat ion appear to have some
relationship.
Feldspars occur either as laths composing the ground mass
of the lavas studied or as phenocrysts assuming invariably In
the latter case a glomeroporphyritio character.

In most oases

they are mitered to either serioite or chlorite.
Ths textural and compositional behavior of these feldspars
is of prims importance •
Ths plagioolase laths, in addition to orientating them
selves around arnygdules * also tend to inerease in sise as they
approach an amygdule.

With regard to the composition, tho

anorthite content of the feldspars is noted to reduee os the

amygdule is approached.

The abundance of twinned plagloclase

is medium Inside the ays^gdule, but the occurrence of miorooline
is a common feature.

The alteration of feldspar to chlorite

is very characteristic of these rocks.

Chlorite occurs as

needles (microlites) oriented parallel to the cleavage.

The

needles also lie at odd angles sometimes, with respect to the
shape of the amygdule.
pletely altered#

The feldspars in some sections are com

Finally, euhedral crystals contain occasionally

differently orientated portions.

In one case altered and

unaltered plagioclases inside one and the same amygdule were
observed•
Olivine, pumpellyite. ohlorite and epidote.

The altera

tion of olivine to iddingsite and to epidote is observed.

In

some cases, the shape of the olivine crystal is retained while
it has completely altered to epidote.

Olivine is found to

border arnygdules with chlorite in the core.
Pumpellyite is in the form of sheaves and occurs both in
the arnygdules and in the ground mass.

One important feature

is its manner of protrusion in the form of needles inside an
amygdule.
Chlorite, ae mentioned earlier, is ubiquitous.

Sometimes

the berlin blue interference le very indicative of Its presence
In the oore of the amygdule.
Epidote Is equally prominent In Ite occurrence and con
tributes substantially to the g eese trie pattern of the alneral.

Quartz.

It is found in the veinlike arnygdules that traverse

the rock along with feldspar and sometimes Joins up the amygdules.

It also forms a subordinate part of the arnygdules.

The intergrowth of quartz and feldspar has been mentioned
elsewhere.

Copper is most often associated with quartz.

C alcite.

This is mostly an amygdular mineral occurring

in arnygdules and sometimes in veins cutting across rocks.

It

is closely associated with mlorocline and epidote in the order
mentioned below.

The outermost mineral is usually microcline,

next is calcite and epidote in the core.
deviations observed.

There have been

Copper is frequently associated and

intergrown with calcite (see Figure 36)*
Copper.

Copper occurs as native copper mostly in the

arnygdules and quite often in the rock matrix.

Its association

is invariably with calcite and quartz which fill the amygdule.
Where calcite occurs it invariably forms the core or occupies
junction planes of grains of different orientations while
with quartz it is found as flakes in the quartz or borders
the quartz, particularly at the Junction of quartz and calcite.
The shape of copper bearing arnygdules is rounded and
rarely oblique or irregular in rooks and in the amygdule with
ealolte and other minerals they are Irregular and streaky.
Aamedules.

Arnygdules are of different sizes and shapes

as described in Chapter III-B.

They are usually oblong in

shape but occasionally irregular and sometimes perfectly
round*

The long axis of all arnygdules is orientated in the

direction of the flow*

This is as good a megascopic feature

as it is a microfeature.

Statistical evidence shows that

larger arnygdules are irregular to oblong in shape.

The

medium sized ones are mostly o b l o n g ,frequently rounded, and
rarely irregular.

Minor deviations are possible.

The behavior of these arnygdules at the contact is of
significance.

They orientate themselves parallel to the

contact, influenced by the flow.
A typical feature has been observed, where arnygdules
show a kind of connected character,
ing at the tip of a previous one.
type in the literature.

i.e., an amygdule start
This is termed as coalescing

In addition, thin velnllke arnygdules

connect the large arnygdules and out across the rock and even
occasionally seem to cut across rooks with whioh they are in
contact.
A gradation in size of the arnygdules is observed in the
epidotitic rock and bears a close relationship to the host
rock and the mlneraloglcal content.

Further these arnygdules

tend to become streaky and irregularly shaped and elongated
and parallel to the flow.

A gradational change seems to

take place when the arnygdules become smaller,

Irregular to

rounded in the middle and again become large, but this time
oval and elongated and parallel to the flow nearer the oontact.

The occurrence of pipe arnygdules running through rooks
and containing ohlorltic matter may be indicative of an
incipient mlneapature pillow characteristic of the lava# At
this juncture it is worthwhile to draw reference to the
occurrence of pipe arnygdules in lavas of other parts of the
world#

They are reported in the olivine basalts of Oregon

and Washington where they occur in clusters {WATEBS, I960),
At Drakensberg they are associated with vesicle cylinders
(Du TOIT, 190?)#

Though a detailed description of the min

eralogy is not available in this reference, yet sufficient in
dication is given to show their primary character and that of
their contents#
The mineral content of the arnygdules has been discussed
in Chapter II-B#
The occurrence of copper in the arnygdules is common and
is found usually associated with quartz and calcite#

This

mineralOgical association of copper with calcite and ohlorlte
has been discussed under observations and will also be d i s 
cussed later.
Another interesting feature which needs discussion here
is the occurrence in arnygdules of empty or vacant spaces with
pumpellyite on one side and a brownish ground mass on the
other•
Arnygdules containing ohlorite are connected by a ohlorite
network in a dark basaltic rook which is termed as a pebbly

trap*

This feature also could be termed to point to an insiplent

formation of pillow structure (Figure 21).
The occurrence of arnygdules in basaltic rock containing
copper with a rim of calcite has also been noted (Figure 1 6),
One large scale feature will also be discussed, namely
that of zones of mineralization.
From the geometric features seen so far and from the
literature it can be said that the Michigan lavas show a
slight degree of zoning in the Calumet area.

The altering

fluids and the copper may have been brought up in and with
the lavas from the same source at regular intervals from
the same unique chamber through a sequence of flows and by
this it may have produced a pattern of zoning or more approxi
mately "enechelon extrusions**.

Just about any process of

extrusion, intrusion, sedimentation, etc., has its own
(contemporaneous) boundaries and zones.

It is therefore hardly

necessaary to refer to an outside source in regard to the
possible zoning near Calumet.

This is, however, already a

matter of interpretation and leads us over to the next
chapter entitled, DISCUSSION.

DISCUSSION

A.

Alteration

A certain portion of the mineral assemblage of the Michi
gan lavas may consist of minerals formed as a result of altera
tion of earlier formed minerals*

In view of the foregoing

discussion, the term "alteration* does not tie down the process
of formation of many Intervals with regard to time*

Alone

this Is not sufficiently clear because it Includes the possi
bility of later as well as that of a contemporaneous formation*
It is very clear from an examination of the hand speci
mens and their sections that many earlier minerals have been
transformed either partially or wholly to form the present
mineral assemblage of the Michigan lavas*

This is an inescap

able fact.
The various theories on alteration on the Michigan lavas
have been very briefly outlined in the chapter on "previous
literature" and it is, therefore, proposed to restrict refer
ences to only a limited number.

This brief reference is only

meant to be an introduction, as a detailed discussion will
follow each mineral.

BUTLER and BURBAHK (1929) stated that

the first minerals to crystallize were olivine, plagloclase
and pyroxene*

According to them the rock was later permeated

by gaseous emanations, which they say may have been the chief
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agents in producing the first alterations of the minerals or
glass formed*

These changes were, according to them, prin

cipally the breaking down of glass, with setting free of dis
solved minerals such as hematite, pyroxene and feldspar (in
spherulitlc form); the serpenitinization of olivine, with or
without setting free of iron oxide, mainly hematite; probably
the formation of chlorite from glass or interstial spaces or
migration to fill such area if open; and the oxidation of
ferrous iron in the glass to magnetite, and silicates to
hematite.

It was in this period that the red tops of the

lavas were formed.
CORNWALL ( 1 9 5 D * while referring to alteration and
mineral concentration in the Michigan lavas, states that
denteric alteration, especially of plagloclase, is much more
intense in the pegmatitic facies than in the ophitic basalt.
He further states that quartz prehnite, chlorite, epidote,
serioite, calcite, analcime,

ilmenite, magnetite, apatite,

native copper, and copper sulphides are concentrated in the
pegmatitic facies.
STOIBER and DAVIDSON (1959)» discussing primary chemioal
differentiations in the Kearsarge Amygdaloid, state that
chemical data suggests that waters bearing carbon dioxide and
calcium oxide pumpellyitized part of the flow top, albitlzed
other parts and freed elements that formed silicates and
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copper by replacement and as open-space fillings.
AKSTUTZ (1957) statest

**A hydrothermal mineral

assemblage is in itself no proof for or against syn- or epi
genetic origin.

We need

further criteria.

There exists the

possibility of a syngenetic hydrothermal intramagmatic origin.
This origin has been given the name deuteric.

There is no

field evidence and no physico-chemical reason why the hydrous
or volatile phases of a magma should always divorce com
pletely from the parent magma.

Logically seen there must

exist gradual transition in the course of the accumulation
of volatiles to the formation of hydrothermal fluids#

This

transition is given in hydrous portions of magmas » or what
we may thus call hydromagmas.

Finally» hydromagmatic or

deuteric rocks of basaltic composition have for over sixty
yeso^s been called spilites.

The Keweenaw lavas are an out

standing example of basaltic flows with associated spilltic
facies.**
The c h ie f m inerals th a t have e it h e r been a lte r e d or
have been formed as a r r e s u lt o f a lt e r a t io n are as fo llo w s !
M inerals th a t have been a lte r e d
1.

Olivine

2.

Augites

3-

Calcic feldspars
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Minerals that have formed as a result of alteration
or as primary formations*
Chlorite
5.

Prehnite

6.

Calcite

7.

Epidote

8.

Pumpellyite, etc*

Alteration of olivine*
In the observations made almost all of the olivine has
been altered to magnetite, bowlinglte,

lddingsite, and

chlorite, the alteration to bowlinglte and lddingsite being
generally attributed to deuteric causes.
Bowling ite (Fig.> ^5)

is a variety of s&ponite, fibrous,

brownish green in color and giving straight extinction.
Saponite has the following composition:
S102 , 15-16 H 20
1950).

9MgO A ^ O ^ ,

10

as occurring in the Michigan lavas (DANA,

Bowlinglte has been found as an alteration mineral

in the Karoo dolerlte of South Africa (WALTER & POLDERV A A B T f
19^5)» where it occurs in green pleochrous serpentine, where
also its origin is ascribed to either deuteric or hydrothermal
caus e s .
BRODERICK (1935) was the first to list bowlinglte as

an alteration produce of olivine in the Michigan lavas,

15^

p a r t i c u la r l y th ose from the Kearsarge and Greenstone flo w s .
ld d in g s it e

Is another a l t e r a t i o n product o f o l i v i n e .

I t g e n e r a lly borders the boundaries o f the e a r l i e r o l i v i n e
c r y s t a l s and th e a l t e r a t i o n proceeds inward.

STEPHEN and BROVIN

(1959)t have d escrib e d ld d in g s it e from New South W ales,
A u s t r a lia , as fo llo w s :
" ld d in g s it e from New South W ales, A u s t r a lia ,

i s p o ly 

c r y s t a l l i n e and c o n s is ts o f g o e t h lt e and a l a y e r - l a t t i c e
s ilic a te .

In th e a l t e r a t i o n o f o l i v i n e

o r i g in a l l a t t i c e

to l d d in g s it e th e

of c lo se -p a ck e d oxygens appear not tohhave

been g r e a t ly d istu rb e d and th e changes have occurred by
movement of c a tio n s w ith in sm all r e g io n s to form m lo r o c r y s ta ls
o f the a l t e r a t i o n p r o d u cts.

The p a r a l l e l alignm ent o f the

components e x p la in s why i t behaves o p t i c a l l y as a s in g le
c r y 8t e l " .

Stating that the above was determined through X -ra y
studies, STEPHEN and BROWN (1959) continue:
"A few o f the o li v i n e g r a in s show an a l t e r a t i o n produ ct
having o li v e green t i n t s

in i t s p le o c h r o le scheme in a d d i

tio n to shades o f brown.

M o rp h o lo g ic a lly th e m a te r ia l I t

s im ila r to ld d in g s it e bu t t h i s v a r ia n t has not been s tu d ie d " .
In the cores from O sceola a aim Hear m in eral, w ith a
l i g h t brownish rim and a g r e e n ish c o r e , w ith pelochroism from
g re e n ish to brownish, was o b served .

The e x t in c t io n was
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straight*

It had extremely perfect cleavage, in fact, it

looked like twinning planes, but it lacked the fibrous
character of bowlinglte*

A photomicrograph of bowlinglte

is shown in Figure 58*
On the basis of data compiled by WELLS (1929)* MING
SHAN SUN (1957) offers the following conclusions as to the
conditions under which lddingsite formsj
"The alteration of olivine to lddingsite occurs most
likely In a highly oxidizing solu containing HC1* at high
temperature and under high pressure*

The high pressure in

a rock may be maintained in the denterie stage if a hard
crust on the magma is formed as suggested by previous authors •"
No chemioal or modal analyses were conducted by the
author in the course of this work and any discussion of alter
ation is based on microscopic andfield observations as well
as on data from the literature.

CORNWALL (1951 a) fcas com

piled the norms of basalts and andesite in these flows
the modal percentage of olivine far exceeds the normative
percentage*

In the pegmatite f a d e s the modal percentage is

equal to or less than the normative percentage*
Since olivine is altered to bowlinglte and lddingsite,
this may be taken as evidence of both crystal fractionation
and deuteric alteration*
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C h l orite.
The various ways In which chlorite occurs have been
mentioned in Chapter III-C under petrology and, based on the
discussions under differentiation,

it can be seen that

chlorite which occurs here belongs mostly to a late magmatic
phase of crystallization.
In the chapter on differentiation,

the process of

hydrous accumulations and the trapping of volatiles includ
ing water vapor so as to attack the earlier formed minerals
have been discussed.

AKSTUTZ (1957) explains the mechanism

of the formation of chlorite this way.

During hydroug.

spilitio crystallization Ca is unable to enter the plagioclase structure any more remains in the liquid till it forms
epidote if enough silica is present, or caloite if only C 0 2
is available.

Furthermore the anhydrous ferro-sillcates are

unstable and do not form, or if formed decompose.
ohlorite forrasand/or iron oxides.

Instead,

The mobile nature of the

melt, and the displacement afforded to the feldspar laths
is revealed by the tangential nature In which the crystals
are oriented around the chlorite.

This must have been during

the process of alteration of olivine to lddingsite and so on.
nodal Increase of ohlorite towards the tops indicates
the migration of volatiles upwards brought out probably by
the squeezing action mentioned under differentiation.
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In the lower portion of the section examined chlorite
occurred as patches (Pig* 3 0 } having formed as a result of
alteration of earlier silicates*

A little higher in the raid-

die portion of the section chlorite is both amygdular and
patchy.

In the amygdaloldal zone it Is patchy, large amyg-

daloidal and numerous*

It has also been formed by the altera

tion of earlier formed silicates and also occurs as Inter
stitial matter*

Plagioclases or calcic feldspars.
Here also the role of the migrated and trapped volatiles

Is

predominant, particularly in the amygdaloldal zone In

volving the alteration of plagloclase from labradorite to
albite-oligoclase and the formation of chlorite, epidote* preh
nite* calcite* quartz and zeolites*

These changes* it is

suggested, were brought about by the same agencies mentioned
above with the exception that a difference in the constituents
is Involved.

The late soda-rich volatile fraction which attacked

the early formed minerals of the amygdaloldal zone and* re
placing plagioolase albite-oligoclase and introducing numerous
hydrous silieates (AKSTUTZ* 1957)•
TUB1IEB and VEBHOOOEK (1951)* referring to soda metasomatism

say, •*Confirmatory indications of soda-metasomatism are albite
filled vesicles* veinlets of albite and in some cases widespread
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development of zeolites.

It has been shown experimentally

that at temperatures below 3 3 0 ° C. and confining pressures
In the vicinity of 2 2 0 bars, anorthite readily reacts with
sodium carbonate solution and silica in a closed system to
give the assemblage albite and calcite.

It should be noted

that if labradorite of the basalt or diabase Is replaced under*
like conditions by albite, then, since the reaction proceeds
without appreciable volume change, it involves introduction
of both Na and Si, and coiapllmentary removal (presumably In
solution) of Ca and A1 according to some such equation ass

Na Ca H j S i ^ O ^ + N g + + S 1/H-

_

2 Na Al S l ^ O g + Ca++ ♦ A l 3 +.

It is not surprising, in view of resulting variability
in relative concentrations of Na+ , C

Al^*, and Si*** ions

In the solutions taking part in this process, that local
introduction of hydrous silicates of Ca and Al (epldotes,
prehnite and certain zeolites), and even epldotlzatlon of
feldspars, have taken place in many lavas closely associated
with albitlzed rocks of the spilltic association."

This die*

cuesion, although physloo-chemically sound, oontains the un
warranted and hidden assumption of an introduction of soda.
AMSTUTZ, discussing the spllltes of Switzerland (195^, 1957)•
has shown that there is no reason for such introductions
from unknown sources If * 1 1

components have been present

originally Inherent in the rook.
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The alteration, as already stated above, does not neoe sarlly have to be hydrothermal epigenetic, but may rather be
hydrothermal-syngenetic, w ich is called deuteric.

This view

is also held by CORNWALL (1951 a), and suggests the following
mechanism of soda met

omatism*

"Volatiles may escape intermittently through fractures
in the upper chill zone, es
solidification.

d a i l y in the earlier stages of

At times, however, vapours become concentrated

in the magma at the base of the solid roof.

This vapour rich

crystal mush will not solidify completely until sometime
after the underlying mush, because of the low freezing point
of its late fractions.

Consequently, a solid floor will form

beneath a layer of volatile-rich crystal mush, which will
solidify somet

e later to form a pegmatitic layer.

As crystallization continues in the main body of the
m 8gma, volatiles stream upwards, concentrating beneath the
new and lower roof.

The process outlined Is repeated and another

pegmatitic layer is formed, and so on until ths last pegma
tite layer so ldlfles near the middle of the flow."
The section examined in the Osceola Mine presents a min
eralogy somewhat different to that proposed by CORNWALL, and
therefore a pegmatitic layer cannot be visualized here.
However, a comparison is drawn between the N a 20 contents
for typloal basalts and spilltes and the Na 20 contents of the

Keweenawan flows.

l6o*

This Is, according to GILLULY (1925)»
Ingredient
1.
2

■

3

.

N a P0

Ila20

Hock

No. of Samples

Mineral Content
2 .6%
(WASHINGTON, 1922)

Deccan basalts

11

Oregon basalts

6

2.92%

19

5.55%

Average spilite

According to BHODEBICK (19^6) and CORNWALL the highest
Na^O content Is In the pegmatitic facies, running about 3.65%*
From mineralogioal evidence it can probably be assumed
that at Osoeola the loner and central portions of the flow
are lower in Ha 2 0 content approximating normal baealt (around
2.5-2 %), while the upper amygdaloldal zone probably is inter

mediate between Na^O content of normal basalt and gplllte
(3# and above)*
Pumpellyite.
This is relatively a new mineral and there is not much
literature on its origin.

That it is an alteration product

of earlier sllleatee is believed by STOIBER and DAVIDSON
(1 9 5 9 )» who suggest an epigenetic origin to this mineral.
They term this prooess of alteration to pumpellyite "pumpellyitizatlonl,t and state that the alteration takes place in rock
masses of the flow tops.

A brief description of pumpelly

ite is given in Chapter III-C.

l6l
PALACHE and VASSAB (1925) say that "this mineral appeared
a t two periods in the composition paragenesis of the amygdaloids.
It was one of the late magmatic (pneumotectic) minerals,
formed before the copper began to be deposited and before the
Invasion of the formation by the ore bearing solutions.

Its

place is after chlorite and epidote and before quartz and
prehnite.

This generation of pumpellyite often lines open

arnygdules with a velvety coating, quite alone or implanted
on epidote.

Again quartz is implanted on It or fills the

cavity more abundantly by the ore solutions during replace
ment of the amygdaloids."
STOIBER and DAVIDSON (1959) state that the most common
oocurrent of pumpellyite is as a replacement of masses of
the rock of the flow tops.

They also state that pumpellyit

ization, albitization, and vesicle filling were the results
of a single hydrothermal introduction, and that this is
suggested by the complimentary nature of the chemicals added
and subtree ted during the two alternations.

AMSTUTZ

(1957)

considers that the main alteration was due solely to deuteric
action during the hydromagmatio phase of the lavas while
C O R N W A L L (1951) gives an indication of this view in his paper.
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B.

Differentiation.
Magmatic differentiation may be considered to include all

processes by which a broadly homogeneous parent magma breaks
up into contrasted fractions which ultimately form rocks of
different compositions.
The processes of differentiation in the flows of the
Michigan District can be divided into two categories:
!•

Those processes that were effective during the early
part of the cooling history of the flow, and

2.

Those that belong to the late magmatic or deuteric
phase.

These processes can be considered as continuous processes
starting from the parent magma chamber and continuing through
a stage of extrusion to finally a consolidating stage ons
phase passing so irnperceptably into the other that no line
of demarkation can be drawn between them.
It Is common knowledge that In a c o d i n g magma there is
a oonstant effort on the part of the physico-chemical foroes
to maintain an equilibrium between the various fractionsf
i.e., the solid, liquid and gaseous fractions.

These equi

librium conditions are at every stage a result of (1) the
cooling rate, (2) the pressure gradients, (3) the variations
that occur in the magma as a consequence of the crystallization
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processes and (4) the assimilation of certain constituents
from the wall rock*

Later stages may obliterate evidences

of earlier stages and therefore a discussion on the differ
ent stages in the process of differentiation is given below.
CORNWALL (1951 a) while discussing differentiation of
the Greenstone flow, considers the following (3 or 4) as
primary factors concerning the processes t
1*

Cooling at a moderate rate and predominantly
from the t o p •

2.

Differential settling of plagloclase, olivine
and ophitic pyroxene*

3*

Local concentration of volatiles and transport
of materials by migration of the volatiles*

4.

Convective overturn of a magma during the later
stages of crystallization.

This last factor is of importance only when considering
his two hypotheses for the differentiation of the Greenstone
flow, where he postulates one with a convective overturn
during differentiation and the other without it.
On the basis of this first theory he lists six stages
where he includes in addition to the normal stages described
below such stages which support his hypotheses as a convec
tive overturn, repetition of stages, and so on.

1

6k.

Basically the stages involved are (1) a stage of effusion
which continues till final consolidation,

(2 ) a stage of crystal

fractlnation and gravitation, a settling of earlier formed
minerals which is by far the most predominant differentiation
mechanism, and (3 ) a stage of volatile concentration and
reaction and alteration of earlier formed minerals*
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C.

Congruency and A l t e r a t io n
1.

Congruency defined

A ccording to WEBSTER, congruency i s d e fin e d as th e p r o p e rty
to be " g e o m e tr ic a lly su p e rp o sa b le so as to be c o in c id e n t th ro u gh 
o ut" *

Congruency is n ot o n ly a well defined concept in mathematics,
but also a most important basic concept or pattern of scientific
thought*

As a matter of fact, congruency is a basic method of

scientific thought*

The principle of congruency is, in its basic

and broad meaning, closely related to the concept of similarity
and analogy*

Analogy is perhaps THE scientific method PAH ELCEL-

LENCE, because, if anything, similarity or analogy is used as a

criterion for a similar nature fluid a similar origin*

In physics

and engineering, "analogs" or "anflilog experiments" or

o al Lo u I c

-

tions are most important for any approach to an existing problem*
Indeed, the axiomatic basis for any experimental work is the faot
that analogy has the property of an A PRIORI method, i*e*, a
method which cannot be doubted*

The faet that an experiment, if

set up with good agreement of its parameters with thoss found
in nature, is bassd on the axiomatic truth or correctness of
"analogy", forms ths basis of ad.1 scientific work of the past
and present centuries, excluding of course the additional sub
conscious or magic factors used in alchemy.

These psuramount
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properties of analogy are mentioned here because most of the past
literature on the Michigan copper lavas have overlooked con
gruency as a major, or perhaps THE major criteria for genesis*
The reasons for this are psychological according to AMSTUTZ
(1953 and 1961) and were not investigated here*

AMSTUTZ thinks that we, as scientists, are influenced in
our scientific work by subconscious patterns of thought*

These

patterns are of the same nature as those described by C. G* JUNG,
PAULI and others as "archetypes"•

AMSTUTZ states that, accord

ing to JUNG, archetypes always occur in pairs of concepts,
"images* or patterns, which are of an opposite nature*

The two

archetypic pairs active in the theories on ore genesis accord
ing to AMSTUTZ are the time-pair syn-epi, and the space-pair
endo-exo*

AMSTUTZ states that It is because of a subconscious

domination through these archetypic patterns that the principle
of analogy or congruency has not been applied more widely and
more thoroughly in rook and ore genesis*
Now with regard to the actual application of eongruenoy,
that is, of geometric analogy to geological phenomena, there
are of oourse various degrees of congruency • A feature le net
just congruent or non-congruent, but there are gradual transi
tions in between*

Also, subsequent processes may change the

congruency or superimpose less congruent features on earlier,
more oongruent ones*
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In his study on Msyngenetic zoning in mineral deposits,"
where he developed the idea of congruency as a genetic feature,
AMSTUTZ (1959) states that "congruency can be studied with r e 
gard to various features of a mineral deposit and of the host

rock,**

He based his discussion on the following subdivision of

features s
Congruency with regard to:

(1) Large scale shape (10-1000 meters)
(2) Small scale shape (micron to meters)
(3)

Small scale size (grains)

(4) Orientation of grains and of textural units,

2«

Application of geometry

The geometrle patterns described above, all show congruency
in respect to their gradltional character and environmental
disposition*

It Is proposed to call t^is character a geometric

gradient to designate it with

0,

The geometric patterns show

congruent relation to compositional, i*e., mlneraloglcal
gradients which are termed as

M.

Prom the above detailed

patterns and from other observations we will now procede to
compare systematically composition with textural and compositional
gradients•
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In Figure 51 a list of seven features is given of typically
primary features*

It is important to remember that they are

primary geometric features of the lavas that can hardly be
reproduced by secondary processes*
These features are*
Feature 1 (F^) flow lines and layers in lava*
”

2 (Fg) lava dikes in lava (2 or more generations).

M

3 (F^) kreoela pieces and matrix.

w

^ (F^) arnygdules and amygdales*

"

5 (F^) sicrofabric of lava in general*

*

6 (F^) microfabric around lava in general*
7 (Fy) gravity or geopetal features at all seales*

From the list of features given under sub-ohapter E for
Chapter II many more oould be brought under a similar com
parison*

However, the above speoifio selection of features

represents a selection of most important lava textures, the
primary nature of whioh has been described many times and
from many places by such noted volcanologists as WILLIAMS,
RITTMANW, and KUND*

The present writer has also observed

them over large areas in the Deocan traps in India, where he
mapped certain portions of these Plateau basalts*
The space occupied by these primary features are oalled
S^,

S2, and so on*
The compositional gradients or slopes within these spaces

are marked as

M^t and

Mg* etc*, whereas ths textural
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and geo m etric g r a d ie n ts are marked as
The t h e o r e t ic a l

G^,

G0, and so on.

r e la t io n s h ip s between ge o m etric and com

p o s i t i o n a l g r a d ie n ts may be o f d i f f e r e n t t y p e s .
s h ip cou ld be c o m p le te ly haphazard or random,

The r e l a t i o n 

or show a c e r t a i n

degree o f c o in c id e n c e .
This relationship has been described above under geometric
patterns and it could also be seen that a high degree of
coincidence exists*

This as stated above is termed as con

gruency and several features as described below to illustrate
them •

Feature 1 mentioned above shows primary flow lines.

As

mentioned before, the composition of the arnygdules and fre
quently also the composition of the rook changes as a rule
from one layer to the next, parallel with the geometrlo change
of the arnygdules*

Fabric type III in Figure k corresponds to

feature 3 in whioh each brecoia piece has its own mineralogy
and its own texture.
Figure 1*4- illustrates features 2 and 3*

A younger lava

dlkelst outs across an older lava formation whleh consisted
already of two generations of flow breccias.

All three genera

tions of lava exhibit different textures and different com
positions.

The degree of congruency seen between such magmatlo

nd primary features as flow breeolas and lava dlkelets and
b e twe en the distribution of the minerals is of a very high
order.

This d e a r l y shows that these primary features and

their composition cannot be caused by or left undisturbed
by any secondary process.
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In figure 1? there Is shown a geopetal or gravity feature
which in the present position of the lavas is tilted*

The com

position of the sedimentary features in the interfragmental
spaces coincide with that of the arnygdules which were connec
ted with them by channels or fractures*

The arnygdules which

are closed off show a different composition*

This shows an

excellent state of congruency which would have been obliterated

if there would have been epigenetic soaking through amygdaloldal
layers*
Congruence is also observed in microscopic features as
well*

Primary micro textures are seen to change congruently

with mineralogioal composition*

It is proposed to digress a while at this Juncture to
attempt to coordinate a few observations made by the author
and other petrologists on miorotextures of magmatic rooks and
the changes whioh occur as regards these features as a result
of differentiation*
In Chapter IV-B under differentiation, based on the
textural study it was brought out that the itate of the melt
and the order of crystallization can also be predicted by a
study of the fabric relationship in the middle part of the
flow at Osceola*

It is there mentioned that the pilotaxitlc

layer would have taken considerably shorter span of time to
crystallize in view of the grain size and larger numbers of
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c e n te r s of crystallization than the co a rse r o p h l l i t i o la y e r s
where a fewer nunber o f c e n te r s o f c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n would be
In v o lv e d •

TURNER and VERHOOOEN (195D have a ls o a tt r ib u te d

•m a ile r c r y s t a l s iz e to r a p id in crease in v i s c o s i t y ,

thus r e 

l a t i n g fa b r ic or te x tu r e to d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g c o n d itio n s in a
magma which le a d a ls o d i r e c t l y to contemporaneous changes in
chem ical and/or m in e r a lo g ic a l com position .

It

is l o g i c a l

th e r e fo r e to deduce th a t a congruent r e la t io n s h ip e x i s t s be
tween fa b r ic and co m p o sitio n .
III-C

As s ta te d e a r l i e r , Chapters

and E, a change in c r y s t a l s i z e has been observed from the

ground mass towards an amygdule, as a ls o a change in the com
p o s it io n o f p la g i o c la s e s .

It has a ls o been observed th a t a

compositional r e la t io n s h ip exists between an amygdule and the
microscopic zone tftt surrounds it.
It is clear that there Is a congruent relationship between
microtexture and chemical composition.

3.

Application of congruence to alteration and occurrence
of native copper deposits.

It has been prominently brought out in the chapters on
"dlfferentatian," "alteration" and ohemlstry," that a hydromagmatic phase in the crystallizing sequence of the Keweenawan
lavas played an important role In deciding the mineralogloal,
textural, compositional and lithological structure of the lavas
as they are observed today.

Pacts relating to this hydromagmatlc
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phase activity have already been discussed in an earlier chap
ter and It is therefore proposed to only list a few mineralogio
criteria which relate to both alteration in the lavas and the
occurrence of native copper.
1.

The nature of the minerals cementing the breccias is
the same as the last generation in the main rock
matri*.

2.

Copper 16 one of these minerals.

If the main rock constituent is a late mineral itselff
like epidote or pumpellyite, copper is usually abu n 
dant and occurs as a normal matrix mineral like calcite,
quartz, prehnite, etc., or with some or all of these
minerals.
tlgfcly

3*

Copper is a frequent amygdular constituent of

basic rooks and epldotltes (see Figure 16).

Copper is a ubiquitous constituent of basaltic l a v a s ,
and always goes w i t h the deuteric minerals in the
arnygdules or late fractions in the lavas.

4.

The eongruent flae grained emulsion - or Jelly-foraed
precipitations o f epidote, pumpellyite, chlorite,
quarts, ealolte, copper, etc., w hich have been called
•indurated sediments,* are apparently also consangui
neous with the late hydromagma tlo phases (Fig. 17,
South Range Quarry).

AMSTUTZ (personal communication)

showed by X - r a y analyses that their composition is
the ease as that of ths arnygdules.
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5.

Copper occurs in the anygdules and the m atrixes of
fragmentals of a crystallization sequence.

It is also

seen in the junction planes of the previous generation
minerals such as calcite (Fig. 36 ).

A quartz sample

with copper flakes on inner crystal planes has been
reported by the author in Chapter I I I - B under minera
logy (Fig* 2*0.
sion Involved.

This shows that there was no corro
If copper was the main constituent

of the hydrous fraction of the melt, it has filled the
complete hole, the entire amygdule (see Fig. 16).
6.

The mineral assemblage, particularly such main con
stituents as the plagioclases, chlorites show that
the temperature was low and the water content was
high.

On the basis of the criteria enumerated, it can

be seen that fewer assumptions are required to explain
the alteration and the occurrence of native oopper in
the Miehigan lavas, if it is assumed that the forma
tion of the geometrio features is of the same origin
as that of the mineralogloal composition.
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V.
A.

INTERPRETATION

and conclusions

Interpretation of Congruence
In the previous chapter congruency or congruence has been

defined as the property of being "goomotricolly super posable
so as to be coincident throughout%

A brief description of

this feature is given in the last chapter.
Numerous congruent features as seen in the rooks have been
discussed end their meaning and significance have also been
discussed in the last ehapter.
As ths problem here Is one of genesis it

is in the proper

Interpretation of such features that the true value of this
aspect lies.

Let us now take the specimen shown by Fig* 15.

In this we find, proceeding from the narrow portion at the
bottom to the top, that at the bottom there are larger arnygdules,
fewer in number end irregularly dispersed.

In the midule

portion there are oonspiouously few and the one or two that are
found, are extremely Irregular in shape.

At the top the

amygoules $re smell, closely spaced and rounded in shape*
Taking this feature alone we oan see the difference in
1*

else,

a* shape and 5* their disposition in space*

These

exists, consequently, a change with regard to these geometric
features from one zone or spot, let us say, to another within
a single rook*
Now lat us examine the mlneralogloal composition of the
cmygoules in this rock type*
tain calotte*

At the bottom the amygoules con*

In the middle they oontalm prehnite*

At the
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top they grade from calcite, gjbI o Ite-microcllne to wholly mioroollne arnygdules.

Thus w e see a change in another feature or

property from one zone to another; this tine the change is
one of matter instead of spec© or geometry.

This change in

composition parallels or coincides with the change already
described under the fabrix features.

This coincidence in space

Is now exactly the property "of being geometrically superposable
so as to be coincident throughout", which property is the
congruency.

This coincidence or congruency has been discussed

and illustrated at many instances throughout the thesis and is
Illustrated In numerous megascopic and microscopic photographs.
It was also summarized in Figure 51.

It any be repeated here

again that numerous primary geometric lava features were
di soussed and Illustrated, such as dike.?, flow lines, breccias,
amygdules, etc.

In practically every case a geometric coin

cidence was observed between these space properties and the
mineralogle gradients, so that It is inevitable to see that
the processes which ere responsible for the distribution of the
minerals appear to display the same space-symmetry as the
processes whleh ere responsible for the distribution of the
geometrlo features.

This coincidence in symmetry i» most

striking, and the following conclusion appears to be the most
logloal one:

Inasmuch as all the features connected with this

problem and enumerated in this thesis and studied are prima ry
features the obvious conclusion that is to be drawn la that
the distribution of the minerals and their formation are also
primary.
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B.

C h a ra cte r o f a l t e r a t i o n .
A d is c u s s io n on a l t e r a t i o n has been g iv e n under C hapter

IV -A .

Under th e p r e v io u s h ea d in g, I n t e r p r e t a t io n o f Con

gru en ce, i t was s t a t e d a lr e a d y t h a t the congruence o f th e
a l t e r a t i o n i s a prominent fe a tu r e i n a l l th e l a v a s .
fo r e , i t

T h e re 

i s h a r d ly p o s s ib le to assume t h a t a p r o c e ss l a t e r

and fo r e ig n to th a t o f the prim ary form ation p r o c e s s e s , th e
e x t r u s iv e flo w in g , th e c o o lin g , w ith th e a s s o c ia t e d phenomena
of d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n between th e s o l i d , l i q u i d , and gaseous
p h a se s, and th e b r e c c i a t i o n , i s

r e s p o n s ib le f o r th e b u lk o f

the a l t e r a t i o n s .
T h e r e fo r e ,

it is

con cluded t h a t the most p robable tim e

and o r i g in o f a l t e r a t i o n i s a d e f i n i t e d one.

The a l t e r i n g

agents were most l i k e l y co n ta in e d and brought up in and with
the lava.
Two restrictions have to be made immediately.

The fact

that the bulk o f the alterations, i.e. the hydrous crystalliza
tion products, must be considered to be deuteric, does not
preclude the presence o f later, epigenetic features such aa
JJU
fajLt zones with oross cutting alteration haloes (example i
quartz veins with ohlorlte), local effects o f groundwater
migrations, supergene alteration effects, etc.
However, the probability that a later process has the
same symmetry and that It I s therefore congruent to the primary
fabric elements, is very small.

It should be emphasized,

however again, In order to prevent any criticism or e x a g 
geration and generalization, that local crosscutting effects
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o f th e e p ig e n e t ic p r o c e s s e s

J u st m entioned do o cc u r,

a r e , however, r e l a t i v e l y r a r e and r e a d i l y r e c o g n iz e d .

They
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C. Genesis of copper
A brief sketch on the genesis of copper was Included
in Chapter I-C*

It Is proposed to discuss in detail certain

existing theories on the genesis of copper and then outline
the theory based on the evidences accumulated in this work*
Basically the theories regarding the genesis of copper
may be categorised into 4 major groups*

They are stated

below and dlagramatleally shown In figure 52*
The first theory proposes that the copper was brought
up with the lavas and deposited during cooling of the l a v a s ,
essentially in the form observed today*

Only very minor

rearrangements are assumed b y this theory as having taken
plaee through epigenetic processes*
The seoond theory assumed also that copper was always
contained within the l a v a s , but defends that the c o n c e n 
tration was produced b y regional metamorphism*
The third theory proposes that the copper was always
contained In the lavas, but that the concentration was
produced eplgenetleally by circulating ground water*
The fourth theory proposes an entirely foreign and
epigenetic nature o f the copper*

It assumes the Introduction

of the oopper from unknown magmatic or regenerative sources
at depth*
A purely epigenetic theory of the type of category 3
was proposed b y PUMncuUT (1873), VADSVJORTH (1898 ), and
LAMB (1911)# while that of type 4 was proposed b y WELLS
(1925)# S i m H

(1896), BUTU5R ax*I c t ei > (1929)# M I O M R X C K
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ai-

:

(1959)*
to

this

(1935),

WHITE

(1956), and

STOIBER and DAVIDSON

They, however, differed somewhat in their approach
problem.

Taking the third category PUMPEUX, WADSWORTH, and
LANE suggested that copper present in minute amounts i n

the lavas or associated clastic sedimentary rocks of lake
Superior District was leached from these rocks by surface
waters and precipitated in permeable zones (fissures,
vesicular and brecclated, flow tops, lnterbedded conglo
merates and sandstones) during downward circulation of
waters,

LANE (1911) Assumed that the water was primarily

sea water, imbibed Into the cooling lava pile.
Surra (1896), BUTLER an I
and

)t:

ll.

(1929), and BRODERICK

(1935), have postulated a hidden source of the

copper bearing emanations whioh ascended along permeable
zones In the filled lava sequence and deposited copper
where favorable conditions existed.
According to BOTHER and BURBANK (1929), a major
mineralization took place for which they consider three
important elements
1«

Source e f c o p p e r .

This they say must have been

from the general mass o f the Michigan lavas,
2.

Msthod of transportation. They regard gravity
circulation of solution as the transporting agent
for descending origin only, end for ascending origin
they regard solutions given o f f b y the crystallizing

3.

m agma of the Duluth gabbros.
While for the descending
Souse of precipitation.
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origin they suggest an oxidizing compound as the
carrier of* copper, that was deposited through
reduction by ferrous iron,

for* the ascending

origin it was assumed that the solutions were
3uch as ordinarily deposit sulphides in igneous
veins;

these solutions were also essentially

reducing.
In

a d d itio n ,

th e y s t a t e th a t an a scen d in g o r i g in and

a d escen d in g o r ig in are tvio c o n tr o v e r s a l th e o r ie s under
the major t h e o r ie s .

T h is Iras been b r i e f l y m entioned above.

WELL’ S (1925) th e o r y o f d e p o s itio n o f copper from a sce n d in g
s o lu tio n s needs exam in atio n .

He s t a t e s t h a t h o t s o lu t io n

c a r r y in g cuprous su lp h a te d e p o s its m e t a llic

copper on

c o o lin g .
Cu^SO^ « Cu + CuSO^, the cuprous sulphate having
taken place during a single period of somewhat complex
activities that followed the completion of all the essential
deformation that the rocks reveal.
Copper mineralization, according to them, occurred in
the fraotured zone adjacent to the fault confining itself
to fissures and cross fissures as evidenced by the presence
of arsenides and sulphides in the lodes adjacent to the
fissures.

These sulphide vein 3 they say merge into met&llio

copper v e i n s .

For this epigenetic mode of deposition formed

by action of various sulphides on cupric sulphates or by
partial oxidation of copper sulphides.

WELLS (1925) thus

considers deposition of copper from ascending solution
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on th e b a s is o f f i v e

.

c r ite r ia ,

1.

Cooling,

2

R e l i e f from p r e s s u r e ,

3.

O x id a tio n ,

4.

Dilution, and

5.

Reduction of acidity.

v iz .

The details of these points

have been discussed earlier in Chapter I.
As far as the studies carried out go, indications for
the above theory do not exist.
The protagonists of the second category of origin are
many, among whom WHITE (1956) mildly hints on those lines
when he says,

"The copper is definitely epigenetic where

it is present in sufficient abundance to make ore deposits •”
STOTHRR and DAVIDSON (1959) state that the data presented in
their paper does not preclude

a

magmatic origin for the copper.

They suggest that the mechanism by which copper would be
Cy

freed from the basaltic lavas and point out the regional
hydrothermal origin of a mineral pattern of whioh copper
appears to be a part.

They term the separation of copper

as "a modified form of laterlal secretion*'.
"Speculation might take the following form.

The cause

of the activation by hydrothermal metamorphlsm on a regional
scale of the necessary calcium- and carbonate-bearing waters
might have been the downwarping of the lava-filled basin
into the hotter, deeper regions of the crust.

Where the

lavas dip steeply, it may be presumed that their down-dip
portions are deeper in the earth than where the lavas dip
gently; it is not surprising, therefore, that in the zonal
relationship now exposed, the steeper dipping flows of the
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Portage Lake lava series generally carry the higher
temperature minerals.

The calcium- and carbonate-bearing

waters thus activated would have altered the roek 3 , freeing

Of these soda would

by this process the several elements.

have formed albite from preexisting calcic plagioolase in
the basalts, and silica freed from the deep alteration
would have aided in the formation o f albite.

The excess

silica would have bee n deposited in fragmental spaces and
arnygdules either as quarts or combined vxith other elements
to form potassium,

calcium, and aluminum silicates, up-dip

from the deeply altered lavas.

The copper freed at depth

appears to have been carried in large quantities only where
there were through -going structural channelways
the approximate margins

epidote

of native

(1951 a) gives the

three

copper were

that

primary

would

prefer the

ascending hydrothermal solutions dissolved

copper

amygdaloids

formed.*'

hypothesis existing

the origin and copper and states that he

theory

which, at

the quart- zone, within the

zone, concentrations

CORNWALL

on

of

in

and

syngenetloally concentrated In certain
sediments within the lava series and %»-

deposited the copper, on cooling, to form commercial deposits*
diving

other

evidences he

draws

attention to the fact

the he had shown,

1*

that the native copper was originally a primary
constituent of the lavas themselves, and

2.

that the amount of copper In the original lava
If accumulated Into the top is quantitatively
adequate to explain the concentration In one of the
principal ore deposits*
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The following fact3 also, suggest the importance of
syngenetic processes.
YES

(1°50) is also of the opinion that if a replacement

reaction occurred while the magmatic residue was still
homogeneously distributed through the mass the amount of
original mineral available and probably would not vary inversely
with the quantity of the latter surrounding the reaction.
This concurs with the opinion of CORNV/ALL (1957 a) and
A: 3TUTZ (1958) and the observations made by the present
author in and around arnygdules.
It can also be said that common concentration of copper
in partly cellular, relatively impermeable base portion
of the amygdaloid, high content of hydrous ('hydrothermal1)
minerals In the amygdaloids,

the presence of chaleoclte in

an amygdaloid, and the occurrence of two large amygdaloid
deposits, all these suggest the importance of syngenetic
processes.

In the course of this study many facts came out to show
the syngenetic character, of these deposits*
The most prominent feature which, apart from the
petrographic and mineyajbglccharacter of the rocks, stood
out prominently are the congrgent features described which
point toward an undoubted syngenetic origin*
It la proposed to summarize a few of the evidences given
earlier to this effect.

The general property of the rocks

such as the altered character of the mineral content, as for
instance, labradorite to albite, the alteration of both the
feldspars, and the mafics to chlorite, the alteration of
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o li v i n e to l d d in g s it e and b o v /lin g ite , the a l t e r a t i o n o f
amygdular m inerals have a l l been beyond any doubt confirm ed
as b ein g th e r e s u l t o f a l t e r a t i o n due to th e v o l a t i l e
c o n te n ts i n th e hydromagmatic phase in the d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g
magma and n ot o f a secondary o r i g in , copper b ein g a normal
comagraatic sy n g e n e tic c o n s titu e n t accum ulated in the h ydromagmatic phases o f th e Lake S u p erio r b a s a l t .

Magmatic copper

d e p o s its can be e a s i l y e x p la in e d by a s in g le o r ig in .

The

copper was c a r r ie d up w ith the la v a s du rin g e f fu s io n as
hydromagmatic and hydrotherm al p o rtio n s o f the la v a s ,
escaped in t o the sedim ents o f f r a c t u r e s .
ceased to e x tru d e , th e v o l a t i l e

or

A f t e r th e la v a s

fr a c tio n s may s t i l l have

continued to le a k o u t from the same magma chambers as hydrotherm al f l u i d s , most o f which may have caked th e su r fa c e
and formed the e x h a la tlv e sedim entary red bed coppers o f
White P in e , e t c .

Another point which should be mentioned here and which
has a great bearing on the genesis is the geometry and the
oongrueney relationship.

The factors that in addition to

others help In revealing the primary character of the magma,
were the geometric and mlneralogle features whioh showed
this relationship and thereby established the obvious.
occurrence of native copper in magmas is not new.

The

CORNWALL

(1956) states that there are 30 areas of basaltic lavas that
contain native copper, some of which are deposits of
potential commercial Interest.

A few native copper deposits
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o f the world are listed here

(1 9 3 3 ) while reporting on the occurrence of
native copper deposits, favors a syngenetic origin where
he states,

‘the suggestion that the whole or part of the copper

in the deposits was extracted by waters from the rock i t 
self almost forces itself upon the observer,
referring to the Catocen lavas states,

and while

"the copper was

deposited by hot waters shortly after the eruption and
consolidation of the b a s a l t . *
Thus in conclusion it can be said that from field
evidence, microscopic evidence, and geometric evidences, the
copper in the lavas Is a normal co-magmatic syngenetic
constituent accumulated in the hydrama®matic phases of the
lake Superior basalt magmas.
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Figure 1. Generalized geologic map of the
Lake Superior Hegion. Modified
rafter LEITH, LUND, and LEITH
(1935, PI. 1) from WHITE (1956).
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relation to beds on the assumption that the
folding and faulting were both later than the
deposition of the Jacobsville sandstone
(BUTLEB and BUBBANK, 1929# p. 5 U .

.

;
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'
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P o s s i b l e development of the Keweenaw fault on
the assumption that the foldi*&g was earlier
than the deposition of the Jacobsville sandstone.
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Figure 5«

Modal variation in Greenstone flow at

Delaware.

Taken from CORNWALL, 1951a, p. 170

Figure 6.

Rond from Silver City to the Lake
o f the Clouds,

15 km. west of White

Fine. View on Lake Superior,

192.

Figure 7 ,

4 detail of tlte South Range iuarry pegmtitio
layers# Cross cutting relations show how lower

hydronas mtlcwpegcsxtitie portions were trapped

by fracturing before they crystallised#

Figure 8 .

-ype of exposure in ths South flange Quarry. Iiroo
flows are visiblej the lowest (lower 1 / h of tho
cloture width only), the odlu in tl»
iddle
(1/2 of the p l o t u r o ) v and the next on toy.
The
odi u n one lias rorlous ohyrioao a tic (late hydroTiagnatic material, mostly oaloito.
the primary
nature of the oaloito is olearly visible.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10,

Calumet fro

the a i r .

Osoeola nine and durips
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Figure 11.

Whet appears to be a contact is really a

breccia, where large pieoes of basaltic lava are
cemented together with a feleitic and ferruginous
matrix. Kota copper in crescent shaped breccia
trapped in the matrix.
There is no copper in the
larger pieces, a good case for congruency.
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Figure 12. A photograph of the dump at Osceola and same of
the samples collected from it.

Figure 13.

A close-up of the large specimen seen In the
above photograph showing flow zoning of the
anygdules.
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t

Figure 14.

Three generations of lavas interpenetrating each
other.
Generation 1 is the amygdular rock to
the left and to the right; generation 2 is the
denser rock in the center which is cut by
generation 3 (dike with large arnygdules with
copper, epidote, calcite, etc.
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Figure 15.

Typical layering of arnygdules, a very common
feature, invariably accompanied by a congruent
distribution of minerals in the arnygdules.
Minnesota Mine.

Figure 16.

Amygdaloldal basalt with copper filling or lining
the anygdules.

Centennial Mine.

\9Q

Figure 17.

Two different types of lava bordering an en

closed mass of "indurated sediment" showing
layering and compaction fractures. Actual size.

Figure 13.

A contact between two amygdular rocks where
elongation of arnygdules are seen showing flow
lines.

Half the actual size.
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Figure 19.

An outcrop in the town of Houghton, Michigan,
showing telescoping or coalescing anygdules
(Comparative size given by penny).

Figure 20.

A specimen showing orientation and elongation
of arnygdules along breccia contacts.
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Figure 21.

A specimen of "pebbly trap."

'Typical specimen

of ophitic lava with chlorite occurring as
amygdaloidal masses and skins between the
individual ’b a l l s " .

It seems that the crystal

lization of this lava has proceeded almost to
the end by forming somehow loose or somewhat
connected balls of agglomerated l a v a s .

Between

these agglomerations the very last obviously
hydrothermal set of fluid accumulated to form
chlorite,

in this case as a reticular net of

"rest melt", rest-fluid.
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Figure 2 2 .

A specimen of brecclated basaltic lava cemented
together by a greenish epidotitic matrix.

Figure 23.

A specimen with an amygdule containing quartz

and a thin layer of calcite around it with
flakes of copper in quartz.
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Figure 2k.

A specimen of an epidotitic rock containing anygdulos of copper and copper disseminations.

Figure 25•

A specimen of fluidal lava with streaky arnygdules
and "indurated sediments" in the light corner and
in the large arnygdules.
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Figure 26. PDB-^9.

Swivel texture showing feldspar lathe

circling around ferruginous patches
lava.

Plane polar 1 -ed light, 4 C X .

in basaltic
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Figure 2?. PDE-49. Glomeroporphyritlc texture in basaltic

lava at Osceola.

Plane polarized light X^O.

,2 0 5

Figure 23. PDE 43. Typical ophitic texture where pyroxene en
closes laths of feldspar. Plane polarized light,
X^O.

Figure 29. P D B - 4 S . lddingsite, an alteration product of oil
▼ine.

The rirrs are dark, showing alteration.

Plane polarized light, X^O.
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Figure 3 0 . P D B - ^ 3 . Pyroxene partially altered to patchy chlorite.
// nicols, X^O.

Figure 31. PD3-^6. Ferruginous matter constitutes
ened portions In the section.

the black

// nicols, X^O.
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Figure 32. PDB-^6. Patchy ophite in basaltic lava. Gore
sample, Osceola Mine. // nicols, X^O.

Flgu -3 33* X3. Epidote In epidotitic rook, //nicols, X^O.
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Figure 3^* X3. Prehnite in an amygdule in an epidotitic rock
//nicols, X ^ O .

Figure

35* PDB-^9* Bock

caught up in arnygdules. //nicols, X*K>
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Figure 36 . X6. Copper In calcite arnygdules in epidotitic rock,

//nichols, X80.

Figure 37• X7» Angular anygdules containing calcite occurs in
lava and green m s s contact, //nicols, X^O.
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Figure 33a. X3. Egg-shaped amygdule in epidotitic rock,
//niohols, X 4 0 .

Figure 38t. X8. Amoeba-shaped amygdule in epidotitic reck,
//nichola, X^O.

2-U

Figure 39. X7* The concentration of chlorite in clots in
an epidotitic rock, //nicols, X^O.

Figure 4o. XI5a. The concentration of chlorite in layer clots
as segregations In matrix rock,

//nicols, X^O.

2\Z

Figure ^1. PDB-6a. Vertical section through pipe araygdules,
containing mostly chlorite,

//nicols, X^O.

2\ 3

Figure

XI. Albite and oligoclase forming the ground . ass
cf the three generation lava,

//nicols, X.4c.

Figure hj. XI. In the andesitic lava laths of feldspar are
bigger near anygdules.
Note the large size of
the lath near the amygdule which forms the lower
part of the section,
//nicols, X^O.
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Fi g u r e

X15A.

Plicrolites

of c h l o r i t e

in f e l d s p a r .

//nicols, X80.

Figure 4-5• PDB-46. Bowlinglte - the dark mineral with a
fibrous character in the ©enter of the crystal
while it still retains m n y of the characters
of olivine, //nicols, X^O.
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Figure h6, X3. Puapellyite.

This is a radiating mineral

formed by the alteration of the ground mass
and other minerals,
//nicols, X120.

FIsure ^7. X6. A portion of the prehnite crystals whioh form
bands of larger and smaller crystals.
Here we
have larger crystals in the central band with the
small crystals flanking it. //nicols, X^O.
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Figure 42 . :;6. Quartz occurring as differently orientated

crystals in an amygdule.

//nicols, X.40.

Figure 49, Different type* of copper ore fro m the
Rjev/eenaw lavas and interbedded conglomerates*

THE FIVE SASIC FABRIC TYPES
IN THE COPPER BEATING KE./EENa :
LAVAS AND CONGLO,‘IEPATES
I. massive lava with occasional
f I0X7 I Ines
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m ny g e n e t i c a l l y

0120 c r o u p whioh i s

1 p o r t ant phanooeua there is

s p e c ific a lly s ig n ific a n t.

group of differentiation phenom ena.

This is the

The following is a brief

description of the four stages as seer, in the field by ths
present author and as also de sari bed in the literature.
Stage 1.
Tills la a stage of extrusion where the I n n

is extruded

until it eases to rest on nearly horizontal strata (COfSIUALL,
1951 s)»

Ic this it has scattered in it produets of the pre-

extrusion intrntelluric phase whioh consist of crystals of
oalcic plagloclase and oltrine.

These occur only in the upper

amygdaloldal zone and the lower chill zone, those of the
other middle eons being resorbed (PARKER, 1959) and a» also
seen in the sections examined fron ths Osceola Mine.
Ths percentage of sulphur is a neasure of the duration of

the existence of volatiles and this has been found to depend
on ths thickness of flows as shown below.

*!?i at mwirf?1** awaa

Hat «a»*ur

12

Greenstone

1239 feet

17

Tanaracl:

(thinnest)

.Q09£
(PARKES, 1959)

164,5 feet

.003^
(BRCCEHICK, 1935)

7

Kearsarge

*023JC

(bscbebS k , 1935)

Tills oould be due to ths dlstanoo a flow would have to travel
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before It rested as can be seen by the relative thickness of
the various flows.
Stage 2.
This stage involves the crystallization of the major rook
forming minerals and their relative disposition in the thickness
of the flow.
The minerals that crystallize first are olivine, magnetite,
ilmenite (sometimes) calcic plagioclases and pyroxenes, and
since at the top of the flow no gravitative settlement was
involved due to the high viscosity of the magma and the upward

flow of volatiles the crystals clung to the roof of ths flow,
orystalllzation proceeding from the top to the bottom*
The ophitic texture and the related texture of the ground

mass reveals the order of crystallization as olivine, oaloie
plagloclase,

iron oxide, and calcic pyroxene which enclosed the

plagioclases to form the ophitic texture.
The crystallization according to CORNWALL (1951) prooeed sd
aotually both from the top and bottom as shown in Figure 73 •

Generally the process of differentiation begins with the
erystallization of minerals of similar compositions and their
eoaoentratlon at the bottom due to gravitative settling, and
followed the crystallization of successive fractions which have
been Impoverished by the separation of the earlier formed
minerals.

The magma trends under hypothesis of CORNWALL (1951 b)

Whioh does not involve a convective overturn a r e included here
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to Illustrate b r i e f l y this a spect. CORNWALL (1951 b) states as

follows:

"In the absence of convection currents a composition

gradient was gradually established in the magma by transfer
upward of more volatile constituents (Fe, Mn, Ti, Cu, S, ?, Si,
K, Na) by escaping gases.

Fractions of magma that crystallized

at the top of the flov; to form the upper chill zone were rela
tively rich in more volatile elements where as crystals settling
to the base were relatively rich in Mg and Ca.

The average

composition of the whole magma column tended to remain constant.
Certain trends are apparent in the successive liquids,
however, despite the tendency for the upper and lower parts of
the magma column to compensate each other.

In general the more

volatile constituents, particularly SiO^ and Na^O

Increase

gradually; MgO and CaO decreased; and Al^O, declined in the
later stages.

Sulphur bubbled out of the magma, particularly

during the early stages and enriched the upper chill zone*

The

amounts of combined water remained constant through liquid 6
and was higher in liquid 7 and 8.

The basalt that formed from

liquids 7 and 8 is rich in olivine and the olivine hae been largely
altered to hydrous serpentine."

This would correspond to lower

ophite zone of PARKER (1959) at Tamarack where he notes a high
olivine, calcic plagioolase, calcic pyroxene content and low in
metallic opaques and as observed by the author in the corse from
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Osceola Mine* CORNWALL continues: "Thus the high content of
combined water of later liquids merely indicates that the
rocks derived from them were rich In serpentine.
The ratio of iron oxides to magnesia increased abruptly
in the beginning and remained constant therefore to late
liquid period.

This corresponds to the increase in iron oxide

in the lower ophite zone of PARKER (1959) where he states that
a lot of iron oxide crystallized.

At Osceola though patchy

iron oxide was seen in sections, it is not considered as ex
tremely significant (Fig. 32, PDB 46).

CORNWALL (1951 b)

continues that the ratio of Ti02 to iron oxides increased
from the earlier liquid to the later liquid.

The ratio of

ferric to ferrous iron remained constant to middle

and

fell off abruptly in the later liquids.

liquids

The lower value

of the ferric ferrous ratio in later liquids appears

lous and might indicate
hypothesis
fied

last,

B

that their assumption

that the rook

is not valid.

however, ferric

and

on other factors

in the middle of the

fractions that erystallized

from the

that the true values of his ratio
much

The magma trends to

magma.

in

was dependent

ratio of the solid
He also thinks

later liquids oeuld,

higher.

a very large extent were

according to him, for the

hypothesis B.

flow solidi

As pointed out on pages 159-160,

besides the ferrlo-ferrous

hypotheses« except

made under

ferrous ratios of the magma

therefore, have been

anoma

late liquids under

similar,

both the

that P-,0^ and 3 remained constant under

Under hypothesis A In addition to what has been said
above, the following s to o d out prominently;
1.

Early escape of large quantities of sulphur from the

magma•

2.

Peaks in the content of Pe, Ti, P, Mn, W and Cu when

the flow -was nearly solid.
Gradual increase in ha and decrease in tfg and Ca through

3*

out solidification.
b.Decrease in Al after the early stages of solidifica
tion.

While referring to the anomalous character of the lower
ferrous and ferric ratio mentioned earlier it would
appropriate to give a few occurrences of such
PARKER (1959) observes this at Tamarack
across

a

features.

where be

second high olivine zone first above

a

second area of increased

semes

the eetall Is

opaque area of the lower diabasic sub-ophitio sons
thinks represents

be

whleh be

olivine crystal

lization formed by changing conditions • CGRKVAU* (1951 a)
refers to

a

similar high olivine layer in the syhltls

in the Greenstone flew, basalt Mandan flow

seas

(asserting be

BRODERICK, 1935)t Kearearge flow (BRODERICK, 1935) and

similar

other flows, and thinks that this indicates that there

were

two periods during solidification which wore especially favor
able for the formation and/or mechanical concentration

of

olivine.

Further he states that the late olivine

rocks have more Na and

K

containing
somewhat

and in some cases contain

less magnesia and more iron oxide.

This predominance

of iron

is seen in the lateration of olivine to lddingsite (Pig*
According to NINO SHAN SUN (1957) who states that

2 8 ).

appreciable

amounts of Iran is necessary in the original olivine

for ths

formation of lddingsite.

Is that

The obvious inference here

when the higher olivine layer was formed the residual melt
was so much enriched in iron that some

up by

olivine.

A

of

the iron

was used
magnesium

cyclic fluctuation in the iron and

ratios and increased viscosity results in

a finer grain iron

rich olivine and pyroxene.

In the thin section of flow from Osceola a change in
grain;size structure and texture could
sally and microscopically.
the

order

Thus

be

seen both msgasoopl-

that state of ths malt and

of crystallization can also be predieted by a Study of

ths fabric relationship in middle part of ths flow*

The

hyalopilitlc or pllotaxltlc layer would have taken consider'
ably shorter span of time to crystallise In view of

ths

grain

size and the larger numbers of centers of orystalllsatiaa than
the coarser ophitic layers, where a fewer number of

eaatar s

crystallisation would be involved*

this

On ths

b asts

ef

could be said the pllotaxltlc or diabaele areas were

ef

it

ths last

to crystallize*
000DSFE5D (1959)* discussing this phase of crystallisation
history as seen In thin sections of basaltic dikes near
Ccroupla, Oregon, statest
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"For example a thin section of a specimen from neap the

center of the dense basalt dike

30*

wide discloses a mat-like

aggregate of labradorite nlcrolites (.2-.08 mm.) with numerous
interstitial clouded grains of mafics ( . 0 5 mm.) and magnetite
with about Ji of brown glass.

An area of one square meter

contains *+90 nilllgrains, 1 6 0 plagloclase microlltes, 230
grains of mafics and 100 grains of magnetite.

In contrast

to this high concentration in basalt a thin section from the
central part of a coarse grained diabase dike, 20 feet wide,
shows on an average 1 5 crystals or parts of crystals per
square ram., *4- labradorite crystals, and 5 mafics, 6 magnetite,
As stated by TUBNEB and VEBHOOGEN ( 1 9 5 D t

etc.”

“Small

crystals have a higher chemioal potential than larger ones
for a slight degree of undercooling only large nuclei 1 are
stable.

Hence,

in a greatly undercooled magma the resulting

rock would show many crystal grains representing crystalliza
tion centers whioh were unable to form larger individuals
because of a rapid Increase in viscosity under conditions of
a slight degree of undercooling larger crystals will form at
the expense of small ones.”
From the coarse nature of the crystals of the flow of
the pllotaxltlc zone was not greatly underoooled but certain
portions near the central part of the flow (as seen from the
Osceola Klne) show a finer grain and consequently a greeter
unooollng.

Immobility could have been the cause of this.
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In the central portion the "boundaries of the feldspar
laths are rather ragged and cuspate in character which are
due to the encroachment of pyroxene while in the diabasic
and sub ophitic zone are quite sharp and euhedral due to
simultaneous formation with pyroxene.

GOODSPEED (1959)

attributes this textural relation to corrosion, "although
most of the feldspars in the Tertiary dikes display sharp
outlines, a few of them in some of the diabase dikes have
ragged borders in contact with pyroxene.

These outlines are

apparently caused by magmatic corrosion.

In some sections

the paragenesis is clearly shown in the cusp-like borders
of the mafics against the feldspars and also by the apparent
penetration of mafics along albite twinning planes,

Where

the apices of the cusps happen to be truncated by the plane
of the thin section, the plagioolase looks as if it had in
cluded numerous small rounded mafic crystals; whereas in
reality, the final crystallization of the mafics is later
than the feldspars.

Some of these corroded plagioolases show

thin delicate relics which extend Into the maflo-rioh ground
mass* thus indicating that, at this stage of crystallization,
the magma was in a rather static, non-mobile state,*
In the fine-grained portions of the core samples studied,
abundant magnetite occurs in the form of blebs amidst plagloclase laths and included In the pyroxene crystals*

The

occurrence of magnetite enclosed by later pyroxene Termed in
the interstices of plagloclase laths indicates that the resid
ual melt near the middle portion of the section eons is ted of

microlites of feldspar suspended in a viscous but immobile
raedlun.

As stated earlier that diabasic zone was the last to

crystallize and the or i e ntated and churned or swivelled chara
cter of the plagioclases

mentioned under petrology was due

to a squeezing of t h e magma.

The orientation of plagioolase

mlcrolites and clotted c h a r a c t e r of the pyroxenes indicate
the last phase of c y r s t a l l i z a t i o n from a super cooled melt*

Stage 3,
CORNWALL (1951 a) refers to this stage as local oaneentratlon of volatiles and transport of materials by migra
tion of volatiles#

Under Stage 1 it has been stated that vola

tiles exist there as evidenced by the varying sulphur con
tents.

These volatiles, along with aqueous solutions*

played a fairly important part in the prooess of crystalliza
tion discussed in the sub chapter above, but their full sig
nificance is seen in the role whioh they play In the later
stages of consolidation.

The alteration of olivine to bowlinglte

and lddingsite; the alteration of feldspars, pyroxenes and
formation of chlorite; the conversion of calcic plagioolases
to albite and oligoclase; ths alteration and/or formation of
amygdular minerals, particularly zeolites, are all the effects
of the volatile constituents.

The processes of alteration

are discussed in ths chapter on alteration.
Coming under this phase are the views of AMSTUTZ (1957)
on the crystallization of basaltic magmas under hydrous
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©onditions.

He terms

this as the hydrous or spillltic

crystallia&tion of a "basalt magma and discusses

the scheme

thus:
,;A spilite

io but a basalt w h i c h f ormed u nder hydrous

conditions:
" D r y ” basalt
Ca-plagloclase

Augites and
Hornblende

"Wet" b a s a l t = spillte
*
Al
Fe
c?

Albite
Chlorite

KJ X

Calc i t e

Fe-oxide

Epidote
Ca
Ila

Fe-oxide

"The main differe n c e s are these*
"Ca cannot enter the plagloclase structure any more.
It remains in the liquid until it forms epidote, if enough
silica is present, or calcite if only C0? is available.
Furthermore, the anyhydroue ferrosillcates are unstable and
do not form, or if formed, decompose.
forms and/or iron oxide.
complex.

Instead, ohlorlte

The mineralogy becomes thus sore

The large amount of water and other volatiles

present during the crystallizat on leads to the high mobility
of the rest of the liquid during crystallization.

This

mobility is higher In such a hydrous systen than in a
relatively "dry* system, and consequently the rest fluid is
constantly in danger of being removed from the obviously
•low crystallizing system.

This is why we find so many mono-

or ollgo-minerallc rooks In spilite provinces.

A diffusion

type hydrothermal alteration would naturally tend to homogenize

rock units.

In the case of the Keweenaw spilites and any

other hydromagmatic province wc find the opposite of homogeni
zation, we find a differentiation.
"It is thus perfectly normal that the tendency to form
aono-mlneralic differentiation products is strong.
"As in the range of ultrabasic magmas the crystallization
differentiation leads to oligo- or monoraineralic composition
which may segregate or be injected in a layer or sohllerentype geometric form, so do we obtain oligo- or monomineralic
cryatallates in the range of hydromagmas.

There is, of course,

a gradual transition between both ranges, the only differences
being the composition, particularly the content of volatiles.
This leads, of course, also to a difference— again only a
gradual one— in geometry.

The more volatiles we have, the

more fluids and mobile are our rest liquids or fluids.
•There is naturally also an additional difference whioh
might well be ascribed to critical phenomena.

In the ease of

the so-called liquid magmatic ore deposits we do not have any
appreciable amounts of alteration.

However, the more actual

volatiles— probably mostly water— there are, the more recur
rent phenomena may occur.

Alterations show up because one

and the same mineral may, during the course of seml-hydrous
crystallization, become unstable and decompose.

It is rather

unfortunate that such phenomena have been interpreted in the
old literature almost always as epigenetic supergene or

2*4-1

hypogene,

Instead of deuteric alterations. (The reader should*

at this point,

not get the Impression that every alteration

in believed to he deuteric.
in the other direction.)

There is no sense In exaggeration

We often get the impression of

pegmatitic or -'icro-pegmatitic nature and this is actually
the correct impression,
showed

IIIGGLI (1952) and C O R N W A L L

(1951)

the syngenetic nature of these pegmatite layers.

The

texture of most of these hydrous magmatic rocks are basically
the same as those of hydrothermal veins; rapidly changing from
mono- to poly- and back to mono-mineralic,
“There is thus a logical transition In nature between
"dry" melts— the majority of the basalts—
In the case of wet melts,

and "wet" melts.

those melts which are to say so

still pregnant with hydrothermal solutions, we may use the
term hydro-magmas because we see that the bulk of the rook
was formed under hydrous conditions.

On the classical separa

tion diagram of Paul ITiggli the hydrous crystall1sation of a
magma thus looks as shown In Figure 11.

The pegmatitic field

is narrow or almost absent and the bulk crystallisation takes
plaoe in the hydrothermal range."

